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WE HAVE TO SEE IT FIRST

Or6 The statement I write on the board for students who.arrive for the first
of oUr,Free Speech Colloquium is:

Strongly
Agree

THE FIRST AMENDMENT SHOULD BE ABSOLUTE

Agree
. Strongly

Diaagree Diaagree

Most students "agree," if not strongly. Not far into the course students coma
to realize that, even when committed to freedom, thinking people may differ in
application of the concept.

It also is-unnerving to the naive Co leare that tOe struggle for free
speech and press has been traumatic. The cup.of hemlock, the several hundred
thousand women killed for witchery, the mar4s of people who spent their lives
in alaVery, 4he gas-chambers! The picture of our "civilized" past is nOt pretty.
Noe is the present. A man who tried to find the truth behind political stone-
walling wrote:

' 1

One of the ugliest aspects of modern life is the fact that
between one and two million ieople are at this moment in jail
solely because of their political beliefs...locked up in con-
centration camps, cify jails, national prisons...torture, aback-

seml-starvation and carefully calculated breakdown of
prisoner- morale...very few of theac are terrorists. guerrillas,
bomb throwers, or even philosophical advocates of violent change.1

And David Brinkley, this year, declared that the picture had gotten worse.that
'reveal hundred million more thia year than lest are living under regimea that
.have taken giant steps away from rather than toward freedom. Only gloms 19 per
cent, according to his,state-of-the-world analyais, live under a degree aflib-
arty reasonably close to what we enjoy. Such A perspective is eoough to make one
hypersensitive to any local, atite, or national policy or practice that looks at
all like book burning or auppreasion of ideas.

1

Absolute commitmept to the Firat Amendmer paradoxically, haa its roots
in the crack that scientific thinkf.ng made in bel. 4r1 abaolute truth. The
Ann Hutchinsons and Mary Dyers and Martin Luther Kingt 'nspire us to make speech

' and all its fringe benefits available to all by'dras.;,r1 demonstration. But the .
struggle, fortunately, is not often fOUght in the stre,Lt. In our complex aociety,
it is weged by coalftions'of concerned, informed leaders of organizationa, by
grass-roots, state, and national associations of people who transform dollars into
legal briefs and educational campaigns. Quiet effonts to enact the aunshine laws,
as well as more open support for the notorious trials of our Deep Throata, will
-test our absolute commitment. May the energy and efforts invested in the publi-
cation Of this yearbook in a very real way contribute to both a more informed
national debate of complex free speech issuea and to a more intense commitment
so necessary to seeing that the First Amihdment is' held first!

WiJliam I. Gorden. Chairman
Commisaion on Freedom of Sppech
Speech Communication Association

4
1 Robert 'helton; "The Geography of Disgraee,%Saturday.Review World,

June 15, 1974.
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FREEDOM OF SPEEOf AS AN ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE

anklyn S. Heiman
thweateAn UnAveneity

Juat a little over fifteen years ago a group of about a dozen refugees
fromthe labors of a long day at a Speech Association of America convention
gathered at a St. Louis coffeehouse to commiserate with one another about the

state of our profession. It was an all-male group, I'm sorry to say':

Our topic 91 primary concern BIB that practically nobody in the field
of speech was paying any attention, in their research or their teaching, to what
seemed to us to be one of the basic promisee on which the existence of our dis-
cipline depmnded--the maintenance of system of freedom of expression. To be

sure, most of us gathere4 around that table were card-carrying members of the
American Civil Liberties Union. We knew the names of few important First Amend-.

ment giants like Alexander Heiklejohn, Zechariah Chaffee, and Roger Baldwin, and
a few significant First Amendment cases such as Schenck, Terminiello, and Dennis.
We kne4 that James M. O'Neill, a founding father of the modern field of speech,
had been for many years one of a tiny handful of prominent Roman Catholics who
saw fit, in those monolithic days ofithat church, to identify himself with the
ACLU, working actively on a national committee of that organization. We knew
about Jacobus Ten Brock, a non-speech-trained lawyer who then headed the off-beat
department of speech at the University of California at Berkeley and had taught
a 'kourse in freedom'of qpeech at the school for some time. We knew,'also, of ,

the work in this ares t Robert H. O'Neil, then a recent Harvard Law School grad-
uate and Tufts debate coach, now vice-president of Indiana University, who devised
an experimental free speech primmer-course offering for the San Francisco State

College Speech Department. Stimulated in part by Bob O'Neil's initiative, I had
begun plans for a similar.course offering on a regular basis at Northwestern,
which was approved by the Graduate School Curriculum Committee overthe objections
of an English professor and a biologist but with the support of the Political
Science Department's'professor (Tf constitutional law and of faculty members in

the School of Law.

Out of that Stt Louis coffeehouse meeting came a resolve to get something
going by way of erecting a structure within the Speech Association of America
to encourage and support teaching and research.in freedom of speech. Petitions

were dream up for the creation of an official interest group within the associa-.
tion. That action had some interesting consequences. Several members of the
association's leadership group thought that some, kind of un-American activity

was getting under way. Over considerable opposition of that sort initial approval

was won. It did not help matters any when one of ihe panelists on the first
convention program we sponsored chose to.exercise his free speech by describing
his perceptions of how one of our major Ph.D.-producing university speech depart-
ments (identified by the name of the institution and of the speaker's major
professor) had rejected.his work allegedly because of disagreement with his
liberal political views. I recall vividly the cloak-and-dagger d'ana that played
itself-out in the hallways and rooms of the Hotel Cleveland that day aB Alvin
Goldberg, who had chaired this momentous program for us, fought to retain posses-
sion of the tape that had been made of the speech in 'question while other interested
parties sought to commandeer it0

Well, that all seems likesancient history now. We finally received
official status, not as an interest group but as an all-association Committee

on Freedom of Speech. The motivation that led some of the orgagization's
officers to favor this kind of structure--so that a closer eye,could be kept on
us by the,Establishment--was'mpsked by the valid argument that freedom of speech

concerns cut across_all of the association's interest groups and thus reauired
this horizontal, (rather than vertical) mode of organization. When the tuapic-

ions about us gradually faded iway, we were left with a itatus that actually
enhanced pur ability to Tunction visibly and effectively in professional affairs.
With a sympathetic association Executive Secretary, a growing respect for the
excitement and quality of the convention programming we scheduled, the staying
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pow.r of our newsletter, sqd the usefulness of aur yearbook, it was not

long before our position tin Ithe association was secure and valued. Wp authored

ft
revised "Credo" for the national sasociation and prepared testimony fOr sub- .

mission at congressional-committee hearings. Hut, what was most important, we

played n critical role of lenderahip in the widespread devslnpment overwthe
neit dozen years of course offerings, research efforts, and.regional activities

in freedom of speech. Just last year the Free Speech section of_the Watern
Speech Association launched 4 newslettet of its own. Today we inaugurate a new

division within the Southern Speech Association.

So much for the politits of ihe study of freed* of speech 44 a com-

munication-oriented discipline. I take it that our primarl, !rosiness here today

is to talk substance; to discuss the kindif of contributions that have been mnde,
can.be made, and should be made by our field/to n batter understanding of the

problems of freedom of expression in contempo'?ary society.

As with almost every problem area that los been addressed by scholars
in speech communication one is.confronted at the outset with some jurisdictional

questions. What do we have Lb offer, for which we are qualified, that is
unique and that differs from what lawyers, political scientlsts, or,socialo-
gists snd philosophers of the law may du? The anin:wito.those questions, I'm
afraid, is no more-definitive than it is to the jurisdictional questions we have

confronted with respect to persuasion and social movement research, interper-

sonal communication% small group behavior, and almost everything else we have

done. Hopefully we approach all these areas with a perspectiwe'that is informed
by an understanding of symbolic transactions that pereons not trained in our
field simply do not have. Hopefully, also, no one of us will venture far into

any of these areas without the necessary preparation that rtlated disciplines

provide. I'm not sure whether a would-be scholar of freedom of speech is much
worse off withou t. sufficient legal backgiound than is n would-be5scholar of
interpersonal' coAmunication tath insufficient knowledge of psychology, but it

does seem that such weaknesses are more readily appareqt and more immediately
disabling in the freedom of speech area.

Passing on from the jurisdicttonal questions with t se'getlerill (and

not very helpfal) observations, let us turn to an examine on of some of the

kinds of research which have been done.in freedom cif spe ch. In my judgment'

theaeiare most suggestive of areas in whicli further work is needed and in which

speech ,cammunication scholars may be able to play a useful role. L do not

--plan to deal here with our teaching role, for that would requirezmere time than

is available. 'In any event that role ought to be guidedipy the sort of

research we do.

Historical-Critical Research

Whenever I want to expose a graduate Ant to my idea in the way

of historical-critical research, no matter what the topical Or , I can find no

better model than Leonard Levy's Legacy of Suppression: Freedm of Speech apd

Press in American Historx.r To me this book is historical sth larship at its

'finest and most influential. Finding ind pulling together ori inal source

materials that had not been utilized before, levy, e historian by training,

propounded and persuasively demonstrated the thesis that our Founding Fathers

had no such absolutist notions about freedom of speech as Justice Hugo Black

had always attributed to them, nor did they intend "to wipe, out the common law 1

of sedition," as Zechariah Chaffee had so authoritatively maintained.2 Levy's

reViaionism was not calculated to undermine contemporary absolutist interpre-
tations of the First Amendment, nor has it had that Offect. His purpose was

only to set the record straight concerning the roots from which we have grown-

That he has done with unchallenged sticess.

I do not expect every speech communication schdlar who tuttis a hand to

historical explorations in'freedom of speech to produce a Legacy of Suppression.
But there are many more modest contributions that can be made to our undar-

standing, of the system of freedom of expression through historical-criticar
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scholarship. We have had a few such pieces avpearing in our journals and in

the Free Spyech Yearbook from time to time. I am familiar with at least one .

excellent doctoral dissertation, by Walter Terris, entitled The Right to Speak:

Massachusetts., J628_11685 .

(il tud,ies
.
Contemporary controversies over, freedOm oi speech nre a rich, exciting,

and never-ending source of dnta about the dynamics of intolerancb, repression,
and resistance. When carefully analyzed, they provide fresh insights that

can help ahape sociAl policy and judicial doctrine. Prime examples are the

studies that were done of the famous Rap Brown speech in Cambridge, Maryland,
in the summer of 1967. That speech wagfollowed by rioting.aud the burning of

a school and ultimately led to the prissag by Congress of the so-called
Rap Brown (or Anti-Riot) Amendment to the Givil Rights Act of 1968, under which
the Chicago Seven Conspiracy case was prosecuted. ,Two studies of that incident
provide Provocative food for thought about our laws' on incitement to riot.

One of them, by a pair of speech communication scholarsPatrick Kermit:0a and
Wayne Pngempeared in the quIsterly Journal of Speech, in 1971.4 The other,

a more extensive and well-financed stody in the field, done by a research team
of social scientists for the Nstional Advisory Commission nn Civil Disorders,
Was so hot to handle that it come to public attention only because the 35-pnge

report was Iholen from the Commission's files and leaked to- the New York

Times.5

empiric4,1 and Experimental Studies on Communication Effects

In 1970, as you may remember, a national Commission on Obscendty
and Pornography, which had been established by'Congress and appointed by
President Lyndon Johnson, recommended the abOlition of all laws prohibiting
the distribution of so-called-obscene material to consenting adults. That

recommendation was based in large part upon an extenSive compilation of
empirical and experimental research leading to the conclusion that there was

"no evidence to date exposure to explicit sexual materials plays a signi-

ficant role in the caus tion of delinquent or criminal behavior among youth or

adults."6 The CommissiOn's recommendations were described by then-President

Richard Nixon as "morally bankrupt."7 Three years later his four appointees

to the U.S. Supreme Court, joined by Justice Byron "Wbizzer"White, followed

his lend on the subject. Said Chief Justice Warren Burger, speaking for thl

five-van majority:

Although there is no conclusive proof of a connection between
antisocial -bellavior and obscene material, the legislature of
Georgia could quite reasonably determine that such a connection

does or might exist.... From the beginning of civilized
societies, legislators and judges have acted on various un-

provable assumptions. Such assumptions underlie much lawful

state regulation....8

Despite this bit of know-notbIngness on the part of the Supreme Court

majority, those less ideologically bound.were sigsificantly influenced by the

Commission's findings. I assume that it is only a matter of time until its

views prevail. Justi,ce William Brennan, for example, who authored the ,

Supreme Court's opinion that obscenity was not protected by the First Amend-
megt, changed his mind and, along with former Justice Douglas and Justices

Marshall and Stewart, now believes that all prohibitions on obscenity
directed to consenting adults violate the First Amendment.8

Another area in which empirical and experimental studies are beginning
to have a significant influence upon our thinking about freedom of Speech is

that of tbe impact of mokie and television violence upon social behaylpr.

As I assume you are aware, some evidence is accumulating that a steady diet
of filmed violence may induce higher levels of aggcessive behavior on the part

of viewets.1.0 A few tentative steps have been taken by the Federal



CommunIcations Commission11 and some ctty.poudcils12 to addreas the problem.
Certainly specialists in communication skeSuld be making some contribution to

the debater that I assume lie abead of us on this quemtion. Without more

data, 1, for one. do not know for sure which aide of that debate 1 am likely

to be on, even in the face of evidence'of some relationship hetween that

communication and anti-social hehavid. The complex of variables that account

for anti-social conduct is far too intricate a web for me to be content'with
remedies directed to Piet one of the strands.

Attitude Research

The attitudes that some members'of the public bring to free speech

questions and the personality structures asmociated with those attitudes
may not be relevant to the development of theories about how thinge ought

to be in a system of freedom'of expression, but they certainly are critical

in determining what it is politically fessible,to accomplish. For that

reason survey research on attitudes toward freedom of speech issues cad

be immensely useful. Alton liarbour,of the Un1v4eity of Denver'Speech
munication Department'and former editor of the Free Beeech Yearboo ,did hij
dOctorai dissertation in tilts area and has continued to take an, active intr-

est in it.' I gained what I felt to be considerable enlightenment through

-4 four-month survey research project I conducted in Denmark a few years ago

on attitudis toWerd a variety of free speech queetion8.13 William Gorden,

of the Speech Department of Kent State University, has done a considerable

amount of work with the free speech attitudes of students.

I'might note in this connection that the Report of the Commies

on Obscenity and Pornography ffankly admitted that its recommendation f

continuation of controls on obscene material directed to rhildren Wee
not on its own best judgment, but on public-opinion polls that seemed to

indicate_that this ta what moat parents in the United Statea desire.

Critical Analyses and Theory Deveiopment*

I have saved for the last what I regard as the most difficult and
most important scholarship in which we can engage with respect to treedom of

speech. I refer to critical analysee and evaluations of prevailing free
speech doctrines and theories with a view to their refinement and improve-

ment. This task, as I see it, involves two steps: (1) to discover and de-
scabethe way that our courts, as well as the public for whom they act as
surrogates, 'perceive, define, evaluate and contrel, legally or. eTtra-legally,

the various kinds of communication transactions that occur in our society;

and (2) to examine the accuracy of those perceptions, the adequacy of those

controls. To put the Fatter another way, the task is to test the evidence

and reasoning upon which the conventional wisdom of Public and courts is
based, using whatever skills we may pc/geese because of.our presumed exper.,
tise la understanding the communication process.

The reason I place so high a priority for us' on this activity is
thatflo little has been done along these lines by anyone other than lawyer,
and law professors; and althqugh some of their work has been brilliant,
too many of them suffer from the narrow iiision plat legal training and exper-

ience tend to cultivate. The occaaional-brilliant examples that lawyers

have produced can provide us with model); and inspiration. I am thinking cf

such works as Jerome Barron's ;woos Harvard Law Review article on "Access

to the Press--A New First Amendant Right14 Martin Redish's "The First

Amendment in the Marketplace: Commercial Speech and the Values of Free

Expression,"15 and the Columbia Law Review's piece on "Symbolic Conduct."16

At the more ambitious level of general dillory there is, of course, Thomas

Emerson's exposition of his "full protection theory" in The System of Freedom

of Expre8sion.17
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t can telt yon from Gar potnonal experience of (tying my own hand

At Chili k fiil of research 'and uAlting, In A Northwttntr.W tilOyHtAtIi Iciw

Itevley nrticle ehtitled "Speech v. Priva,y: lu There A Right Not to he

Spoken Tts?",1H thAr the challenge in great., the work in hard, hut the rewArds

are isms-role-1y nnrinfying. When I picked up the U.S. tupremrt fourt's
dectmlon handed down lant June, In the cane of n drive In movfn in inekmon-
vtlle. Florida, which had hewn ptonecuted fui Chi-tinting unwanted comenuilva-

tlen upon pannernhy who could nee the screen from outmide the fence, nnd
dincovered without any forewnrning that the Court, in overturning thnt
conviction, had prominently cited and Apparently relied upou the thenin

put forth in my Article,CLW'' I knew that It had been worth the effort and

that students of convunication cnn have influence on Flrut Amendment law.

There nre many free opeech inauem that are now ripe for critical
analysis nnd the development of nore adequate theory. In cloning let me lint

a few of them on shich speech comunication ncholars ought to hnve something

helpful to nay;

I. The Jay of_ incitement, To what extent, if any, should
communicators be held legally renponmile for the actions of

an audience?
2. Ther.problem of heckliug. At what point does perminnible

heckling become prohibitable disruption? Should diatinctiona

on thin question he made between open-air neetingn and
gntiterings.that are held inside of redted public facilities?

3. The _problem of_excludins_auclitorn. Should groups 'that \

assemble in rented public meeting rooms ha* the right to eXclude
unwanted auditors from their meeting?
4. Residential pickettnE, Should the environs.of private

residences be pinced outside the bounds of the public forum?

5. Commercial apeech. Can a valid rat,ionale be found for the

regulation offalse or misleading stntementn about products
nnd services in the absence of such controls on other kinds of
speech? Whnt is nnd what is not commercial speech?
h. The law of libel and of invasion of privacy.. Does the

posni,billty of being sned for defnmation or invasion of
privacy exert ,an unduly chilling elfect upon freedom of speech?
Are less inhibiting temedies tolailable?
7. Expression of views by publie-schoolliachers. To what,

it any, extent should the free expression of personal political,
social,ot religious views by pnblic-school teachers and
administrators be curbed Into contexts where their audience La

captive to them?
8. Nonteerhal behavior and lawless conduct. How can we
distinguish between nonver-hal behavior An communication that
should be protected by the First Amendment and that which is.
conduct more properly subject to legislative control?

9. Group libel. Should "grdup libel" (or incitement to racial

and ethnic hatted) be outside the protection of the First Amend-
ment, AS it is in many other democratic nations?
10. Anonymous communication. What'balance should be struck

between a comMunicato r:Ight to anenymity,'in the interest

of being,able to speak freely without fear of retribution,
and the public's right to know the source of a communication
in the interest of making a more complete evaluation of.its

merit?
11. Limitations on campaign practices. Are limitations on

campaign contributions and exienditures a necessary,and
justifiable intrusion into the exercise of free speech rights?
12. AcCess to mass media. Should some degree of direct public

access to the mass media of communication be ceMpelled by law?

10



If the speech communteation dlecipline, throuel hiatorical,
expertmental, descriptive, or ertticel rerearch, cen influence First Amend
.ment law on any of these qiestione, wm shall have amply luattfled our entry
into the (told.

Paper prepared for preaentetton to the ,:outhetn speech Communicarlon
Asaociatton Convention, San Antonio, Texan, April 9, I976.
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hy Douglas N. Yteaman
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Freedom of speech, Including the rfght to criticize the opinione,
proposal*, and policien of people rn power, Is a fundamentel principle of our

governmental system. It le n cherished value in our modally. In stldition,

restrictions on free xpreaston deny benic Innlienable rights. Freedom of

expression ha. significant instrumental or practical vaTues. The democratic

ideal woos that wisdom to discovered in popular conneneue. .Thual, free
speech Is essential to effective decision making.

Free epeech le a necessity In governmental agencien and policy

making groupn. The communication of Ideas, Information, need opinions during

the formulntion nf peltcy to MI Important factot influencing the quality of

decision*. The writer of this paper soalyzee recent foreign-policy delibera-
donn end srguen that the derision-making process han been hendlcapped hy.

'bkrrtern to free speech.

eoreign-poltcy decisions Illunttate the diffIcultN of Insuring free

speech in bureaucratic mettings. Two ablbr barriezn to free expresafon during
policy formulatIonacquiencence nnd token dissentL..1re then dencrihed and

illuatrsted by recent foreign-policy deliberAtions.

EffectiveDeclAion. Making

The meetings of entablished sroupe of policy makers or ad hoc

groups of fore! -policy advisers are essentially small-group, problem-

solving disc onn. Some foreign-polIcy decisions are largely dictated by

ideological v lues, cognitive beliefs, or decialonal premise. unquestioned

among policy makers. However, in many casrs of international conflict,
decisional ptemiaes of policy makers are not coherent or homogeneous.

It is particUlarly in these more Ambiguous situations that
the process of policy making may itself have considerable
causal and Instrumental importance if it succeeds in subjecting

decisional premises and initial perceptions to critical examin-
ation and debate before policy preferences solidify behind one

optionJ

Optimal policy and program discussions depend on.an atmosphere and
structure that guarantee and encourage debate, critic...l analvmls, and free

expression of opinion. If group decision making is to be crfcctive, "all

members should be allowed the right of self-expression without hidden threats."2

"In a successful group no member withholds information because he is frightened,

anxious, or diegusted."3 Government bureaucracies and policy-planning councilb

tend to reach better decisions if communication is open and free expression

protected. "Croups in which free communication is maximized are generally more

accurate in their jukigments."4 Laboratory studies of decision-making groups

provide some evidence that conflict and free expression of dissent within'the

group may have a constructive effect on its problem-solving activity and on the

quality of its choices.5 Government officials engaged in formulating

United States foreign policy must feel free to intellectually disagree with

existing policies as well as those currently being discussed. Moreover, policy

makers should be encouraged to express their criticism during policy

deliberations.
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Thorough analysis-and in:-depth;consideratIon of all possible
alternative or policy optiond are,important to effective*foreign-policy
'decidion making. Policies are likely ea be sounder=after rkcogditionsnd

. critical analysis ot.&l.lopoints of vien. In their analysis.of organiie-
tional and group problem solving, Bfau'and Scott suggest that

the,different-frames of reference that individuals bring

,
several alternatives.... Different fraMtwOrks make it easier
to a group, aid in'the search for a correct solution among

for'them to- detect the mistakes apd hand spots in the
(1. . suggestions of one enother,6

e,-

Alexander L. George, a political scientist of Stanford University,
'observes that

disagreement within the decision-making group on the proper,
objectives; the proper means, the kinds.and level of risk
present in the situation, is more likely to improve thc
.4halytical process and the advice that precedes the final
choice of policy thePresident makes.'

/
J. William Fulbrityi, former chairman of the.Senate Commitee on Foreign
Relations, concl es that

, .

freedom of thought and diertussion.gives a democracy Cid, con-
crete advantages over a dictatorship in the making of foreign

, polidy: it diminiehes the danger of an irretrievable mistake
and it introduces ideas and opportunities that otherwise
would not come sp light., The correctioo of errors in a
nation's foreign policY iagreatl"ssisted by tht,timely
raising of voicee of criticism within.the nation.°

For the most effective process of foreign-policy decision mak*g
the flow of information aad advice"should be open and uninhibited. One of
the moet persistent sand serious prohlems in foreign-policy formulation is an
atmosphere of consensus, -described by,Irving Janis as a social psychological
phenomenon of group dynamics. He uses the term "groupthink" to refer to
"a mode of thinking that people engage in when they: are deeply involved in
a cohesive in-group, when the members' strivings for unanimity override
their motivation 0 realistically appraise alternative courses of action."9
During the adminiitrations of Presidents Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon, free
expreseion and effective intragovernmental communication were largely absent
from foreign-policy.deliberations. -Government bureaucrats ahd advisers have
rallied behind ekisting policy, relUctant to oppose programs favored by
senior officials. -In hie book Thirteen Dais, Robert Kennedy wrote:

There is an important element missing when there is
unanimity of viewpoint. Yet that aot only:can happen; it
frequently does whea the recommendations:awbeing given
to the President of the UnitedpLites. fifi,tiffice Creates
such respect and awe that it has almost a cowering effect
on men. Frequently'I saw advisors adapt their opiniona--eo
what they believed PresideoL Kennedy and lateryresident.
Johnson wished to hear.10

Barriers to Free Expression

Established patterns of communication during foreign-policy decision
making inhibit critical analysis of policy, free expression of dissenting
opinions, and :consideration of alternative policy options.11 Two primary
obstacles to free speech are acquiescence and tokea dissent.



Acquiescence
J.

Effective -foreign policy, depends on full and uninhibited discussion
of all possible. alternatiives. A serious d ision-making problem arisesu. '
when subordinates acquiesce or fall to exp ss opinions that might offend
theii superiors. Both the structure and the osphere of the foreign-

., polic5r.bureaucracy inhibit vertical communi -on and fippduce pressure
:toward conformity. "The Foreign Service philosophyOK resulr.of officers
serving with one another during two or three decades--tendell to mute
dissent and tone,doWn an expression of opinion to dhigher authority..12
During highLyears as chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations ,tommittee,
enator Fulbright noted the pressuie toward conformity or acqpiencence

sent.in the foreign-policy,,organization:

,-

The State nepartment...has,usny intelligent, courageous and
independent-minded Foreign Service Officers, hut...there are
also sycophants and conformists.c.. That, I euppose, is the

; worst of it: the censornhip of ideas after a while no longer
needs to be impose4 ft is internalized, and the individual
who may have begun his career as an idealistfull of hopes
and ideas, betomes his own cendor, purging himself of "unsound"
Ideas befpre he thinks them, converting himself from dreamer
to drone by the time he reaches that stage in'his career at
which he can expect to be entrusted with some responsibility.13.

' When important foreign-policy problems'are being considered, the
President is usually personally involved.. If the President's policy prefer-
ence is known beforehand or becomes apparent early, in the deliberations,
advisers tend to rally behind the President's choice. Theodore Sorensen has
written:,

A President must carefully weigh his own words. Should he
hint too early in the proceedings at .the direction of his
own thought, the weight of his authority, the loyaltx of his
advisers and their desire to be on the "winning side" may
shut off productive debate. Indeed, his very presence may
inhibit Candid discussion. There will always be subordinates

Th whoc'are willing to tell a President only what they want him to
hear, or., what is worse, only'what they think he wants to'
hear.l4

. Acquiescence is not nedessarily due'to personal weakness and is not
limited to lower-ranking advisers. "Even the Assistant to the President
have both motive and opportunityto hold back information, the more s
has himself risen through the ranke."15 Theodore Sorensen, &former presi-
dential adviser, has observe& "Even theLmost distinguished and forthright
advisor is usually reluctant to stand alone. If he fears his persistence
in a meeting will earn himhthe disapprobation of his colleagues, or a rebuff

Aby theZresident...he may eek the safety of greater numbers."l6

The problem of'acquiescence is greatest during important foreign-
policy discussions when the President is present.17 HoWever, subordinates
often acquiesce before men of only slightly higher rank. The tendency to
acquiesce is evident at all levels of.the foreign-policy structure.18

One basic cause of acquiescence is the desire to Tgotect one's
prestige, status, and rank within the organization. "Occupants of a position
are very protective of their authority and prestige--they do not want to
lose it."13r-'------

Subordinates are reliatant to criticize programs favored by their
supervisors. If bureaucratiare critical of established programs, they may
lose favor with their superiors. The desire to "stay on the team" generatee
considerablepressUre to acquiesce. "The inclination to remain silent
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or tp acquiesce in the presence of great mento-live to fight-anothei day,

to give in on this issue.so that you can be 'effect-lye' on later issues-I

is overwhelming. "20

Acquiescence was an important factor in the Bay of Pigs affair.'
Arthur Schlesinger describes die deesion making delibeations in this way:
"Our meetings were takinfg pled* in, curious atmosphere of assuMed cohsensus.

The CIA representativesodominated the discussion. The Joint Chiefs seemed to

lbe going along."21 Concerning te Bay of Pigs discussions Robert Kennedy

wrote: "We had virtual unanimi at.the time.of the Bay of Pigs. At least,,

if any officials in the'highes ranks of.government were opposed, they did

not speak out."22

However, doubts d exist. Chester Bowles, then OndersecrAtry

of State, disagreed with invisiod plans. Dean Rusk "went to the TO

conference in late March Chester Bowles ag Acting Secretary sat in his

place, Bowles was horrified what he heard but reluctant to dpeak out in

his chief's absence."23 Rusk mself had doubts but at the White House

ings "Rusk said little excep to.offer gentle warnings about Avoiding

es."24

Arthur Schlesinger ale had graVe,JoubtsoLut the Bay of Pigs

plans. He gave the-President two memoranda'opposIng the irliC'y but he failed

to kess his vieW and took the-e y way out:
.

In the mdi.ths afte the Bay of Pigs I bitterly reproached

elf fOr havin pt so silent during those cruciaf-

4is ions in e Cabinet Room, though my feelings of guilt

/were tempere by the kndWledge that a course of objection
4 would haiie accomplished little save to gain me a name as a

nuisance. I can only explain,my failure to do more than
raise a'few,timid questions by reporting that one'S impulse
to blow the whistle on this nonsense was simply undone by

the circumstances of the discussion. It is one thing for a

Special Assistant to talk frankly in private to a President
at ttis request and another for a college professor, fret:1h

to the government, to interpose his unassisted judgme,nt in

open,geeting against that of such figures as the Secretaries
of State and Defense and the Jdint Chiefs of Staff.25

Schlesinger concluded that "had one senior advisor opposed 'the adventure,

Kennedy would have caneeled it."26

Ftesident Lyndon B. Johnson's Vietnam policy was also sustained

by bureaucrqfic acquiescence. When he asked his advisers to list all possible

policy options available in Vietnam, they unanimously suggested the policy

favored by the President. James C. Thomson, East Asian specialist in the

) Department of State and-in the White House betWee* 1961 and 1966, writes:

In the summer of 1964 the President instructed his chief
advisors to prepare for him as wide a range of Vietnam
options as possible for postelection consideration and

discussion. He explicitly asked that all options be laid

out. .What happened next was, in effect, Lyndon Johneon's

slow-motion Bay of Pigs. For the advisors so effectively.

converged on one single optionjuxtaposed against two
other, phOny options (in effect, blowing up the world or
scuttle and run)--that the President was confroeffd with

unanimity for bombing the north from all his trusted

coundelors.27

There was some disagreement within the executive branch when
President Johnson decided to bomb North Vietnam, but Undersecretary of State

George Hall, the principal dissenter,
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.

suppo ed the decisien to',bomb, though he hed grave mis-
giv galabout it.... But Bell...0 s afraid of losing all
credibility; he felt that* the ' vills advocate" he was

nr his job and retaining the President'i trust
still pjing

iaying

a.useful role, but one that depanded on
his st
in him and his loyalty: 28

Another adviser with doubts about the bombing.of North Vietnam
was John MeNaughtlon,-a former law,professor at Harvard University.. -David
Halberstram writes that:

There was no more skillful player of the bureaucratic game
than John,MeNaughton, for he understood the bureaucracy very
qui kly end how to pley at it, and he learned this', that his
powk existed obly.as long as he had Robert McNamara's com-
plet confidence, As long as everyone in government believed

fl that ¼#ien he spoke, he spoke not for John Maaughton tut for
b,MCNamard. That, with anAts blind loyalty d totality of

itlf-,abeegation,..4mant bureaucraticrpower, and John &Naughton
wanted poser. Any doubts he had were reserved for MeNamara,
viraUally alone, and_perhape one or two other people that
he knew and trusted', who would,not.betray him with gossip, so
that the.Word would not go around Washington that MtNaughton

was a secret dOve..:. Mellaughton:eould go back and pour out
ihis doubts to one man, Robert S, McNamara, a man who he was
still in awe of. MeNimara would override them, he would
dampen them, it would be business as usual, and MeNaughton,
the secret dove, would emerge from

a
's office

and hide his doubts, befause he still wanted
player, and he knew there was no power at the Pentagon if
he differed from McNamara at al1.29

11\

During the Nixon administration, Richard Helms, head of the Central
Intelligence Agency, also fell victim to the effectiveness trap during the
India-Pakistan war. When Nixon and Henry Kissinger told him to tilt, he com-
plied. "Not once di06 dispute Kissinger's distorted version of the facts,
even when Helms' own agency ha reduced refutatien."30 Acquiescence is
thus a major barrier to fr and effective decision making.

Token Dissent

,

. Another obstdcle to effective foreign-policy decision:making is
token dissent. When policy makers provide nonsubstantive criticism, they
create the illusion of meaningful analysis of policies. Such token dissent
Is a disservice because it actually helps prevent conscientioue criticism
of major foreign policies.

Toks)dissent meets one of two fates: (1) Dissent is institutionalized.
That is, disse ers are allowed to express criticism, giving the appearance of
open discussion, but policy makers never fully consider dissenting opinions.
(2) Forceful dissentero are excfuded from decision-making deliberations. Token
dissent thus provides an illusion of free speech and critical analysis without
seriously Challenging existing policies. John P. Leacocos concludds that
jargon about "keeping the options open" may have "more a liturgical than intel-
lectual significance,"31

Token diasent characterized deliberations on the Bay of Pigs
invasion plan. Although several individuals expressed dissenting opinions,
their criticism was institutionalized. 8chlesinger, for example, "wis taken
aside and told to 'lay off.' Those who ,4,kposed the invasion were 'heard'
but given no encouragement to develop the case against it or to form themselves
into a group-that would look into the issues more thoroughly."32
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Wh!h Senator Fulbright became concerned about newspaper

forecasts of a Cuban invagion, he wrote a memorandum to President Kennedy,

opposing American ieteriiention.
Fulbright's dissent won him a seat in the

final decision-making
conference,33 where his doubts were heard kilt not

,
seriously considered. Schlesinger writes:

2

Fulbright, speaking in an emphatic and Ancredulous way,

denounced the whole idea. The operation, he said, was'

wildly out of,pcoportion to the threat. It would com-

promise our mOral position in the world add make it impos-

sible ior us to protest treaty violations by the Communists.

Hegave a brave, old-fashioned,American speech, honorable,

sensible and strong; and he.left everyone in the roomt.

except me and perhaps theNpresident; wholly unmoved.34

Following Folbright's speech, the President did not open floor to discus-'

ion. 'Instead, he continued the straw Vote around the table. Irving Janis

describes how Fulbright's dissent was "managed" or "institttionalized:"

Wittingly or unwittingly,.the President conducted thee -

meeting in such a way that not only was therkno time to

discUss the potential dangers to United 4tatefi foreign

relations rais'ed by Senator Fulbright, but there vas also

vo time to call upon Schlesinger, the one man present who

the President knew stroligly shared Senator.Fulbright's ,

misgivings. The President's demand thaf eadb person,

in turn, state his, overall judgment, especially after

having just heard an outsider oppose the group consensus,

must have put the members_m_their mettle. These axe exactly

the conditions that most strongly foster docile conformity ....

to a group's nOrms.35

Chester Bowles, Under cretary of Stnie, also wrote a memorandum

against the Bay of Pigs operatic. . But his dissent was stifled by Secretary

of State Dean Rusk, who "reassur
d Bowles, leaving him with the impression

that the project was being whittled down into a guerilka'infiltration..."36

.1

Thus, the CIA plan to invade Cuba was opposed by a few individual

advisers, blk criticism was institutionalized to merely token dissent.

Alexander George concludes that "all accounts of Kennedy's management of

the policy-making process in thie case make clear that far from seeking

opportunities to enCourage
vigorous,multiple advocacy, he was reluctant to

see it develop and hoped to satisfy his own-doubts about the plan by procedures

which did not so directly challenge its advocates and eupporters."37

TOken dieent was common during the Vietnam War. In fact, high

officials welcomed dissent regarding our Vietnam policy to appease'public

opinion, newspapermen, and intellectuals.

As the Vietnam controversy escalated at home, there

developed awfreoccupation with Vietnam public relations

as opposed to Vietnam policy-making. And here: iron-

ically, internal doubters and dissenters were heavily

. employed. For such men, by virtue of their.own doubts,

were often deemed best able to "massage" tkodoubteng

intelligentsia.38

George Ball, Undersecretary of State, was the primary "devil's

advocate" on,Vietnam. Daniel Ellsberg suggests that referring to Ball tas a

devil's advdcate reduced the effectiveness of hiS dissent. Ellsberit

. observes:

1 7
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Surely
.

the term 'devil's advocate' itself was a protective
euphemism for Ball.... it would have been too dangerous

...

and unacceptable to admit that he believed what he was
actUally saying. This is pot a nice commentary on the
language necessary within our 8ufeaucracy.39

Ball's riticism of U1S..policy,in Vietnam is a classic case o4...token dissent.
"Once Mr. Ball began to express doubts,.he was warmly itatitutionalized:
he was encouraged to become the in-houtie devil's advocate on Vietnam."40 i

He was "heard" but not "listened'to."4l ftester Cooper concludes: I "George,
Ball was frequently brought to a meeting to put A his dog=and-monkey act of
being a devil's advocate; but ... once having,listengdito the Alevil's advo-
cate, you felt that'you had done your duty. He got hia-hearidg and you
proceeded."42-

.

, . . .

If decisiontoakiig groups and policy=making organizations cannot
institutionalize dissent and enforce group norms khrough subtle pressu'res 2g(
social control, the decision makers will redpce tAir interaction with the
dissenter and ispiate the deviant.43 If the dissenter still fails to conform,

. e may be excluded from the decision-making process, tspecially if his standing'

(
is already low.44 Paul Hare, a sociologist, writes: "Small groups as well
an large groups will reject deviant members if the group can survive more
effectively without them than with them."45 /

.
4

Because anything stronger than token dissent is not appreciated by
Ahe foreign-policy organiration,'seridui.dissenters run the risk of being.-
excluded from the group. Richard J. Barnet, co-ddrector of the Institute
for Policy Stuhies in Washington, suggests ehat "the'man whO questions ... .4. '
makes himself a candidate for reassignment."4.6 Henry Villard, a comer'
State Department officer, echoes Barnet's sentiments.47 Robert Kennedy
wrote aboUt "efforts ... to exclude certain individuals frbta participating
ip a meeting with the President because they held a different point of
Niew."48

IC,

,
A'

When Vice-President Hubert Hpmphrey forcefujIly argued agtinst the
decision to bomb North Vietnam, his views were received at.the White House
"with particular coldness, and he was banished from the inner councils for
some months thereafter,until he decided to 'get back-on the team.."49:-'

Similarly, Clark Clifford, Secretary Of Defense, was denied acCess
to information regarding the Paris peace tSlks because he disagreed with
President Johnson's Vietnam policy. -Chester'Cooper, a.former member of the
National Security Council, writes: °When ... the President in the late,
summer of 1968 was displeased with Clark Clifford's vieWs on bombing, he
restricted him and all other officials of the Department of Defense from
receiving telegrams relating to the Paris talks."50

e,

The most sweeping suppression of free speech occurred in 1964;
when the Vietnam affair became a delicate subject. President Johnson
systematically eliminated those State'pepartlnent officials who questioned
the wisdom of escalation in Vietnam. Some advisers who were transferred,
demote , pressured to resign were Averal Harriman, Paul Kattenberg,
Roger Rilsin, Bill Truehart, and-Michael Forrestal.51 These and other

doubters had become markedlmen;,they would not be major

lyndO Johnson with their 'opposition .... In the aftermath

in'the 65- Caltatipn.54

playe s again on-Vietnam because they had antagonized ,

State s doukt s,were so ilep eted that,State.easily acquiesced

.

(2

Excluding from group delibe ations. individuals holding differept !
ideas and interpretations reduces pol cy alternatives, retards critical

,

review, and weakens foreign policy. less obvious but equally harmfUl
influence on foreign policy is eierted by the simple possibility of exclusion
from the decision-making process. Critical analysis is preVented be

1 8
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the mere threat of group sanctions or exclusion inhibits freedom Of

. expression.

Participation is a goal in itself, and exclusion a bitter
.puniahment.... The acquisition of status and preatige
becomes an end in itself retherathan a derivative of same

op.-7 significant achievement. The viaidation of one's effort

is' a nod fromthe bureau chief or the privilege of L

attending the next meeting with the Secretary.53 .1

/

,_--

. '_.
review of recent foreign-policy discussions reveals that much of

the debaL and critical analysis are-cosmetic rather than substantive. Clearly,
A

token dissent is a major barrier to free speech and effective foreign-policy

.decision-miking. .

C07GL-USICIO .

Freedom of speech_is a valuable American freedom. Perhaps

equally iimportant, however, freedom of expreesion is instrumental to achieving

optimally effective decision makiiiro, Resent'foreign-policy ftliberations
halVe been dominated by pressures towik.dkonformity, inhibiting free speech.
The major barrierrto free expression during foreign-policy decision making
lipescence and token disseqt--are not United to pqticular polio, problems

nd structure of the.conferences on f eign-polic 'produce patterns of cow-
an are not the result of weak or inatquate advis rs rather, the atmolphere;.

a

l

0

munication which restrict free expresston of altefnative points,of view.
Prestige, status, rank,and desire ONlie effective all intensify pressures to

L acquiesce. Token dissent may be welcomed because it gives the appearance

but not the substance of meaningful analysis aneopen discussion. Forceful

dissenters who cannot be institutionalized are frequently excluded from
decision-making deliberations. U. S. foreign-policy decision makingkwould
be improved by encouraging dissent, critical ana1ysis, and free'dom of expres-

8i017%
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THE SUPREME COTT AND THE MST AMENDMENT: 1975-

N ,
William A. Linsley
Univemity o Hduettm

-

I. Harmony Yes, tirst.Amendment No

The 1975 Supreme Court term began with the ktirement of Justice
a

Douglas and ended with the ailing Justice Thurgood Marshall's hoappaliza,
tion with heart trouble. Both events do not bode well'for restoration of
the respect extended in the past to the First Abendment by mor liberal

justices. Juetice William J. Brennan, Jr., who dissented in 45 of 135
\ signed opinions OD alfissues, may soon be the lone spokeemalcon.iatent17

supportive of free expreseion. Obviously unhappy with his equent

minority role, Brennan, im a rare public speechrecentl ndemned his
colleagues gor acting "increasingly to bar the federai courthouse door to .

the litigants most in need of judicial protect)im of Their rights." Brannan

finds himself out of step with, the continuing drift of the Court to the
right. In general the government and the police, mit the individual, are

ciVing the Court's support. This chused Brennan to join with Harahan
term in nearly a third of the cases in which two justiCes dissented.

1 .

When Brennan and Marshall found a third todbinehem in dissent, most often 4

this weleustice Byron White.. i

Despite Brannan's dissents-, which equaled those cast by Dotalas

the previous term, the Court found greater harmony within it ranks. Seventy

1Pr
per cent 4 the cases were decided.with ewo or fewer justic s dissenting.
Sine* Warren Burger became Chief Justice in 1969, this is t e highest per-

ref:lease of agreement. rive-to-four votes decreased from 16 to 13 ba compared

to a year ago, Brennan caat only two lone dissents as:compared witfi Douglas's
11 years ago, and conservative Justice Willffam H. Rehnquist reduced'from six
to three his lone dissents. For the first time since tbe four Nixon

appointees (Burger, Blacluitan Powell, Rehnquist) have tieen on the Court, they

were not in the minority on lay 5-4 vote. Each time they voted together,on

such splits, they achieved a majority by attracting Justices White, Stevens. '

or Stewart.

Except for a surprisingly firm unanimous decison to overturn a
Nebraska decision restricting pretrial publicity of a sensational mass murder
the First Amenddent continues to be squeezed. More and more forupa where

'Ample Gan express themselves are being withdrawn. The impact of each

individual case on the First Amendment may be questionable, but the emerging
pattern reveals that,sply the most flagrant abuse of First Amendment rights :

will'arouse recognitio# by a tajority of the jUstices. In matters affecting,
freedom of expression the Court's record for the 1975-76 term can be
described most charitably '4:It:mixed."

In Hynes v. Borough of Oradell * the Court overturned an ordinance
requiring notice to police as a prerequisite for door-to-door solicitation

and canvassing. Seemingly this was supportive of the First Amendment, but
Chief'Justice Burger reversed the ordinance for vagueness and seemed to regret
that_he lacked the power to supply the ordinigce with the precise content

that would have saved it. It remained for Mnnan and Marshall to point out

*Case citations for the 1975-76 Supreme Court term do not appear

0 in this article because they are not assigned until a time subseqeent to the

preparation of this material.
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that even precisely drafted Ordinances can still be unconstitutional.

Rehnquist found neither vagueness nor a threat to the First AMendment.

Even with a unanimous Court behind the judgment for a free press in

Nebraska Press Association et'al. v. Stuart, Burger left the door ajar to

gag the press "when the restraint is justified." Five of his colleagues on

the bench were forced through concurring opinions to state a stronger case

against restrictions on the press.

More solid ,evidence that public forums are being foreclosed and

individual rights yithheli is apparent in several First Amendment cases the

Court agreed to hear during the 1975-76 term. The Court upheld:

1. An Army post reidiation banning political activity and literature

distribution (Greer v. Spock et al.);

2. The liability of fpublisher for the nonmalicious reporting of

erroneous results 6f a public proceeding (Time Inc. v. Firestone);

- 3. An ordinance containing cOntent-based restrictions pAttrolling

ithe physical location of motion-picture theatres (Young v. Amerrtan Mini

2111.t_ELe);

. 4. The principle that open shopping centers may not be equated with

city streets and sidewalks for purposes Of deciding whether peaceful labbr

pickets and,others can demonstrate
,/
there (Hudgens v. N.L.R.B.).

To %be credit of the Supreme Court thieterm it pioneered a new
application of First Amendment protection: commercial speech. When the

Court etruck down a Virginia law'that bars gdvertising of prescription drug

prices, it demonstrated a genuine interest in protecting consumers from anti-

competitive practices long assured by the barriers 'erected by thirty states

against prescription'drug advertising.

"7"

'

Curiously in recent years pornography has received more\protection

than advertising. The separation of commercial speech from other expreseion

types dates back to 1442, whenthe Court upheld New York City's ban on hand-

bills advertising the exhibitlen of a locally moored submarine. By failing to

reStrain governmental prOscriptions of "purely commerical advertising," the

Court has supported those-who regard advertiaing As an intrusion on public

sensibilities and a threat to high-level professional conduct. ,For yet another,

reason the Court Spparently has excluded commercial.speech from'First Amend-

ment protection to a:bid further confusion over what speith is protected

speech. No longer i advertising excluded from protection, but the uncertainty

of the aimensions oflprotection are already apparent amd are certain to

.produce confusion.

The Court decision was.silent about the right of doctors and lawyers

to freely advertise and thus fejleeto go as far as it might hay.a Neverthe,-

less, the Court has provided that public with the opportGnity to abeive more

information about prices and possibly services than ever before. Hopefully

the Court will not hedge its initial recognition that open information about

the marketplace is the best protection of consumer interests.

Two de(Felopments during the past term are noteworthy for their future

impact on First Amendment cases. Justice Rehnquist.appears to be moving

toward a position of greater influence on the Court; and Justice Stevens, the

newest member, demonstrated that he is more considerate Of First Amendment

rights efter only six months on the bench than Rehnquist has demonstrated in

five years.

Contrary to predictions about how he. would Rnrform, some of the most

....a,significant majority opinions are being delivered byyustice Rehnquist.
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Although his earlier decisioni placed him at the Court's extreme right,
he seems to be moving more toward the center and consequently a position'
of greater influence. Instead of merely sounding off on'his own views he
seems increasingly concerned with tting wider support for a legal prin-

1106m
ciple.. Rather than a maverick of past, he is regarded, even by those

who differ with him, as more of'a " player" who disagrees amiatly and
carriei his share of the case load. This growing influence may serve to
attract Wavering colleagues to support his hesitant and at times disdainful
regard for N.st Amendment rights--a regard that hes not changed in his
movement on o er issues toward the center of the Court.

The vigor with which Justice John Paul Stevens, the newest Court
member, challenged 4braaka's prosecutors and opposed restraints on the press
gives rise to optimism about his future stand on First Amendment isiues. Last

December,when the justices indicated that they were split 4-4woverjehe con-
stitutionality of the Nebraska garorder, Stevens appeared ready to break the
tie in favor of a free press at the risk of a trial prejudiced by the press.'
Stevens wondered aloud about the obstruction to justice a gag order in the

Watergate case would have allowed. Any such optimism about Stevens's future
performance must, however, be tempered by the observation of Court watchers
who describe as arrogant his statements made when declining to support a
review of an appealed obscenity cOnviction. President Gerald Ford's appoint-

ment of Stevens alieared to complete a shift to the right begun with the
Nixon appointments. But Stevens, who votes for law enforcement and against
discrimination, shows no commitment to any particular element on the Court
and-bas,yet to estibliq a First AmendMent voting pattern.

1 Opinions Rendered

Municipal Corporations
Np

Nes v. Borough of Oradell (44 LW 464))

The issue 41 this cast-is whether a municipal ordinance violates
freedom of speech and due process by requiring adirance notice to be given
to the local police department by "any person Aesiring to canvass, solicit
or call from house to house for a recognized charitable ...Ai yolitical
campaign or cause ... in writing, for identification only.re,

The appellants, a state assemblyman who wishedé campaign for
re-election and three voters who wished to canvass door to door pnd speak
with candidates, brought euit in the Superior Court of'Bergen County, New Jensey,
claiming that the ordinance unconstitutionally restricted their activity.

The Superior Court held the ordinance invalid because it was unen-.
forceable for lack of a penalty clause, unrelated to its announced purpose of 1

crime prevention, and unclear "as to what is, and what isn't required" of
those who wished to canvass for political causes. The Appellate Division

.

affirmed the trial court's decision, but both were reversed by the Supreme .

Court of New Jersey, which held that free speech interests were not infringed
because the.ordinance imposed minimal requirements that .1s.

may be satisfied in writing, suggesting that resort may be had
to the mails. It need be fulfilled only once for each campaign.
There is no fee. The appliCant ddes not have to obtain or carry,

a card or-license. And perhaps most importantly no discretion
reposes in any dunicipal official to deny the privilege of
calling dOor to door. The ordinance is plai y an identification

device in its most basic form.

, (;!_

, In an opinion delivered by Chief Justice B ger,,.with Justice

Rehnquist dissenting, the United States Supreae Co rt reversed the Supreme.1
Court of New Jersey and held the ordinance invalid use of vagueness.

e
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Burger contended that the or6+111%nce explains neither what the law coveis
nor what it :Ores. There is jo'clue a; to what is a "recognized dWarity"

or a "politi ause." There Ike no 8pecifi9,instructiOas as to what\must
be seteforth in the required notice, what the police will'consider sufficient,
identification, and what standards will be used by those who apply the :

ordinance. Burger declared his Court to be without power to remedy,theee
defects ty supplying the ordinancewith precise and constitutional content.

Justices Brennan and Marshall concurred in part with the Burger
majority opinion but went further and rejected the implication that, aside
from vagueness defects, this kind of ordinance would ordinarily withstand
constitutional attack, They contended.that threats to First Amendment

0 rights remainAespite precisely drafted ordinances;

)
Justice Rehnquidt, in bis dissent, found no unconstitutional vagueness

and no other grounds.for withholding support for the Ordinance! He concluded:
"No constitutional value is.gerved by permitting persons who have avoided any
possibility of attempting to ascertain how they may comply with a law to claim
that theii studied ignorance demonstrates the law is impermissibly vague."

Young v., American Mini Theatres (44 LW 4999)
-

At issue in this case is whether the First and 'Fourteenth Amendments

prevent the city of Detroit from using prior restraints and criminal sanctions
to enforce content-based restrictions on the geographic location of motion,
picture theatres that exhibit nonobscene but sexually oriented filma.

City ordinances prohibit location of adult theatres within 1,000 feet
of any two other "regulated uses" or within 500 feet of a residential area.
"Regulated uses" applies to 10 different kinds of establishments such aS adult
bookstores, cabarets, bars, hotels, pool halls, and shoeshine parlors. An

"adult" establishment ex48ts II it presents "material distinguished or char-
acterized by an emphasis on matter depicting ... specified sexual activities
or specified anatomical areas."

The respondents - American Mini Theatres - contend'that the ordinances
are so vague that they violate the due-procesa clause of the Fourteenth Amend-
menz-, that they are invalid under the First Amendment as prior restraints on
protected communication, and that the,classification of theatres on the basis
of content-violates the equal:protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.

The District Court upheld the ordinances, but the Court of Appeals
'reversed, holding the ordinances to be a prior restraint on constiA.utionally
protected communicationeand in violation of equal protection.

In a 5-4 decision delivered by Justice Stevens and joined in by Burger,
White, Powell(and Rehnquist the Supreme Court reversed the Appellate Court
and upheld the ordinances. Stevens found neither violation of due process
beciuse of vagueness nor significant effect on the exhibition of films protectl,
by the First Amendment. State courts could remove doubts about the amount of

Ali
sexual activity necessarylifore that film is "characterized by phasis"

on such matter. Stevens declared this case as inappropriate to r the

challenge that invalidity existed "not because of their own rights free

expressicai ... but because of the assumption that the ordinances very existence

may cause others not before the Court to refrain from constitutionally pro-

tected speech or expression."

The court majority also found lin prior restraint on protected expression
becaUse of the'licensing tr zoning requirements. All films, they pointed out,

may be exhibited commercially only in licensed theatres. Suchtegulation does
not violate free exPression, because the city's Interest in pl. ning and regu-

lating property use for commercial purposes is sufficient to support restrictions

on location. FUrther, "the city's interest in the present sal future character
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its neighborhoods adequately supports the limitation imposed by the

0 dinances on the place where adult films may be exhibited." This finding

lckTpwledged that the content Of pictdres may be the basis for zoning re-
strbctiouN witftout vlolating First Amendment protections.'

Two dissenting ,opinions were filed. .Justiee Stewart 'claimed that,

the Court rode roughshod over the First Amendment requirements that time-
plade-and-manner regulations affecting protected expression be content-neutral.
Accordlng to Stewart the fact that offensive speech does not address "ideas
of sAial and pblitical significance': doed sot render Bah speech unworthy of
constitutional protection. Justices Breimats, Marshall, and Blackmun joined,
Stewart in calling the decision an aberratiokthat ignores the fact that
"in those instances where protected sfeech grates most unpleasantly against
the sensibilities ju4icial vigilance must be at its height."

7,tio

Justice Blackmun dissented on the grounds that ordinance is

unconstitutionally vague and gives no guidance. He was thered because a
theatre operator would find it too difficult to dete e if he is in viola-

tion of the ordinance. -For instance, "at mome tf e could become a

Vitale pt of the ordinance because SQAW.neigh slipped into a 'regulated .

classification." Blackmun ceinclutted that, irr speqive of agreements
for zoning and against distasteful tiI, suppressien witlaqut a finding of
obscenity under the Court's carefully delineated,standarda should not be
tolerated.

Military

Greer et al. v. Benjamin Spock et al. (44 LW 4380)

Fbrt Dix, New Jersey, is a federal military. reservation assigned
the rresponsibility to train newly inducted Army personnel. Although ciOilian
access is permitted, to certain unrestricted, was, post regulations ban ureeches
and demonstrations of a partisan political nature and Jaw prohibit the die-
tribution of literature without prior approval of post headquarters. Pursuant

to these regulations, complainant candidates for President and Nice President
were refused, upon request', permission to distribute campaign literature and
hold a political meeting on the post. The Other complainants, previously,

evicted for distributing unapproved literature, were denied re-entr7 to the

Illt

post. The complainants brought suit to Pr tint enforcement of the post regu-

lations under allegcd violations of First Fifth Amendment rights. Both

trial and appellate courts enjoined the i ereace by military authorities

with political expression in public areas at Fort Dix. in a 6-2 decision the

'Supreme Court reversed the lower courts .... support of,the tbstrictive post

regulations.

Jostice Stewart, who was joined by:Burger., White, Blackmun, Powell,
and Rehnquist, set forth the arguments for the court majority. Stewart'

contended that the basic function of Fort Dix is to train soldiers, not to

provide a,public forum. A commanding officer, according to Stewart, "has the
historically unquestioned power to exclude civilians from the area of his
command, any notion that federal military installations, like municipal
streets' and parks, have traditionally served as a place for free public
assembly and comrunication of thoughts by private citizens is alse." There

was no claie that military authorities based on preferred political views
discriminated among candidates; in fact, they followed a policy of remaining
free from entanglemeut in partisan political campaigns.

Stewart also rejected the claims of 0 noncandidate respondents
who had previously distributed literature witMrut approval. A military

commander, Stewart held, "may disapprove only those publications that he
perceives clfarly endanger the loyalty, discipline, or morale of troops on
%die base under his command, and, while this regulation might in the future

?.be applied irrationally, invidiously, or arbitrarily, none of the respon-
dents even submitted any material for review."

23



Justices Brennan and Marshall dissented by rejecting all but one
distinction between this case and Flower v. United States, 407 U.S. 197 (1972)
when the Supreme Court held that a peaceful leafleteer could.not be excluded
from the main street of a military installation to which the public had
virtually unrestricted access. After considerable effort to demonstrate that
Fort Dix is no lees open than Fort Sam Houston was in the Flower case the
dissent concluded "there is no longer room, under any circumstance, for the
unapproved exercise of public expression on a military base."

Since Flower was tot overruled, Brennan and Marshall found only one
significant distinction: The communicator in the Flower case was "an
innocuous leafleteer and here the parties include one of.this country'a most
vociferous opponents of the exercise of military power." Hardly a distinc-
tion, said.the dissent, upon which to withhold First Amendment rights.

The,Fress

Time,'Inc. v. Mary Alice Firestone (44 LW 4262)

The question presented in this case was whether the Rirst Amendment's
free-expressien guarantee protects a publisher from liability under state
defamation lawe'for erroneously reporting the results of a public judicial
proceeding. ,

After Mary Alice Firestone had sought separate c 'enance, her

husband counterclaimed for diveve on grounds of extremE, olty and adultery.
Finding neither party "dome*Wated" as defined by the Florida Supremc Court,
the marriagn was dissolved. 'Based on routine sources of information, :10e
magazine published a report that the divorce was granted not on the absence of.
domestication but "on grounds of extreme cruelty and adultery.".-Time, Inc.,
refused to'retract its report. Mrs. Firestone's libel action resulted in a -

jury verdict far damages against Time, Inc.

0

Time, Inc., denied liability for publishing any falsehood unless the
publication was made "with actual malice" as defined in New York Times Co. v.
Sullivan 376 U.S. 254 (1964). Tine claimed that Mrs. Firestone.is a "public
figure within the meaning previously used when the Sullivan case was applied .

to defamation suits. Further, Tine contended that tt.Tei'n'constituted a
report of a judicial proceeding, a class of subject matter which petitioner
claims deserves the protection of the 'actual malice' standard even if the"
story is proven to be defamatorily false or inaccurate."

In a 5-3 decision delivered by Justice Rehnquist the Supreme Court
rejected Time's arguments and held that the Sullivan caie standard, which bars
media liability for defamation of a pulllic figure unless there is proof of
knowledgeable falsity or,reckless disregard of the truth, was inapplicable to

!ii

the Firestone case.- re. Firestone was found not to be a public figure, because
she had not assumed a ole of "especial prominence in the affairs of society"

and had not been "thr t to the forefront of particular public controversies

in order, to influence he resolution,of the issues inVolved." Gertz v. Robert

Welch inc., U.s. 23, 345 (1974). i

Rehnquist furJler found no reason-why a litigant should forfeit protection
afforded against defamation simply by beipg drawn into the courtroom. As the

divorce court did not find Mrs. Firestone guilty of adultery as reported by
Time magazine; and although Time, Inc., contended that it reported the precise
meaning of the divorce judgment, the lower courts properly found the claim of
accurate reporting.to be invalid. Nevertheless, because liability for defama-
tion cannot be established without a finding of fault and the question of fault
was not submitted to a jury or otherwise determined, the Court ordered the
judgment for Mrs. Firestone vacated and the Case remanded for action not incon-
sistent with these findings. ,
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Justice Brennan dissentedclaiiring that within First Amendment,
protection should be "a margin for error sufficient to ensure the avoidance
0 crippling prese self-censorship in the field of reporting public judicial
affairs."

Justice Marshall dissented hecause he considered Mrs. Firestone
to be a "public figure" Within the meaning of Gertz v. Welch, 418 U.S. 323
(1974) and Curtis Publishing Co. v. Butts 388 U.S. 130 (1967), and thus
exempt from claiming defamation without a display of "actual malice" by
Time, Inc. Mrs. Firestone, Marshall pointed out, was involved in,a seVen-
teen7.-month trial that attracted national.attention and resulted in at
least forty-three articles in the Miami Herald and forty-five aiticles in
two Palm Beachonawspapers. In addition Mrs. Firestone, rather than shun the
public-figure 410, held several press conferences during the legal pro-
ceedings.

Nebraska Press Association et al. v. StArt (44 LW 5149)

A Nebraska State District Judge entered aaorderwrestraining the
Nebraska Press Association et al. from publishing Of brAdcasting accounts
of confessions or admissions made by the accused or facts "strongly implica-
tive" of the accused in a widely reported murder of six people. The judge

foond "because of the nature of the crimes charged in the complaint that
there is a clear and present danger that pfe-trial publicity could impinge
upon the.defendant's right to a fair trial.' The gag order, effective only
Mil a jury was imieneled, prohibited reporting the existence or contents of
a confession the accused had made to law-enforcement officers) which had been
introduced,previously in open court; the fact or nature of statements made
by the accused ro oiher persons; the contents of a note written by the accused
the night of the crime; portions of medical testimony; the identity of the
victims and nature of the assault; and the nature of the restrictive order.

Justice Burger delivered tha opinion for a unanimoua-eupreme Court, .
reversing the Nebraska Courts. Burger lilted extensive case precedents that
collectively demonstrated that even'advirse pretrail publicity does not
inevitably result in an unfair trial. Still other cases were used to show that
"prior restraints on speech and publication are the most serious, and least
tolerable infringement on First Amendment rights." In particular, Burger noted,
qthe damage can be particularlY great when the prior restraint falls upon the
communication of news and commentary on current events." The Court acknowledged
justification for the trial judge's conclusion that there would&be intense
pretvil publicity and that this publicity might interfere with'a fair trial,
but the impact of such publicity was of necessity a speculative dealing with
unknown factors. Burger called it a "heavy burden to demonstrate in advance
of trial that without prior restraint a faif trial will be denied "but concluded
that, regardless of difficulty, there must be a showing of the kind of "threat
to fair trial rights that would possess the requisite degree of certainty to
justify restraint." Burger reaffirmed the presumptions against prior restraint
and,held that to the extent that the Nebraska District Court restrained put:0,z
lication of reporting or'commentary on public judicial proceedings it is "clearly
invalid."

Because Burger'stressed that "the guarantees of freedom of expression
are not an absolute prohibition under' all circumstances" it could be specu-
lated that under exceptional circumstances gag orders might be permissible.
However, Justices Stevens and White, in separate concurring opinions, expressed
doubt that exceptions could be made. An opinion written by Brennan and joined
in by Marshall and Stewart insisted that gag orders should never apply to the
press during judicial proCeedings. Brennan cont,Idedfthat "the press may be
arrogant, tyrannical, abusive, and sensationalist ... but the decision of what,
when, and how to publish is for editors, not judges."
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Advertising

Vir inia State Board of Pharmacy et al. v. Virginia Citizens Consumer

Council Inc., et al. (44 LW 4686)

Prescription-drug consumers, by suing the Virginke State Board of

Pharmacy, challenged the constitutional validity oi a Virginia statute,that

allegedly violated the First Amendment because it declared it unvofessional

'nt ntion that the advertisement of prescription drug
conduct for a pharmist to advertise the prices of prescriptiondrugs. The

Pharmacy Boards co
prices is "commercial:speech" and thus outside First Amendment pro

was denied by the District Court, which voidea the statute.

The issle is whether spech that does no more 'than propose a
commercial transaction is so removed from any "exposition of ideas"'and from

"truth, science, morality, and arts in general, in its diffusion of liberal

sentiments op the administration of Covernment*that it lacks.all protection.
.

The.Supreme Court, in an opinion delivered by Justice Blackmun, with '

Rehnquiit dissenting, hgld that First Amendment protection extends not only

to the right tb disseminate information but to receive it as well. Since ,

the individual consumer.and society in general have strong receiver\pterests

in the free flow of commercial information, the State may not suppree* the

dissemination of truthful information about a lawful activity out of fear for

the effect upon its recipients. The Court rejected the.argument that the

professional image of the Pharmacist will suffer when price advertising reduces

hilly-al:Rua to that of a mere retailer. The State may set any professional-

standards it wishes and subsidize and protect pharmacies from other forms of

competition; but, Blackmun held, the State "may not do so by keeping the public'

in ignorance of the lawful terms that competing pharmacists are offering."

Blackmun concluded that any legitimate time-place-and-manner restrictions o

commercial speech are exceeded by the Virginia statdte that designates

of a particular content and its disseminatiOn completely.

In a concurring opinion Chief Justice Burger sought to minimize the

professional character of the pharmacist who deals p imarily in prepackaged

drugs and renders no more "a true profeseional service does a clerk who

sells lawbooks." Pleased that the Court did not inclade physicians and lawyers

within the scope of itsfdecision, Burger noted that "the advertisement of pro-

fessiohal services catrles with it quite different risks than the advertisement

of standard products-

, Justice Rehnquist's dissent des bed these consumers rights as

Imarginal at best." Ha yas unwilling to tend the First Amendment to commer-

cial speech, which-opens the'door to the d semination of not merely price but

service information and includes in its scope doctors, lawyers, and all'othst-

professions. Rehnquist stressed the distinction between use of the First

Amendment to assure enlightened public decision making on politicalpublic,

and social issues but doubted that the use.extends to the decision whether a

particular individual should purchase "one or another kind of shampoo."

Labor

Scott Hudgens v. National Labor Relationi Board (44 LW 4281)

Labor-union members who peacefully picketed within a privately owned

shopping center were threatened with arrest for criminal trespass if they did

not depart. The union filed an unfair-labor-practices charge with the

National Labor Relations Board. The Boareconcluded that the threat violated

the National Labor RelatiOns Art, and the appellate court agreed.
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Justice Stewart delivered the'opinion for the Court with Justices
Marshall and Brennan dissenting. Stewart contended that the pickets had no
First Amendment right to enter the shopping center for the purposb of
advertising their strike against their empldyer. Stewart vacated the appel-
late court's judgment and remanded that case so the National Labor Relations
Board could consider the case exclusively under the National Labor Relations
Act's statutory criteria.

Justice Marshall claimed in his dissent thf the Court's refusal
to extend the First Amendment to a privately owned opping center results
from "an overly formalistic view of the relationship bçween the institution
of private ownership of property and the Firg4 Amendment rintee,pf
freedom of speech." Privately owned property iV1it necessarily privately
used property and, according to Marshall, "whed a operty.owner opens his
property to public use the force of those [private] values diminishes."
Marshall acknowledged the public importance of peop e communicating with one
another about matters that relate to businesses wh ch occupy a shopping
center. Employees as parties to a labor dispute, just like consumers with
complaints, may find the location of a retail store to be the only reasonable
and effective way to communicate with the public. "As far as these groups
are concerned," Marshall concluded, "the shopping center owner has assumed'
the traditional role'of the state in its control of historical First Amend-
ment forums."

Obscenity

Chester McKinney v. &te of Alabama (44 LW 4330)

Chebter McKinney was convicted of selling matorial that in a prior
judicial proceeding had beed declared obscene. At the trial that resulted
in his conviction McKinney was not permitted to contest the obscenity of the
material even though it was the basis of his prosecution and he was not a

' party to the proceedings when material was determined to be legally obscene.

I\MCKinney contended thati.he was guiltless unless in the present
proceeding the magazine was declared obscene according to contemporary
community standards. However, the trial court instructed the jury to ignore
any determination of obscenity and to decide whether McKinney had sold
material judicially Aeclared as obscene.

In an opinion delivered by Justice Rehnquist a unanimous Supreme
Court held that by not allowing McKinney to contest the obscenity. charge
he was denied his First Amendment rights. Since the parties to the earlier
obscenity adjudication were not in privity4with McKinney and lacked interests
sufficiently identical to his, McKinney's First Amendment rights could only
be protected when he asserted them in his own behalf in a proceeding to which
he was a party.

Government

U. S. v. Abney (44 LI' 2557)

Abney, a World War II veteran, for thirtyl'Years engaged the Veterans
Administration (VA) in controversy over disagility benefits. In June, 1975,

again rebuffed by the VA, he assumed an around-the-clock vigil in Lafayette
Park across from VA headquarters in Washington, D.C. The vigil necessitated
sleeping in the park. Four times he was arrested, convicted, and jailed for
violating a U.S. Park Service regulation forbidding anyone to sleep more than
four hours in a public park without a permit. Abney appealed, and the
Supreme Court reversed his convictions.

The Court held the Park Service regulation unconetitutional because
Abney's sleeping "must be taken to be sufficiently expressive in nature to
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implicate First Amendment scrutiny." Although the regulation granted tile

Park Service authority to extend sleeping permission beyond four hours, the

standards for granting the extension were too inadequate to prevent arbitrary

application.

III. Docketed: Other Cases

Disposed

The Supreme Court took action that resulted in allowing the holding

,..
of theilower edurt to prevail in each case that follows except for one in

Which the lower court judgment was vafated. The issues reported are pertinent

to the First Ameildment but are not necessarily inclusive of all issues raised

by the- appeal.

Domestic Relations

/ Ruling below: An injunction barrid a divorced Roman'Catholic husband

StOm representing his formir wife.as his wife. The lower court held that to

COOply with the First Amendment the injunction could "not restrain tam from

Contending that she is his wife in the eyes of God, that according to tenets

Olds religion she is still his wife,-or that because of his religious views

he does not recognize validity of divorce." Issue: Can en individual's free-

dom of speech be enSnined because such speech interferei-Withianotheee

interest in privacy? (Certiorari denied. Dickson v. Dickson, 44 LW 3030)

Radio and TV

Ruling below: The FCC properly denied a complaint from the Pfolish

American Congress that a TV broadcast Ilintaining "Polish jokes" presented a

controversial issue of public importance. Denial of air time to respond to

the broadcast was warranted because the FCC's fairness doctrine and personal-

attack rule were not violated. Issue: Does the recitation of "Polish jokes"

require, under the fairness doctrine, the presentation of contrary views in

the interest of balanced programming? (Certiorari denied. Polish American

Congress v. FCC, 44 LW 3282)

Schools
pot

Ruling below: The use of mandatory student service fees to subsidize

a university campus newspaper does not violate a student's First Amendment

rights even if the Ubwspaper advocates ideas contrary to those held by the

student. The'use of public funds to support a campus newspaper violates no

constitutional right, for a state is not prohibited from supporting a forum

where diverse views on controversial subjects may be presented. Issues: May

the state, through its agenciese express views and promote positions on

controversial issues; and, if so, may it compel its citizens to subsidize

expression with which they disagree? Is state subsidization of a forum legal,

when controversial expression is subject to editorial and,subject-matter.

control by public officials? (Certiorari denied. Arrirton v. Taylor, 44 LW

3406)

Civil Rights

%f
Ruling below: A Connecticut law prohib ting the public ridicule of'

a person by means of advertisement does not appl o scurrilous political

messages broadcast through a telephone-answering evice that is privately

activated by the voluntary selection of the caller. As the law does not apply

to these circumstances, it may not be declared unconstitutionstas V result of

a suit brought by a person denied service by the telephone company. (Judgment

vacated. National Sociclist White People's Party v. Southern New England

Telephone Co., 44 LW 3519)
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Ruling below: Policemen who, pursuant to inStructions, destroyed
a demonstrator's poster critical of the President abridged First Amendment
rights. Issue: Did the court of appeals err in holding that these
policemen-"Tected unreasonably and not in good faith and that their actions
were pursuant to impermissibly invidious discriminatory intent"? (Certiorari
denied. Louisville v. Gleason, 44 LW 3208)

Criminal Law

Ruling below: Convictions under the Illinois Flag Act for burning
the American flag were. affirmed. Issues: May Illinois outlaw peaceful and
symbolic communication of ideas and remain consistent with the intent of the
First and Fourteenth Amendments? May flag burning be held criminal conduct
under a statute enacted to preserve the peace when there is no evidence of
any imminent danger to the peace? (Appeal dismissed for lack of a substan-
tial federal q9estion. Justices Brennan, Marshall, lind Stevens noted
probable jurisdiction. Sutherland v. Illinois, 329 NE2d 820, 44 LW 3448),I

Issue: Is a statute overbroad which defines as a misdemeanor
cursing or abusing anyone or use of 11Allgar, profane, threatening or indecent
language" over the telephone? (Certiorari denied. Dillard v. Walker, 44
LW 3209)

Issue: le a statute unconstitutionally vague or overbroad which
had been construed by the state supreme court to include speech and apply
to conduct "of a nature to corrupt the public morals or to outrage 'the sense
of public decency, whether committed by winds or acts"? (Certiorari denied.
Pace v. Squire, 44 LW 3108)

'

Ruling below: There is no violation of the First Amendment when a
statute prohibiting "a lewd, obscene, or indecent sexual proposal" is
applied only to proposals to commit_seclomy, indecent exposure, or sexual

1
acts with children. Issue: "Is ncoOhcive, verbal communication to a
willing listener of a desire for rivate) noncommercial, sexual activity
protected by the First Amendment?'. (Ce tiorari denied. Garcia v. D. C.
44 LW 3164)

Ruling below: A federal statute (U.S.C. sect. 701) prohibiting
misuse of symbols identified with government agenvies did not violate the
First Amendment when applied to the defendant, who planned to place simulated
IRS seizure warnings upon automobiles to create ill will against the IRS.
Issue: Does the federal statute infringe on freedom of speech and expression
beyond intent of Congress? (Certiorari denied. Coeltz v. U.S., 44 LW 3002)

e

Issue: Is an Arkansas statute unconstitutionally vague and over-
broad if it prohibits use of."profane, violent, vulgar, abusive or insulting -

language" that is commonly interpreted to arouhe anger or cause breach of
the peace? (Certiorari deniii. Lucas v. Arkansas, 44 LW 3109)

Buling below: A conviction under a etatute,that failed to precisely
define "force likely to produce great bodily injury" was upheld against a
defendant who solicited another to commit assault by means of "force likely .

to produce great bodily injury." Issue: Does a statute that fails to put
a person on notice about what speech is prohibited violate freedom of speech?
(Certiorari denied. Bistany v. California, 44 LW 3210) _

Defamation

Issue: If a defendant TV magazine claims that a program note
(implying that a newsworthy scheduled guest was a "call girl") was uninten-
tional defamation, can publication with actual malice be found as a matter
of law? (Certiorari denied. Triangle Publications Inc. v. Montandon, 44

3124)
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Ruling below: An allegedly defamatory newspaper advertisement,

critical of the performance of a local judge, was not protected under the

New York Times v. Sullivan rule: because the advertisement was designed

solely to sell newspapers. New York Times v. Sullivan (376 U.S. 254) did

sot involve commercial
advertising,designed to sell a product but paid

"editorial advertisement" seeking support for a movement of considerable

public interest Issues: Is a newspaper advertisement with admitted public

interest to be denied First Amendment
protection because it has a commercial

purpose of attracting purchasers and subscribers? Is the plaintiff required

to establish knowing or reckless falsity as in the Sullivan case? (Certio.

rari denied. The Village Voice. Inc. v. Rinaldi, 44 LW 3140)

Issues: Is a newspaper publisher protzotA by the First Amendment

from a charge of less than "actual malice" in ly reporting a judicial

decision? Do words, to escape First Amendment protection, have to be a defam-

atory stet nt of fact "rather than expression of an idea or hyperbole"?

(Cettiorari jienied. E. W. Scripps Co. v. Thomas H. Maloney and Sons. Inc.,

44 LW 3073)

The Press

Ruling below: Recovery was allowed a political candidate who claimed

,malice when a newspaper schemed to discredit him. Issues: Without violating

the First Amendment can a newspaper be found guilty of intentionally mis-

leading readers to believe in a political candidate's improper conduct even

though stories printed correctly quoted the candidate'e,opponent? (Certiorari

denied. Clay Communications, Inc. v. Sprouse, 211 SE2rt/%, 43 LW 3042)

Issues: Must a search warrant that enables allegedly obscene

materials to be seized assert the
informer's reliability on which the warrant

is predicated? For seizures that involve a threat to freedom of expression

is there a higher standard of probable cause? Is a search warrent issued for

seizure of film being exhibited in a commercial theater invalid if the judge

issuing the wairant does not first view the film? (Certiorari denied. Kutter

v. U.S., 44 LW 3166)

Issue: Was the defendant's right to due process violated when the

jury was instructed that the
community standard to be applied in determinitg

obscenity of materials was not 1973, the trial date, but 1969, when the

prosecution commenced? (Certiorari denied. Brown v. New York, 44 LW 3321)

Ruling below: Defendants were convicted under the pre-1973 obscenity

tests (Memoirs, 381pU.S. 413) when the Court held that there was no basis

for believing that they would have fared better under 1973 tests (Miller v.

California, 413 U.S. 15). Issues: Is a review of the obscenity findings man-

dated by the new tests? Was it reversible error for the government to fail

to present expert testimony as to the existence of obscenity? (Rehearing denie.

Ratner v. U.S., 502 F2d 1300, 44 LW 3024)

^ Issues: Must a jury declare a film obscene before copies can be

seized even though there is a judicial deterhination of probahle obscenity

prior to epch aeizure? 'Did four separate seizures of "Deep Throat" and the

arrest of theater employees constitute bad faith and harsssment even though

each seizure and arrest was made under a warrant issued after a hearing?

(APPeeldismissed.Z
,Butler v. Dexter, 44 LW 3334)

Ruling Velow: Refusal by the trial court to limit definition of

"community" to a single state for obscenity
evaluation purposes was upheld.

Issue: In view of an Oregon law
legalizing-publication of explicitly sexual

material for adults is a district court sitting in Oregon bound to consider

Oregon as the "coamunity"? (Certiorari denied. Danley v. U.S. 44 LW 3333)
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. Ruling belOw: The trial court
display of,allegedly lewd and obscene f
complaint to declare it a nuisance.
ptocess,and equal protectiOn to the
judicial'forbm in_which to contest" e
denied. C il v. California Su eri

Issue: Does a Califormi
materials but exempting motiem
law providing they act in,the
cial interest in'the premises d
other similar persons? (Appeal dialed

3283),

117

refused to enjoin an adult theater's
lms and dismissed a municipality's

Did the lower court deny due
hy not providing a "prompt

on of the films? (Certiorari

44 LW 3202)

statut prohibiting distribution of obscene
ctur erators and projectionists from the
rmal couese of their duties and Aave no finan-

ual protection to bookstore clerks and
ed. Pendleton v. California, 44 LW

Issue: Should the lower court have granted a motion for a new
trial baked on new evidence that San Diego community standards from which the
jury was drawn were "more.tolerant of depiction and representation of sex and
nudity phan those of the nation as a whole" -- standards'that were applied
at the trial? (Certiorari denied. Hamling v. U. S., 44 LW 3418)

Ruling below: The denial under the Alabama Red Light Abatement Act
to permit adult theaters to show films for one year is unconstitutional as
prior restraint. The public-nuisance doctrine cannot be used to circumvent
First Amendment guarantees. Issue: Can the padlock provisions of the
Abatement Act be applied constitutionally to a theater that exhibits obscene
motion pictures? (Certiorari denied. Sweeton v. General Corp., 320 So2d
688, 44 LW 3504)

Issue: Does it violate the First Amendment to impose a condition
on probation which requires a defendant'tonvicted of promoting obscene
material "to refrain from engagingin production, presentation, promotion,
sale, or any other involvement with sexually explicit material"? (Certiorari
denied. Brown v. New York, 44 LW 3321)

Issues: Do constitutional policies against ex post facto criminal
punishment prevent courts from reconstruing a state penal code so as to sat-
isfy the specificity requirements of the Miller case (413 U.S. 15)7 Is

the exhibition of motion pictures to paying, consenting adults absolutely
proOected by the First, Fourth,,and Fourteenth Amendments? (Certiorari denied.

Sandquist v. Califprnia, 44 LW 3029)

Issues: Do a search warrant and supporting affidavits describing,.
materials to be seized as "obscene"-fail to be eufficiently speeific to avoid
violation hf the First,. Fourth, and Fourteenth Amendments? Are constitutional
rights violated by massive seizure of 103,000...kooks and movies without a prior
hearing? (Certiorari denied. Mishkin v. New YOFk.,_44 LW 3537)

Ruling below: A'federa1,,,court refused to abstai in a cese involving
a state statute that had never been construed by the stat courts. The

state courts held that an Indiana nuisance statute failed describe sexual
conduct prohibited in violation of the Miller case (413 U.S. 15), had not been
construed by the state courts to have this.specificity, and procedures under
the nuisenqe statute constituted prior restraint on free expression.

Issue: Was the federal court's construction of the state statute
dso strained and unrealistic so as to make it unconstitutional? (Judgment P

vacated. Sendak v. Nihiser, 44 LW 31)22)

Ruling below: Denied defendant's cl4m that although the Alabama
Supreme Court had incorporated new obscenity standards (Miller v. California,
413 U.S. 15) into state obscenity statutes, these statutes remain vague and
m sleading. Issue: Do the statutes as now construed remain so vague that
t ey allow convictions based upon nonobscene material? (Certiorari denied.

theny v. Alabama, 44 LW 3283) 34
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It:sue: "Does the seizure of virtually all beau and records of
[an) entity involved in exhibition of presumptively protected expression con-

/ stitute unconstitutional prior restraint and unreasonable search?" (Certio-

rari denied. Hodes v. U.S., 44 LW 3496)

Although the foregoing cases do not constitute all the obscenity
questions raised for Supreme Court review, they are nevertheless representative
of the major questions the Court declined to answer in this troublesome area

of the law.'

Pending

In each of the cases reported below the case has either been argued *-

before the Sppreme Court and no written opinion has yet been rendered or the

Court has ye4 to hear thexase or otherwise dispose of it. As the final dispo-
sition of some cases had not been reported at the t,ime this review was prepared
the status of some pending cases between preparation time and now-may have

'changed.

Municipal Corporations

Ruling beloW: &municipal ordinance banning ."canvassing, soliciting,
polling, end distribution of printed matter from door to door without prior
registration with pOlice chief and receipt of perml.t" was upheld. The Court

found no exercise of.official discretion and held the police power constitu-

tionally valid xcept fos, equirement to disclose dates and routes of

solicitation. Issue: Dbes th ordinance constitute prior restraint in vio-.

lation of the First AMend en it applies not only to those selling gooda

but also to the ceinduct surveys for research purposes and opinion polls?

(Pending. Rin Id v. rou h of Collin swood, 44 LW 3042)

Ruling below: Convictions for knowingly transporting obscene motion

pictures in interstate commerce were affirmed. Tbe appellate court did not err

.in basing its findingOupon the trial record rather than a review of thg films.

Issue: Does Jacobell
lv.

Ohio (378 U.S. 184) obligate the court to review

allegedly obscene materials? (Pending. American Theatre Corp. v. U.S., 44

LW 3477)

Obscenity

Ruling below: The state was denied an injunction to forbid a movie-
theater operator to show allegedly obscene films under the theory of common-

lsw public nuisance. A building used only as a movie theater is not subject to
a law forbidding use of buildings for purposes of illegal sexual conduct. The

appellate court affirmed a state-court order quashing obscenity complaints on
grounds that the state's pertinent statutes violated the First Amendment as
interpreted'iu Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15 (1973). Issues: Must the

Miller obscenity tests be incorporated into state statutes aimed at the regu-

lation of hard-core pornography? May the sale and display of pornography be

prohibited under common-lsw public-nuisance proceedings? (Pending. Pennsylvania

v. MacDonald, 347 A2d 290, 44 LW 3506)

Government

Ruling below: The appellate court affirmed a lowee-court ruling that
dismissed action against a government doctor who allegedly referred to the ,

plaintiff as having history of mental illness" and a government lawyer who

referred to plaintiff's retirement for "medical reasons." The lower courts

granted immunity to the defendants because these statements were within their

lines of duty. issue: Does the doctrine of absolute Immunity pertain to these

statements? (Pending. Conley V. ECk, 44 LW 4612)
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ARNETT V. KENNEDY:
RESTRICTIONS ON PUBLIC EMPLOYEES' FREEDOM TO CRITICIZE

Angula Gay Tucker
M444i.64-ippi State Univeuity

Employee criticism of a superior or an employing agency has never"

been popular with the superior or the agency. No one knows this better than

persons in the military service. There freedom of expression is very lim-

ited and freedom to criticize is almost non-existent. Suppression, through

the jailing and/or the dishonorable discharge of a military protester, of a

First Amendment right is tolerated and even expected by the general public.1

Unfortunately, the public is not aware that government employees
are working under similar conditions and hence doea not realize the signifi-

cance of a civil nervant's inability to disclose questionable conduct within

his employer agency. The public has a right to know the purposes for which

'its money has been used. When a civil servant's freedom to criticize is

*1suppressed
through dismissal, suspension, official reprimand, or denial of

14
promotions and benefits, the public has no way of knowing about misconduct

within an agency.

Arnett v. Keneedy,2 the most recent Supreme iburt dedision,involving

a public employee's freedom to criticize his employer, received little pub-

licity because most of its litigations occurred during scandal resulting

from the Watergate burglary investigation. When thp decision was publicly
released April 16, 1974, newspapers were full of stlries of the subpoena of

PAsident Richard M. Nixon's White House tapes, the John Hitchell trial, and

the bank robbery involving Patti Hearst.3 The April 17, 1974, editions of

the Washington Post4 and the New York Times5 included only a short summary

of the decision.

Wayne Kennedy, a nonprobationary federal employee in the Chicago
regional office of the Office of Economic Opportunity (0E0), worked with the
0E0 eight years before his dismissal, although he had advanced from grade

GS-7 to GS-12, receiving several commendations for'his work. During his

emplAment he had become actively involved in the AmericanTederation of
Government Employees, AFL-CIO (AFGE). By the tiMe he was fired he was presi-

dent of the National Council of 0E0 Locals, AFGE; first-vice president of the

Chicago Council of AFGE Locals; and chief steward of the 0E0 Employees' Union

Local 2816, AFGE.6

Between 1969 and 1971 Kennedy intermittently displeased his superiors.
In April, 1969, he filed a grievance against a superior, charging him with

"deceit, incompetence, and dishonesty."7 In February, 1971, Kennedy, a field

representative at that time, advised community leaders to take control of as

0E0-funded organization. This advice his superiors did not appreciate. In

June, 1971, he charged the Division Chief of the Lower Great Lakes Operations

with "managerial incompetence and with attempting to discredit the employees'

union."8 Kennedy's superiors regarded him as a troublemaker because of his

use of available channels within the Civil Service, and the 0E0 to air his

grievances against his superiors%

3
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Finally, in December, 1971, Kennedy charged, at a union meeting and to
the press, that officials of the 0E0 Regional Office "negotiated in bad faith"

with representatives of Indian organizations about grants of federal funds
and accused senior 0E0 officials of "bribery and conflicts of interest." He

specifically cited Regional Director Wendell Verduin and his administrative
assistant for attempting to bribe James White Eagle Stewart, a local community
leader, with ORO funds if Stewart would sign a atatement against Kennedy and

another,employee.9

Verduin did not like Kennedy's remarks and began action to have him
dismissed for publicly stating,"without any proof and In reckless disregard
of the actual facts known to or reaaonably discoverable by him, ... that
[Verduin] and his assistant had attempted to bribe [Stewart]."10 dKennedy
protested in writing to Verduin that his statements were constitutionally pro-
tected and requested an impartial hearing officer.11 Verduin refused and.fired

Kennedy according to proviaions of the Lloyd-LaFollette Act* subsection (a);
which states that "[a]n individual in the competitive service may be removed
or suspended without pay oblY for such cause as will promote the efficiency

of the serv1ce."12 Supplemental regulations of the Civil Service Commission

and the 0E0 were applied also. Both required, in almost identical language,
that "employees 'avoid any action ... which might result in, or create the

appearance of ... [a]ffecting adversely the confidence of the public in the
integrity of (OEO and) the Govern:dent' and that employees do not 'engage in
criminal, infamous, dishonest, immoral, or notoriously disgraceful or other

conduct prejudicial to the Government.'"13

Kennedy not only filed an administrative appeal with the Civil Service
Commission, bet also, on behalf of himself and others similarly situated,
initiated class action in the United States District Court for the Northern
DistriFt of Illinois, declaring that "such cause as would promote the effi-
ciency of the service" was vague and "unwarrantedly interfere[d] with fedeeal
career employees' freedom of expression."14 Kennedy also charged that the
procedures.established by and under the Lloyd-LaFollette Act for removal of
non-probationary employees denied them procedural due process.15

The three-judgetiatrict Court held that the Lloyd-LaFollette Act and
--"s supplemental administrative regulations were "unconstitutionally vague" in

failing to "furnish sufficiently precise guidelines as to what kind of speech
may be made the basis of removal action" and ordered that Kennedy be repstated
with back pay. They also ordered that the Lloyd-LaFollette Act no longer
be enforced nor in any way be "construed to regulate speech of competitive
employees,"16

The 0E0 appealed to the United States Supreme Court, which reversed
the lower court's decision. The Court could pot agree on a majority opinion

on the due-process issue, but Chief Justice Warren Burger and Justicei
William H. Rehnquist, Harry A. Blackmun, Lewis F. Pawell, Potter Stewart,and
Byron R. White did agree that therLloyd-LaFollette Act and supplementary
regulations authorizing removal of an employee for "such causes as will promote
efficiency of the serVice" were not unconstitutionally vague or overbroad,
because there are many situations in which public statements by employees
might reasonably justify dismissal for cause. This "cause" provision was viewed

as adequately describing employee conduct justifying grounds for removal; as
authorizing dismissal for speech as well as other behavior;.and as excluding
constitutionally protected speech.17

Two dissenting views were presented by Justice Douglas

and by Justices Thurgood Marshall, William Brennan, and Douglas. Justice

Douglas thought that Kennedy's remarks about his boss were irrelevant,for
his public ititements were on a subject in the public domain. In the words

of Justice Douglas, Kennedy was 'lying penalized by the'Federal Government
for exerciaipg'his right to speak out."18
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Justicen Marehall, Brennan, and Douglas Raw the Lloyd-LaFollette Act
as unconstitutionally overhroad becauae dismiasal for "such cause an will pro-
mote ... service" prevents federal employees from ezercining their freedom
of speech to the fullest extent. The employees can only wonder what remarks
will get them fired. The juatices also took issue with the majority's opinion
that the act was made sufficiently clear and definite by merely holding that
it excluded speech protected by the First Amendment and stated that "(Ohs
Court'a answer is no answer at all."19

Because of the Warren CoUrt's "liberal" decisions of the.1960's one
of Nixon's campaign promises of 1968 was a ."strict constructioriist" §upreme
Court.20 In his first three years in office he haffthe opportilhity th, place
four conwervative justices on'the Court: Chief Justice Burger and Justitee
Itehnquiat,'Blackmun, and Powell. 'During the 1973-74 term, when Arnett v.
Kennedy was decided, these four voted together 75 per c nt of the time.
Justices White and Stewart are considered moderates who ou1d owing the Court
either way on emcdmeision; Justices Marshall and Brennan, re considered liberalsP
On the iRuejbf free speech in Arnett v. Kennedy, the conservatives and the
moderates fjrrmed the majority opinion, and the liberala the dissenting
opinions.

As the make-up of the Supreme Court changes, Jts attitude toward
fundamental constitutional rights chhnges. An example is the Supreme Court's
apparent reversion from the doctrine of substantial interest to the doctrine
of privilege in Arnett v. Kennedy. The Court's traditional attit94e toward
public employees is contained in the doctrine of privilege,22 Adder thia
doctrine, public employment is not considered a constituti al right: there-
fore, any contstitutional right c cianbe restricted while a izen is publicly
employed. If citizen accepts public employment, he volun rily accepts
the possible forfeiture of his constitutional right8.23 With the emergence
of the doctrine of privilege the government could legally interfere with an
employee's constitutional rights.

The doctrine of privilege had its foundation in McAuliffe v.
New Bedford, in which public employees' frdedomtof speech was first restricted.
Oliver Wendell Molmes,on the Massachusetts Supreme Court in 1892, upheld the
firing of a policeman who had "a constitutional right to talk politics but ...
no constitutional'right to be a policeman."24 Though state,courts and lower
federal courts hapi.used the doctrine since 1892, the Supreme Court did not
accept it until 1947 (United Publi$.11rkpr8 v. Mitchell).25

TMb doctrine of privilege has been used for removal of public employees
for reasons of association and religious and political beliefs; few cases have
involved freedom of speech. Adler v. Board of Education (1952) upheld the
prohibition of hiring of teachers who "advocated, advised, or taught the over-
throw of the governments of the United States .hy force or violence;26
Public employees' freedom of speech was affecte indirectly in Torcaso v.
Watkins (1961), in which public officials were required to declare belief in
6O-01,777--and Bailey v. Richardson (1951)28 and Garner v. Los Angeles (1951),
in which government employees were required to take a loyalty oath.Z9

While the doctrine of privilege gained momentum, the doctrine of
substantial interest made sporadic appearance8.30 This doctrine agrees with
the privilege theory that no one has the right to public employment, yet
holds that a public employee may not have his fundamental constitutional rights
abridged. A public employee has the sane constitutional rights and protections
that every other citizen has.31

In 1953 the Supreme COurt first applied the doctrine of substantial '
interest in a.decision in Nhich public employees were no longer required to
take loyalty oaths to get and keep theii jobs (Weiman v. Updegraff).32 The
Supreme Court applied this doWine sparingly until the Warren Court of
1960's. Freedom of association and religion, the right to join unions and
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to petition the government, and protection from 41f-incrimination and

unconetitutional searches and seizoree received (AvorubIe judgments undot

this doctrine.31

The doctrine of substantial Internet has generally favored A public
employee's freedom of speech and, more specifically. his freedom to criticize.

In Haggett v. BullItt (1964) the Supreme Court held a Washington State require-

ment of a Aoyalty oath unconstitutionally vague because..its "indefinite

language" encouraged public employees to restrict "their conduct to that which

is considered Vafe" and so that "talk speech may not be so inhibited."34- The

Court decided in Meehalv, Macy (1968) that it could not approve the "premise

... that an employee of the Government cannot claim the right to both a

Government job aq, freedom of apeech."35 In Elckering v. Board of Education

(1968) the Court ruled that teacher. have the right to speak out freely on how

funds given to schools should be hpent anti argued that "the 'threat of dismissal

in .. a potent means inhibiting speech."6 The Speiser v. Randall case (1959)

reads, "When one must guess what conduct or utterances may loss him his posi-

tion, one necessarily will steer far wider of the unlawful zone ...."37

Arnett v. Kennedviss turn from the doctrine of substantial Interest,
of the Warren Court to the doctrine of privilege by the Burger Court. (Justice-

Douglas, the 'only member to nerve on both courts, has decided against the

' doctrine of privilege since when it was first used by the Court.)

The Supreme Court ass4Med all go mental charges Ogainst Kennedy to be true.

HoweveE, the charges yisse never proved in'an adversary hearing and were
brought by officials Wise conduct was the basis for the Kennedy speech that

resulted in the action against him.38

The qUestion of abridgement of speech of federal employees in Arnett
v. Kennedy hinges on the language of the Lloyd-LaFollette Act ("...auch.cause

as will promoto the efficiency of the service"39). Ironically the act was

brought about By the firing of a Chicago postal employee who told the Chicago
press of the unsanitary conditions in some parts of the post office. Paft of

the act's purpose was apparently to protect a federal employee from dismissal

for such criticism of the system and his superiors.° It appears that the act

was used in the majority-opinion of the Court as a weapoil against a protection

it supesedly provided.

The Lloyd-LaFollette Act also allowed civil-service employees to join
unions. (Utter additions to the law prohibited strikes.)41 Another irony is

that Kennedy's participatioh and preminence in the American Fedex/Ilion of
Government Employees apparetAly played a large role in his superiors' dis-

pleasure with him and subsequently in his dismissal.

Court decisions on any public employee, whether local, state, or'

national, affect all other public employees. Arnett v. KecTestt specifically

affects more than three million federal public employees and generally affects

more than three million state public employees and over more than six million t

local public employees. This mails that over more than twelve million public
employees' freedom of expression and right to criticize could possibly be

restricted. Adding to these figures men ind women in the military services,whos

speech has always been stifled, means that approximately 8 per cent of the

people of the United States cannot freely express themselves in their jobs.

Even should one hold that restrictions on these Americans' freedom of

speech are not Important, think of the nunber of inefficient, incompetent,

and dishonest superiors in the civil service and the military service who will

continue in their inefficiency, incompetency, and diehonesty and who fire or

court-martial subordinates who criticize them or their methods. Criticism of ,

superiors is not popular with superiots. Subordinates know this. If a public

employee is not protected from unjust retribution, he will learn to keep his

mouth shut to keep his job. The subordinate's logic is clear: If he criticizes

the system or the supervisor, he is,fired, but he is able to feed his family.
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Justice Marshall pointi out in hi. di.senting opinion in Arnett. v.
Kennedy that "the insfficiency of the ervice" clause prohibit. even
truthful criticism of governmental gency if the criticiem disrupt.' an
agency's operation, thue punishing protected free spooch.42 If an mployee
can be fired for telling ths truth, how can corrupt and Inefficient officials,

in high agency position. he replaced?

The anewer ia, they'cannot until the Supremo'Court gmlni less
conearvative member.. Until that happen., public employees mina ay, as
did the Doctor in MacBoth, "I think, dare not spealt.
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"THEM DIRTY, FILTHY BOOKS":
THE TEXTBOOK WAR IN WEST VIRGINIA

William N. Denman,
Malushatt Univeipsity

The hills and hollows ofWest Virginia are not strangers,to
controversy, disruption, and violence. The controvert!), over textbooks which
erupted into national prominence in Ehe autumn of 1974 seemed at times to
be as tYpical of West Virginia as coal and poverty. The controversy gen-
erated a wide range of attention and comment in the media. The picketing,
protest rallies, and violence made,good television fare. The print media
spent a good deal of time discussing and analyzing the controversy, trying
to understand and explain why:a lot of school textbooks could cause so much
fuss.l

'It is the purpotie of this paper to focus upon the issues and events
of the textbook controversy in Kanawha County, West Virgilia, that make that
controversy of concern to anyone interested in questions of free speech,
emphasizing the real and continuing danger to free speech that has existed
from the beginning of the controversy.

The textbooks that became the center of the often violent controversy
that shattered the Kanawha County schools were chosen under specific
procedures established by law and by decree of the West Virginia!' Board of
Education. Two committees, each of five professional educators within the
county system, spent several months reviewing language-arts tamtbooks pro-
osed for adoption for both elementary and secondary, levels.2 When the tom-
aittees made their recommendations in April, 1974, there was little indication
that the chosen texta were objectionable. The elementary texts, selected
fiom a list provided by the State Board of Education, included the "Com-
municating" series for graded 1 through 6, published by the D.C. Heath Co.
The secondary adoptions, screened and recommended solely by the Kanawha County
*Textbook Selection Committee, included a wide variety of basic works. Three
are the "Dynamics of Language" eeries-for grade 7 through 12, published by
D.C.,Heath Co.; the "America Reads" series and the "Galaxy Program," both pub-
lished by Scott, Foresmen. In aeddition to the basic series for the secondary
level the adopted books,included a wide variety of supplemental works, some
of which were written by minority-group authors. The large number of supple-
mentary adoptions was necessary in order to meet the requirement, established
in 1970 by the Wet Virginia Board of Education, that text adoptions should
show the multiethnic and multicultural diversity of American society.3

One member of the Kanawb County Board of Education did raise an
objection to the proposed text a ptions when they were presented in April.
Mrs. Alicq,Moore, the wife of a minister , had been elected to the board in

0 on an anti-sex-education platform. Mrs. Moore commented that she felt
tha some of the proposed texts were not in good taste, and expressed her ton-
cern\over the language used in many of the supplemental choices. By the time
the Kanawha Board of Education was reedy to formally adopt the texts in June,
1974, the books had become the focus of considerable parental objections.
As a result of Mrs. Moore's extapsive speaking campaign against the texts,'
the June board meeting saw over more than a thousand in attendance. After
heated and lengthy discussion the board deleted eight supplemental texts con-
sidered the most objectionable, and adopted the remainder by a vote of 3-2.4

The protest against the texts, joined by several ministers from the
Kanawha Valley, Continued to grow during July and August. When school opened
on September 3, a boycott by protesting parents kept nearly 20 per cent of
the county's students out of school. During the first two weeks in September
the protest included the boycott of schools, along with picketing and blocking
access to school-bus barns. These activities were designed specifically to
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keep additional students out of school. Protesters picketing coal mines

led to a strike by coal miners in Kanawha County and the adjacent ,,ounties of

Boone and Fayette. The striking miners were then persuaded to engage in
wideapread picketing of businesses and industriea throughout the Kanawha Valley.

At the height of the protest numerous firms, including the Kroger market
chain, the Kanawha Rapid Transit System, and several trucking firms, were closed
by the pickets.

The spreading school boycott, as well as the increased tensions from
the protesters picketing both industries and the school system itself, forced
ehe school board to remove the controversial texts from the schools for a
cooling-off period of thirty days. During this period the texts were to be
reviewed by a committee of parents, chosen by each board member, who would
advise the board on retention or removal of the texts. After some delay the

review committee was established and began its task. During the remainder of

September and through October the protests continued in the form of mass
rallies and picketing cf both schools and board-of-education offices. An in-

junction against Mass picketing brought about some arrests, particularly after
violence occurred at several schools.

By early November the review committee had made its recommendation.
At a televised meeting held in the Charleston Civic Center the Kanawha County
Board of Education voted 4-1 to return the controversial teXts to the schools.
Two series -r the elementary "Communicating" series and the supplementary
"Interaction" series for secondary use -- were relegated to school libraries.
At the same meeting the board adopted policies that (1) provided,that no
'student would be forced to use books found objectionable by the student's
parents, and (2) required parental approval before any etudent could use any

of the new textbooks.5

In an atteMpt to bolstersthe text protest and to gain additional
media exposure for their cause the protesters held what was billed as a
"National Textbook Rally" at the end of November. Featuring the Reverend

Carl McIntire, the Rally brought some two thousand persons together for the
meeting and a march on the state capito1.6 By the time of the Rally the
text protest had drawn the support of a wide variety of groups', mostly right-

ving in their political orientation. The John Birch Society, with a bookstore

in central West Virginia, was represented with literature at the protest

meetings. An organization called the Heritage Foundation, Inc., based in
Washington, D.C., provided a lawyer who spent some time with protest leaders

in October and November. At one point the International Workers Party briefly

entered the action. Robert Dornan, a'former television actor from Los Angeles,

came to Charleston on several occasions. He represented a group known as

Citizens Por Decenty Through Law. Dornan tried, without success, to organize

the protest under his general guidance.7 The most notorious of the anti-

textbook groups to figure in the protest activities during late 1974 waa the

Ku Klux Klan. After the beginning of the new year the Klan's activities
seemed largely aimed at promoting their own organization in the region.8

From the very first the anti-textbook protests were marked by acts of

violence. With the opening of school in September the incidents included mass
picketing that often erupted into fights; shootings both...of individuals and of
school buses; physical harassment of textbook s4porters at board meetings;
beatings administered to CBS-newsmen covering a protest.rally; vandalism on
personal automobiles; an open assault on two board-of-education members and the

superintendent at a board meeting; and firebombing and dynamiting of school

buildings and the central board office building.9

In retrospect it may be easy to dismiss much of the violence as a
typical pattern of behavior on the part of the Appalachian mountaineer.
During the month of September, however, the thaotic situation in Kanawha County

prompted one editorial writer to say that "What'occurred it Kanawha County

last week approached mob rule."18 There was little doubt in the minds of many

West Virginians that the protest over textbooks had created a situation

approaching anarchy. 43
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'. As the controversrdeveloped and gained national attention many
commentators began to search for the cause of the protest. Some felt that

the controversy had become so bitter because it was class warfare.11 The

protesters, according to this view, were the fundamentalist, white, mostly
Anglo-Saxon descendants of early Appalachian settlers, living largely in
hollows around the urban center of Charleston; in rebellion against sophis-

ticated Episcopalian "outsiders" who populated the hilltops around and

in Charleston. Ben Franklin, veteran West Verginla watcher of the New York
Times,commented: "The mountain people resent patronizing lokes, and resist
the eentral authorities whose- reforms have failed them."14 0

The idea that the textbook protests grew out of a deeper antagonism
_directed against the unresponsive and unsympathetic board 'Of education

found support from several sources. The Wall Street Journal commented in

October, 1974: " ... the deeper motive of the protesters seems to be resent-
ment--against the ichools., the bureaucrats, and the upper classes in general.
'Even hilltillies hale civil rights,' read ane sign. The immediate protest

was aroused by what iNeared to them as an especiallY'condescending attempt
to revise their cultural outlook ..."13 Carl Marburger, former New Jersey
Commissioner of Education, felt that " ... there was an astonishing insen-
sitivity to local cultural values by the public-school system, from the board
down. to the classroom teachers."l4

&view of the controversy as a political confrontation was taken
" by June Kirkhuff Edwards, writing in the Christian Century. For Ms. Edwards

the controversy over the texts " ... raises far more fundamental questions
of ethics, politics, and educational theory. The protest of these angry
parents agsinst the literature books has a legitimate, perhaps even healthy, .

base. Their concern over 'dirty' words is only a focus for a much deeper
concern: who shall control the education of, their children?"15

While all these aspects of the controversy were undoubtedly
contributing factors in the textbook struggle, they do not fully explain
the basis for the conflict over the textbooks. Many commentators saw the

struggle as one between two competing cultures; a conflict in which one
group saw its culture and beliefs being subverted by an evil and corrupt

society. Russell Gibbons, writing in Commonweal, called the protest "...
a widespread cultural counter-revolution which outrages Eastern sensibilities
and attitudes toward education, religion and community values ...
West Virginia's textbook controversy ... has blown into a full-scale eruption
of frustrations against a worldly culture imposed in an area literally a
world apart from the rest of the counury."l6

There is little doubt, frcm a reading of the sociological literature
on the nature of the Appalachian mountaineer, that a sizeable majority of
the white, essentially Scotch-Irish residents of the Appalachian mountains
have, well into the century, maintained a strong set of values. This value

structure, incorporating a firm belief in God, with Jesus Christ as Savior,
along with a resolute faith in the. Bible as the expressed Word of God,
permeates Appalachian culture-not only in the rural but in the urban areas

as well. This fundamentalist religious faith, coupled with traditional

social and political mores, gives the Appalachian a value system that is,
in many ways, increasingly-cat of harmony with the changing value structures
of a sizeable portion of the rest of contemporary America.17

The heart of the textbook controversy in Kanawha County, West
Virginia, was a clash of values. The value system of the protesters was

seen by them to be in sharp contrast to what they perceived as the dangerous

value system depicted in the newly chosen textbooks. Following state mandate

the textbooks were specifically chosen to " accurately portray minority
and ethnic group contributions to American growth and culture and [to] depict
and illustrate the inter-cultural character of our pluralistic society."l8.
It was precisely this fact that so enraged the piotesters.
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The protesting parents, bdileving in the power of the Word of God
as written in the Bible, and believing in evangelism-that can Help a person
to be "born again" with faith in Jesus Christ, found it easy to believe that
the new textbooks could be equally effective in destroying that faith. Just
as the Bible was found to be a powerful written,source of beliefs and values,
so, too, the textbooks were seen as powerful sources of beliefs and values.
For these protesting parents the newly chosen textbooks took on an awesome
power to destroy that which they bad sought Bt long to build and maintain and
protect: a value system that to be handed down, unchanged and unchanging,
from generation to generation. The Rchools,were no longer the means of
building and maintaining ne values that the protesters held io be true, had
become the purveyors of a 4arped mid degenerate value system. The new texts

said nothing to support protesters' values. Their contributions ko "our

pluralistic society" went -..nnoticed.

Through all the recent changes in morality and behavior in our society,
through all the last decades with the Playboy Bunnies, the "Hippies" and the
drug cult, through the loosening of legal restraints on pornography and
obscenity -- through all these changes so thoroughly analyzed and praised in
the national media, these parents had held to the bope that they'could keep
their children true to the ideals of the families in which they were being
raised. . Now, at long last, the schools, too, had capitulated. The sense of
betrayal--the feeling of outrage at this final blow--permeated the textbook
protest. For a parent who believed, as one of the protesting ministers made
clear at a meeting, that "We own these children," the thought of losing that
child to the sick,degenerate morality of an immoral world struck fear and
outrage into the hearts of these parents. The only choice, then, was for the
protesters to use any and all mans at their command to drive the dangerous
textbooks out of the schools.

A reading of the protest literature, as well as an examination of the
protesters' detailed objections to the textbooks, clearly shows their concerns:
First and foremost, the.new texts were alleged to teach "irreligion":end a-
"disrespect for religion and religious beliefs." Many of the texte,Zit was-

'4
asserted, were unpatriotic or tended to portray America, the ,capk, ittic free-
enterprise system,and the American government in a bad light. ,fts-
were thoughtrto be "dirty" and tO contain language that was offen lageither

because of its avowedly sexual nature or because it was seen as profanesor,
obscene. The texts,.parti

I

ularly the elementary selections, were felt to teach
children how to question p nts and resist parental authority. The texts

were supposedly racist in tlt they included eelections from minority writers
that contained passages showing hatred and contempt for whites.l9 Finally,

many of the texts, on both the elementary and secondary levels, attempted to
persuade students to examine their own value systems, beliefs, and attitudes,
thus bringing into question beliefs that the protesting parents did not want
questioned.20

--..

From the very beginning of the controversy in the Spring of 1974,
and continuing unabated throughout 1974 and into 1975, the message has been

ythe same: There is unalterable opposition to the textbooks. They must be

removed from the schools. From the very first the protesters have sought
one firm goal: to keep all students in Kanawha County from reading or using

the "dirty, filthy books." Their fears, expressed again and again, particu-
larly in letters to newspapers, are that the textbooks will corrupt their
children. It has not been enough for the Kanawha County Board of Education i

to allow some students to use the books and to allow some parents to keep the*
children from using the books through a parental-approval system. Consis-

tently the protesters have argned that the very presence of the books, whether
they are actually being used by their own children or not, will be a corrupting
factor within the schools. The books must be totally and completely removed.

1910There has never been any willingness to compromise on this essential point.
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The controversy in Kanawha County may appear to be settled.
Certainly the books have been returned to the schools. Children are being
allowed to use them at the discretion oftheir parents. _Guidelines have
been established for future text adoptions and are in :lie as screening
committees evaluate texts in nther fields for later adoption. But in
reality very little has been'aattled. The protests of 1974 and early 1975
have created a situation that -continues to threaten vital principles of
free ppeech.

The Kanawha County Board of Education's semoval of the contro-
versial texts from the schools in Seitemher, 1974, for-a review by a
committee of parents appointed by the individual board members, was the
first step in capitulating to the textbook protesters. The review com-
mittee, which split into two bodies, one ostensibly pro-text and the other
anti-text, recommended the return of the texts with two exceptions: The
D.C. Heath elementary series "Communicating" was'to be available only in
school libraries. The "Interaction" sdiies for the secondary level was
also relegated to library-only use. Both series could be available only
with strict parental permiesion. Eventually the board sought to gain
state approval for a replacement for the D. C. Heath series. When the texts
were returned to the schools, the Board of Education established a proce-
dure whereby parents were required to say in writing that their children
could use any of the new language-arts texts on both elementary and secon-
dary levels.

This parental-approval system met with mixed success. In some
schools, particularly where the teachers and principals supported the texts,
parents were urged to examine the books before they filed their permission
forms. One teacher, at the inner-city Charleston High School, reported that
after examining the texts 80 of the parents changed their minds and con-
sented to allow their children to use them.21

Other schools, particularly in the rural areas where the protests
had been strongest, were reported to haye kept all the new adoptions sway
from the students. Teachers were said to be reluctant to use any of the
new series for even those students whose parents had not voiced objections
to them.22

In November and December, 1974, the Kanawha County Board of
Education took two aiiitional/steps designed to placate the protesters.
Both of those raised strong questions of free speech. In November the

r board adopted a set of guidelines that were to govern future text adoptions.
The guidelines were originally proposed by Mrs. Alice Moore, who claimed
that all the new language-arts adoptions violated the new guidelines. The
guidelines are quoted in their entirety:

Textbooks,for use in the classrooms of Kanawha County
shall recognize the sanctity of the home and emphasize its
importance as the basic unit of American society. Textbooks
must not Intrude into the privacy of students' homes by
asking personal questions about inner feelings or behavior
of themselves or their parents, or encourage them to criti-
cize.their parents by direct questions, statements or
inference.

Textbooks must not contain profanity.

Textbooks must respect the right of ethnic, religious or
racial groups to their values and practices and not ridicule
those valueie,for practices.

)6
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Textbooks must encourage loyalty to the Uni tates and

the several states and emphasize the reeponeibUities of
citizenship and the obligation to redress grisvances
through legal processes. Textbooks must not encourage
sedition or revolution against our government or teach or

imply that an alien form of government is superior.

Textbooks shall teach the true history and heritage of the
United States and of any. other countries studied in the

curriculum. Textbooks must not defame our nation's leaders
or misrepresent the ideals and causes for which they
struggled and sacrificed.

Textbooks uAd in the study of the English language shall
teach that traditional rules of grammar are a worthwhile
Subject for academic pursuit and are essential fpr
effective cOnmunication among English speaking people.23

The board, in a December meeting, approved a new procedure for screening

and selecting textbooks, keeping in mind the need to -adopt nevi social-studies

texts early in 1975. The new procedure provided for considerable parental

input. Texts would be chosen as aaresult of a four-step process: First, a

curriculum committee composed of parents and teechers would establish "philosophy,

rationale, objectives, skills, course outline, timeline, and evaluation forms
for materials." A second committee, agaiacomposed of parents and teachers
with a 75-25 ratio of parents to teachers, would "eliminate those textbooks and

related materials which don't satisfactorily meet the board-of-education guide-

lines." The third step in the process would involve "curriculum-study teams"

composed of parents and teachers, who would evaluate the materials recommended

for further study. Finally, the textbook-selection committee, composed of both

teachers and parents, would make a final review and present a recommendation
for .the approval of the board.'"

°The new screening/selecting procedures were challenged by the prortext

Coalition for Quality Education. A ruling by the State Superintendent of

Education in March, 1975, clearly pieced the responsibility for selecting ele-r.

mintary texts on ehe legally mandated five-member cOnnittee of teachers. That

committee, the superintendent ruled, "must have the Opportunity of examining ali

books listed on the state approved list, and not a restricted numbar.that might.

.cpme to it from the [screening] committee."25 The superintendent's ruling

did allow the functioning of ehe screening committees on the secondary level.

In practice the Kanawha Board of Education has continued to use the screening

committees to review texts for both elementary and secondary use.26

It is apparent from an/ examination of the guidelines and the selection

procedure as well that considerable danger to free speech exists. Several .

other West Virginia county sehool boards indicated that they had either adop

or varied the Kanawha County guidelines and were seeking to broaden parental

participation in their adoption procedures. The Wirt County superintendent

indicated that that county's guidelines particularly prohibited profanity. The

,Clay County superintendent reported that "Our guidelines ... say that books

will not undermine religiOn or the government." One county indicated that nem-

bers of the ministerial Association would be asked to comment on the proposed

texts.27
t

When the Cabell County Boird of Education adopted textbooks in May,

1975, it was reported that the selection committee had looked for books

"strong in patriotisn." The chairman of the social-studies selection commit-

tee commented that the "committee rejected other books containing 'phrases not

harsh enough against dissent' and some containing terms !controversial and not

in good taste.'"28
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As might be expected, the textbook protest did not focus solely
upon the language-arts adoptions in Kanawha County. Offensive books in
school libraries, in both Kanawha and neighboring Lincoln County, cane under
fire as the protests continued. Late in September the protest spilled over -

into LincolneCounty, where parents were assured by the board of education
that school-library booke found to be objectionable would be removed. One

bnok, brought to the attention of a Lincoln County board menberdWas removed
from a school even though it was the teacher's personal property.29 Protesters
brought about the removal of some books, alleged to be for sex education,that

....,swere found in a Kanawha County junior-high-school library.30 In March the

Kanawha board wrestled with the issue of establishing a policy to cover removal
Of books from libraries when requested by parents.31

a

The one area where the textbook protest has had an adverse effect upon
free speech has been upon freedom to teach" .This area of concern has received
little attention from the press, but it him loomed as a major problem within
the teaching profession in the Kanawha schools. The NEA Inquiry Report dis-
cussed this point in some detail, including testimody from teachers and offi-
cers of teacher organizations. One teacher-spokesman concluded: "Teachers
are afraid to use materials. They will not serve on textbook committees.
They distrust the Central Office staff, the Board of Education, and the com-
munity. They are afraid for their safety, peace of m4nd, and even their jobs.
Effective education is at a minimum in Kanawha County."32 One example, aleost
ludicrous and yet tragic, was reported by the principal of an elementary
school: "A teacher came to me the other day and asked 'What do you think?
Can we defend teaching this in class?' She was talking about a unit in bfology .

on the asexual reproduction of mollusks (shellfish). It's really gotten that
,had.f33 It is likely, from the vehement *nd continuing nature of the protest,
that many teachers in Kanawha County and throughout West Virginia have altered
and changed both their teaching methods and course content flu the simple
reason that they don't want to incur complaints from offended parents, The
NEA could only conclude that the situation in Kanawha County would "... endanger
--if not destroy--the atmosphere of free inquiry and the free exchange of ideas
without which education cannot survive."34

The textbook controversy in Kanawha County,West Virginia, was, at its
heart, a struggle on the part of a large group of parents, some fundamentalist
ministers, and a member of the board of education to remove legally chosen
textbooks from the schools. The protest grew until disruption, violence, and
arrests had occurred. While the protesters did not achieve their 10.2.1 of
total removal of the offending textbooks from the schools, the evidence
shows that the protest has made the use of the texts difficult at best; in
many schools, impossible. Guidelines and adoption procedures for new text-
books establish a system that, in actual practice, allows considerable par-
ental censorehip. The result of the controversy on the Kanawha County school
system as a whole has been to cripple teacher morale and stifltthe freedom
to teach. The effect of the cNntroversy has been felt throughout West Virginia.
It is possible that similar results could occurlwhirever similar protests (

arise elsewhere. The precedent set in the West Virginia controversy indic tee
that free speech has suffered severe blows.
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OBSCENITY AND PORNOGRAPHY: LEGAL ARGUMENTS AND EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE

Roger b. Haney,,
Unive.nsi.ty o6 Kentucky

Literature cannot develop in between the categories of
"permitted" and "not permitted," "about this you may write"
and "about this you may not write."

--Alexander Solzhenitsyn
Letter to the Fourth Congress of

Soviet Writers

There are certain similarities and differences between the legal
and scientific methods relevant to a discussion of an area of mutual interest.
Both share an explicit concern for the avoidance of error, law protecting
the innocent until proven guilty, science assuming the null until shovn re-
jected. Both are concerned with facts, but law "judges" them in terms of
constitutional values while science analyzes them in terms of their explana-
tion and prediction. Law often bases its conclusions on authority and precedent;
science bases its conclusions on the scientific method and confirmation with
replication. The legal method often results in reversals; the scientific
method hopefully results in refinement. Both fields now have extensive liter-
atures dealing with pornography within their perspective frameworks.

An underlying assumption throughout the legal history of pornography
is that such literature can have harmful individual and societal effects.
In 1967 President Lyndon B. Johnson created the Commission on Obscenity and
Pornography under congressional mandate in order to (1) analyze extant
obscenity laws, (2) ascertain the volume of traffic in pornography, (3) study
the effects of obscenity and pornography on the public and its relationship
to crime, and (4) recommend appropriate action.1 The purpose of this article
is to review significant research on pornography in terms of key Supreme
Court cases on obscenity in order to evaluate the recommendations of the
Commission:

Legal Arguments.'

Two problems plague the legal literature on obscenity and pornography:
definition and criteria. The Pcoblem of definition is epitomized by Justice
Potter Stevart's discomfort in "trying to define what may be indefinable."2
Neither obscenity nor pornography has ever been satisfactorily defined. This
was evidenced most recently by the Court's 'eturn to local standards and
notwithstanding attempts at providing synonyms (cf. Roth-Alberts) and examples
(cf. Miller).3 The Technical Reports of the CommjAlion adroitly avoid contro-
versial connotations by referring to operationalizations generically as
"erotic stimuli."

The central problem, however, is not one of definition. Concept
definition is arbitrary. The key is the adequady and consistency of the
criteria offered for evaluating the usefulness of the definition:4 It is in
this regard that the law on obscenity and pornography has been a morass of
conflicting confusion.

Three major criteria have underlined arguments dealing with censor-
ship of sex-related material, although their development has been neither
consistent nor chronological. One, which is most susceptible to empirical
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tests, concerns whether or not the effects of ouch material are harmful

to the individual or society. These effects could be in terms of behavior
(e.g. incidence of crice--and much of the research instigated by the
National Commission investigates thls question--but American law has gen-
erally emphasized that "thoughts" or cognitions_ are the relevant concern.
It remains unclear as to the nature of these thoughts, whether arousal,
sexual or Otherwise, or effect on socially relevant attitudes toward sex

and morality is the concern.

'
Another issue, although not contained in law, is whether or not

these effects are to be considered immediate or long-range. An issue that

is contained in law concerns the audience of sexually explicit material,
whether the receiver is an average person, a icnowledgeable"adult, or a
susceptible child. a, th -area of effects the scientific is a necessary

and sufficient

The sec
testing, co erns
Content, whet
the work is partly
social value" or i

al criterion, which is less amenable to empirical
value of the material itself. Here the issue is

contains immodest or immoral expression, whether

r ally obscene, whether it contains "redeeming
generally worthless and therefore not protected by

freedom of speech. While content-analytic procedures could theoretically
be developed to determine the amount and kind of erotic material in the
text, evaluations of that material are judgmental rather than empirical.
Determination of "community standards" of content, whether local or national,

however, is empirical. Thus science is here a necessary adjunct to law

but not a sufficient one for final disposition.
0

The third criterion concerns conduct. Here the issue involves
the behaviorof the defendant: whether the use of the content is public
or private, whether public dissemination of the content can be considered

Gan invasion of privacy, selling to a minor, or pandering. While fear

of effect may underlie this aspect of the low on pornography, aside from
the determination of fact the question is legal rather than empirical.
Final disposition depends on legal judgment of the behavior, and science
is neither necessary nor sufficient for that determination.

cognitions

Having no precedent to-follow when pornography cases began to
reach the American courts, the 1868 English "Hicklin rule" was adopted.
Lord Chief Justice Cockburn therein formulated the test:

whether the tendencrof the matter charged as
obscene is to deprave and corrupt those whose
minds are open to such immoral influences and
into whose hands a publicacpn of this sort
might fal1.5

Hicklin thus established two of the principles that were to reoccur in

many of the American court decisions on pornography: "corrupt cognitions"

and "susceptible persons."

Although several judges have bemoaned the lack pf evidence relating

the decoding of sex-related material and antisocial behavior,6 the Supreme

Court has made it clear (although conceptualizations are vague) that

salacious thoughts rather than antisocial behavior is the sine qua non

effects test of obscenity. The argument that antisocial consequent behaviors

must be shown has moat recently been repudiated in Miller v. California.7

In the significant Ulysses decision, Judge John Woolsey provided
several important dicta, including a definition of obscenity as that
which "tends to stir the sex impulses or to lead to sexually impure and

'Et
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lustful thoughts."8 Precedent was established in the landmark Alberts-

Roth cases. /n Alberts's original trial the test for obscenity was whether
or not the material has "a substantial ,tendency to deprave or corrupt its
readers by inciting lustful thoughts or arousing lustful de8ire3."9
In Roth, the jury was instructed that "the words 'obscene, lewdJand
lascivious' as used in the'law signify that form of immorality which has
relation to sexual impurity and has a tendency to excite lustful thoughts.""
In approving the conviction of Alberts and Roth the Supreme Court added the

definition: "Obscene material is material which deala,ith-sex in a manner
appealing to prurient interest."11

Perhaps implicitly recognizing the diffi ulty in operationalizing
such vague conceptualizations, jurists hive offeed additional criteria as
tests.for obscentty throughout the Court cases. Ah additional theme relevant
to questions of effect concerns the audience of potentially pornographic

materials. The Ulysses definition included a "test by the court's opinion
as to its effect...en a person with average sex instincts."12 This opposed

the "most susceptible person" test of Hicklin and potentially allayed some
of the fear expressed in Judge Learned Hand's discontent in reducing "our
treatment of sex to the standard of a child's library."13 In 1957 the Supreme
Court further slapped down the Hicklin rule in a decision that state law could
not quarantine "the general reading public against books not too rugged for

grown men and women in order to shield juvenile innocence."14 That same Year,

ptecedent was established in Roth with the phrase "...whether to the average

person..."15

Some of the libertarian's joy, however, was offset by Mishkin.
In that case Justice Brennan's majority opinion stated that,Erurient
interest should be "assessed in terms of sexual interests of7lts (intended

and probable recipient group."16 Mishkin's defense had argued that the

materials in question would disgust the "average person." Hence,'Roth did

6"P%

not prohibit them. The bothersome possible implication of this cas' is that

even if sex-related materials are shown not to appeal'to the prurie inter-

ests of the average person, that is not sufficient to allow the w rk. If anY

group of people shows prurient interest in the material; ft can be prohibited.

By itself (and other considerations, cf. content, are relevant), the decision
would mean that any work dealing with sex in an explicit manner that sells

could he found obscene.

In other decisions it has been made clear that children are not
_included in the audience,of "average persons." In Ulysses, which first offset
:the "susceptible" notion of Hicklin, the test was "on a person with average sex

instinets."17 In Redrup v, New York the viability of statutes stating "a
specific and limited state concern for juveniles" was recognized.18 In

Ginsberg v. New York, the concept of "variable obscenity" was added to the

legal literature whereby adolescents could be denied access to explicit sex-
--related materials aimed at an audience of sexually mature adults.19

Content

One cannot talk about effects without talking about content, and
that has been the case in the legal history of pornography. Little effort

overall, howeverhas been directed toward explicating the'nature of obscene

content. Rather the decisions have been concerned with (1)-the "judge" of
obscene content; (2) the criterion, aside from effect, to be used in judgment:
"community standards," national or local; (3) whether the theme of obscenity
is "dominant," "hard-core", or otherwise; (4) whether the content is "utterly
without,redeeming social importance" or "patently offensive."

In a significant early case, which was one of the first breaks in
the fight against censorship of sex-related material, Judge Augustus N. Hand
ruled that it yas for the trial judge to determine whether the material was -

'Pobscene before submitting any question of actual violation to the jury. 20
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The sinificance of this is that the question of what constitutes obscenity
is considered one of law rather than fact.. Whjle this means that obscenity
cases are reviewable by higher courts, since appellate Courts msy not
characteristically alter a jury's conclusions as tb the facts of the case,
it also means that the judge may estimate community standardd regarding sex-
related content. There is no legal requirement that such standards be
determined empirically. As already seen (cf. fn. 10), the judge may instruct'
the jury on questions of obscenity, although.Justice Brennan forcefully ex-
pressed the (majority) opinion in Jacobellis that it is the responsibility
of the Court to evaluate the jury's verdict or the lower cou t's decision:

Since it is onl "obscenity" that id excluded fr
the constitutionl 'protection, the question whether
a particular worb is obscene necdssarily implicates
an issue of constitutional law.... Our duty admits.
of no substitute for facing up to the tough individnal
.problems of constitutional judgnent involved in every
obscenity case.21

The pOssibility of empirically determining such standards was left
open, however, in Justice Harlan's statement that the government could ban
any material which "has been reasonablytgOin state judicial proceedings
to treat with sex in a fundamentally of e manner, under rationally
established criteria for judging such material" (emphasis added) .22 Recently,
in Hamling v. U.S., the defense submitted a local (San Diego) survey per-
taining to community,standards of sex-related material, but the Court up-
held the conviction in that a national advertisement was at issue.23

The criterion of "community standards," whether utilized by the
judge, jury, or community, has a vagueness not likely anticipated by Roth.
In Jacobellis, Justice Brennan held that because Obscenity is a constitu-
tional question, no "local".definition of the "community" could properly be
employed in delineating the area of expression .... It is, after all, a
national Constitution we are expounding."24 A majority of the Court failed
to agree with Brennan, however, and in Miller the Justices "shifted their
colrective inabilities to the communities'so the communities Might declare .

that they independently and differently know this 'thing' when they see
it."25

In terms of the content itself American law had added the "partly
obscene" test to Hicklin: such that ;Illy work dealing in part with sex-
related material could be subject to the censor's ban.26 Ulysses rejected
the notion of "isolated passages," however, and Roth considered "the
dominant theme of the material taken as a whole,'"--ITecause a work "might
well encompass material legitimately dealing with sex."27

Two additional terms were added to the legal lexicon on obscenity
in the 1960s. In Manual Enterprises v. Day, Justice Harlan, writing for
'the Court, held that materiaig must "be deemed so offensive on their face
as to affront current cOmmunity standards of decency" --a quality referred
to as "patent offensiveness"=-before they could be adjudged obscene.28
In the Memoirs case, which inliolved the first book (Fanny Hill, or Memoirs
of a Woman of Pleasure) sub ct to an obscenity trial in the United States,
it was held that. a "book c notbe proscribed bnless it is found to be
utterly without redeeming cial value."29

Such material wa escribed by Justice Stewart, in his dissenting
Cinsburg,v. U.S. opinion, s "hard-core" pornography, including writings
and

photographs, both still and motion picture, with
no pretense of artistic value, graphically 8epicting
acts Of sexual 'intercourse, including various acts of
sodomy and sadism, and sometimes involving several
participants in scenes of orgy-like character ....
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verbally desCrib g such activities in a bizarre manner with
no attempt whatsoever to aff rd portrayals of character or
situation and with no,prete se to literary value,30

Chief Justice Berger provid&d further examples recently in Miller,
including "representations or descriptions of ultimate sexual acts, normal

or perverted; actual or simulated," and "representations or descriptions of

masturbation, excretory functions, and lewd exhibition of the genitals."
However, the emphasis on a complete lack of social value in Memoirs was
changed to a requirement that the materials must contain "serious literary,
artistic, political or scientific value" to avoid an obscenity ruling,31

'The judgment now seemingly involves the quality of social contribution as
well as the quantitv of "patently offensive" sex-related material versus
"socially redeeming" material inherent in the phrase "dominant theme."

The examples provided by Stewart and Burger are among the'cloAst
the Court has come to the "operational" definitions of content needed for
determining effects. The Court's emphasis on context is empirically

important as well, although the concept "serious" is far from operational.
A third st d of cages dealing with obscenity complicates the issue,
however, in Iiat two types of obscene content seem to be recognized.

Conduct

In an increasingly important concurring opinion in Roth, then Chief
Justice Earl Warren insisted that the context of the defendsiOe conduct,
rather than the nature of the material itself, should be the central issue

in obscenity cases.32 The manner in which material was sold (or used) became
another element in the law on obscenity. In pihsburg, Justice Brennan,
upholding conviction, defined pandering as "the business of purveying textual
or graphic matter,openly advertised to appeal to the erotic interest of their

customers."33 Such conduct was prohibited.

Relying on Ginsburg, the Court in Redrup presented four situations
in which convictions for selling or mailing obscenity could be upheld: (1)
where the publication ia 'iard-core" pornography, (2) where there is evidence
of pandering, (3) where there is concern for juveniles, and (4) where there

is an invasion of privacy. The author of the per curiam majority opinion
spoke of two kinds of obscenity: hard-core and something else (not defined).
It seemed that if the content was not hard-core, and-lf the conduct of the
defendant did not violate (2) - (4) above, the materials involved were pro-
tected by the First and Fourteenth Amendments from governmental suppression"34

The empirical significance of this would seem to be that scientists
need only investigate one type of obscene content (hard-core)-ind only this
type needs to be studied in terms of effect, although it is prohibited
independently of effect. It is "socially worthless" and therefore not pro-

tected by free speech. The other type of obsceaity, not defined but by

implication sex-related material less than "hard-core",,is prptected by
free speech but is prohibited if the conduct of the defendant in selling or

exhibiting is.prohibited. Questions of,effect are not relevant. Legal

implications are much more complicated but involve issues not germane to the

present discussion.35

Empirical Evidence

While tisiia4TIgision of the legal history of obscenity is over-
simplified, as any such discussion must be, it does become clear that the
Supreme Court has used several distinct criteria for prohibiting obscenity

or sex-related materials. Not all of these criteria have empirical founda-

tion. The National Commission implicitly recognized this in its (majority)

recommendations advising:
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(1) Repeal of federal, state, and local legislation prohibiting
sale, exhibition, or distribution of sexual materials to consenting adults136

(2) State adoption of legislation prohibiting commercial distribu-
tion or display of certain sexual materials to young persons;37

(3) State and local adoption of legislation prohibiting public
display and unsolicited mailing of sekually explicit Materials.38

Protection of juveniles and conduct were thus recognized as legiti-
mate legislative Concerns. The implication of the content criterion--that
obscenity is "an offense to public morality or taste," is "socially worth-
less" and therefore not protected speech--was not recognized by the Commis-
sion, although (indirect) investigations of community standarda were included
in the Commission's 4sports. The recommendation for repeal of obscenity
legislation was based on the (lack of) evidence indicating harmful o, siverse,
effects on the user of pornalraphy. The relevant empirical evidence will
now be discussed in terms of (1) Behavior, (2)'Cognitions (arousal). (3)
Juveniles, and (4) CoOmunity Standards.

Behavior

While the Court.has made ii clear that antisocial behavior resulting
frompexposuce to pornography is not the basis for obscenity decisions, it
would seem to be an underlying concern if state "control of thought" is to
be avoided. This may be attributing more "reason" to the Court than Judge
Frank or Justices Douglaa and Black (cf. fn. 6) would like; however, fear of
resultant crime is a concern of the public. While two kndependent studies
of college-student attitudes found little concern over possible harmful
effects (as many foul*/ pornography humorous as found it arousing),39.a
national survey involVing twenty-five hundred adults found that 40 per cent .
believed that pornography led people to commit sex crimes.40 Fear of

effect is a concern of the public, but should it be?

Conceptually the-issue involves comparison of tuck similar groups
of people, one of which is exposed to explicit sexual material, and cbmpar-
ison of subsequent (antisocial) behavior. "Behavior" includes (increased)
sexual activity, and relevant evidence is considered under "arousal."
"Aatisocial" concerns the commission of a crime, sexual or otherwise,
although analyses of the repdrted data is in terms of sex crimes. The

practical difficulties of doing the experimentation (laboratory and natural)
or panel studies minimally necessary for causative statements, are profound.
These result in a preponderance of correlational eviaence subject to con-
flicting interpretation.41

In spite of anecdotal evidenCe, an examination of (juvenile) court
records indicated no direct relatioiship between exposure to pornography
and the commission of sexual offenaes.42 Incidence of exposure to porno-
graphy is not eystematically kept by the courts, hocaer, and these particular
data do not allow comparison to sexual offenders or nonoffenders. On the
other hand, a summaty of 51 studies, including several where such comparisons
were made, found no indication "that the relationship between pornography
and delinquency merits special investigation in the future."43 Furthermore,

although the amount of available pornography increased substantially in the
1960'0, the number of arrests for sex crimes increased 15 per cent compared
to an increase of 24 per cent for nonsexual offenses.44 In another study
it was found that control groups consisting of non-sex offenders, college
males, and men's-club members reported more exposure to pornography at an

earlier age and greater arousal tien sex offenders.45

In a large-scale interview survey, involving fifteen hundred
institutionalized sex offenders (S), 888 institutionalized non-sex offenders
(I), and 477 non-institutionalized controls (C), 28 per cent of the (g)
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reported strong arousal from pornographic pictures. However, 36 per cent
of the (I) and 34 per cent of the (C) reported similar arousal. Little
arousal was indicated by 43 per cent of the (S), 38 per cent of the (I), and
33 per cent of [4, (C). One half of the (I) and one third of the (C) reported

'having possessed pornography, sex offenders falling between these extremes.
Some differences occurreldin that child molesters and (C) reported the
highest arousal to pornography while rapists and homosexuals reported the
least arousal to (heterosexual) pornography.46 The latter finding implies
that pornography is not an effective'means -1 catharsis for at least one type
of sex offender (rapists) and conceivabl-, Ls 4. 3timulant for another (child
molestera).

In a more recent similarly extensive study it was found that
preadolescent exposure to pornography (generally involving nudity) was similar
across all groups but was significantly less for non-sex offenders and sex
offenders excepting homosexuals (preferring non-heterosexual stimuli) than
for controls.during both adolescence and adulthood.47 While these data do
not show that particular pornographic materials have no impact on behavior in
some cases, they do indicate that amount of exposure is not positively corre-
lated with sex deviance except in the case of homosexuality and non-heter-
ogeneous pornography.

The possibility of investigating the relationship between
pornography and sex offeeses in a natural situation occurred with the liberal-
ization of obscenity laws in Denmark. One researcher concluded that the noted
decrease in sex crimes in that nation is possibly due to a combination of
"infreased sexual permissiveness and widespread dissemination of...pornography."48
Thelpossibility that the decrease coutd be accounted for by a change in
attitude toward sex crimes and/or the report'ing of sex crimes waa also invest-
igated.49 While ihis might have been the case for minor offenses auch as
voyeurism.and exhibitionism, it was found less likely for more serious offenses.

Cognitions (Arousal)

The Court has not made clear its meaning for "appeals to prurient
interest.'" Research on pornography has generally studied effects on
arousit, .although this is a general physiological term:that can include
reactions of anxiety, fear, and guilt.50 -Self-reports have been the most
common measure, but several additional techniques (such as pupillary response,
galvanic skin response, penile plethysmograph,, and behavioral responpe)
have also been utilized.51 Together they strongly indicate that people
experience arousal when predented with sexually explicit stimuli. Several
reactiotla, may occur-, depending on the nature of the stimuli, the demographic
and peraonality characteristics of the respondents, and the context in which
the stimuli are presented.

Erotic stimuli may appear in a variety of.forms, including written,
pictorial, ot live, ranging from partial or complete nudity to various sexual
activities. In the classic Kinsey studies, 60 per cent of the males reported
arousal from sexually explicit printed material, whereas only 20 per cent
of the females reported arousal from either reading erotic btories or seeing
pictures of nudity.52 However, 60 per cent of the females reported'arousal
from "romantic" stories: 'Mosher and Greenberg found that the presence of a
non-threatening female experimenter can inhibit arousal among females. They
suggested that arousal is greater from romantis-passages because sexually ex-
plicit material instigates arousal inhibiting anxiety.53 Schiller also found
that female sexual arousal is tied to feelings of romance and love and that'
younger girls (ages 13-18) can be erotically stimulated by music, primarily
rbck and roll.54 The factor of fantasy in arousal has teen found by Goldstein
and Kant among both controla and sex offenders, especially rapipts.55
Pornographic material was more likely to stimulate sexual intercourse among
the controls, masturbation among the sex offenders. Rapists were most stim-
ulated bji fantasies, although the possibility that the subject matter of their
fantasies is partly derived from use of pornography does exist.
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In a study of male graduate students various pictorial scenes
were ranked according to arousal properties. Heterosexual ventral coitus
was ranked at the top. This was followed by dorsal coitus (2), hetero-
sexual nude petting (3), heterosexual fellatio (5), nude female (6),
heterosexual cunnilingue (7), nude male (18), and'partly-clad male (19).56
Rankings involving written material have not been reported.

0
Likelihood of arousal also depends on sex,'..education, and "sex

guilt." Males have been found to be more aroused by explicit depictions
of sexual activity, females more by fantasy and romantic stories.57 More
recently males and females have been found equally aroused by film,'although
males were more aroueed by oral-genital activity and were less likely to
regard sexual activities in film as pornographic, disgusting, or offensive
'than females.58 ,Kinsey found that pornography stimulated masturbation
only among the bettereducated, prisoners in particular reporting little
arousal short of actual human contact.59 People insecure in their sex role
have been found more likely to be upset by exposure to heterosexual erotic
stimuli.60 Subjects with high sex guilt were more likely to experience an
increase in sex guilt after expdoure to erotic material and more likely
to find the material offeneive.61

Unfortunately the message context surrounding erotic stimuli,
implicit in the Court's notion of "redeeming social Value," has not been
studied. It has been found, however, that the social context, or situation,
does have an effect on arousal. The presence of an experimenter can inhibit
expressions of arousal even when a permissive attitude is expressed.62
Subjects were found lees likely to include sexual content in created short
stories in classroom situations or when in the presence of an older, more
formal experimentsr,63

Several studies have found an increase in sexual behavior in the
24-hour period.following exposure to sexual materia1.64- In a longitudinal
study involving 84 voluntary married couples it was found that those who
viewed erotic films reported an increase of sexuil activity on viewing
nights and more tolerant ateitudes tOward exhibition of such films.65 No

indication of "harmful social consequences" was found. Another study made
pornographic material available to experimental subjects 90 minutes a day
for 15 days. 66 Initial increase in arousal and sexual thoughts was followed
by a decrease with continued exposure. No detrimental effects on attitude
or behavior were found.

Children

Few studies have been done with chilc\en in the area of porno-
graphy, but research in the violence area does indicate that they are likely
to learn novel behavior from mass media me5eages.67 In an early study
Ramsey found that 11Lto-.14-year-old boys ranked conversations about sex as
most arousing, followed by female nudity and obscene pictures.68 Goldstein
and Kant surmise that direct representations of sexual activity become
arousing as sexual experience increases.69 No relationship has been found

between exposure to pornography and juvenile delinquency. Gilligan, et al.

found that the level of reasoning used by high-school juniors to eValuate
various social dilemmas was lower for lower.-I.Q.students, social class, and
for dilemmas that involve social problems.70 Whether exposure to pornography
affects the latter, however, is not known. Davie and Braucht found a re-
lationship between exposure and poor-character scores as well as deviant
sexual practice (voyeurism, etc.) but concluded that the relationshi,p,was
not causal in that exposure tended to be age 17 or later.71
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Community Standards

The recent Miller decision increases the importance of determining
community standards, such determination being local as well ea case by case.
,In the Wilson and Abelsolk national survey no consensus in attitudes
toward pornography was found.72 While the majority would allow some sex-
ually explicit materials, A sizable minority (3b per cent) would not.
Few differences were found regarding mode (print versus film) of presenta-
tion, but content did make a difference (53 per cent would allow depictions
of coitus, while only 35-40 per cent would allow oral-genital depictions).

Eighty-four per cent of the men and.64 per cent of the women reported
experience with some type of pornography by (median) age 17 and 21 respec-
tively. The material was usually pictorial for men, textual for women.
Education, income, liberalness; consumption of books, early sexual experience,
and frequency of intercourse were positively related to exposure age and
attending religious services were negatively related. No relat nship was
found between exposure and satisfaction with one's sex life.

In a study of college-student attitudes it was found that exposure
was common and likely to occur relatively early (88 per cent by age 14).73
They had little agreement on what constitutes pornography and generally felt
that written descriptions are less pornographic than pictorial. A similar
study found that exposure was common among high-school students (68 per cent
had experience with pornography by high school, 30 per cent by grade school) .74
Females were more likely to feel embarrassment or disgust (52 per, cent than
males (19 per cent), both sexes generally,feeling that it should be restricted
by.age. N

The average consumer of pornography (and the person most likely to
have permissive attitudes) in one study has been found to he a white, middle-
aged, married, well-educated, high-incame male who has an active and varied
(50 per cent with more than onefpartner) sex life and who feels that
exposure to erotica increases social and sekeli interaction.75

Conclusion

. .

Several criteria have been utilized by the Court in prescribing
sexually explicit material. The National Commission recommended legislation
prohibiting public display (cf. pandering) and unsolicited mailing. Although
no legislation recommendation was made concerning public versus private use
of pornographic material, the conduct criterion of the Court was essent'ially
agreed with by the commission.

,

The content criterion, involving both judgmental and empirical
foundations, is more difficult to evaluate. The commission did not recom-

mend prohibition on the basis of content. It gathered a substantial amount
of evidenct_ 4 eating that people are exposed to pornographic paterial and

V riare not opIPW to availability if restcted to adults. The'commission's

recammendati agreed with this restriction. There is a sizable minority
opposed, but this may be based on feelings that harmful ef ts were likely

to occur.

The key criterion, especially if law is regarded ai "protective"
rather than "prescriptive," is the cognition criterion.,.,=fhe implicit
assumption of the commission is that cognitions are harmful to the exteht
that they lead to harmiul behavior. Correlative evidedce indicates that
sex offenders, on the whole, are less likely to Ile,exposed to pornographic
materials than Rthers. While this does not support a causal connection,
it unfortunatelyf is not sufficient to rule out exposure as an intervening

link in a causal chain. Exposure ma/ be a precipitating'factor in some pre-
disposed sexual offenders. The Danish experience, however, indicates that
this is not an instigating link.
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The relationship of arousal to prurieni interest i8 also

difficult,,to evaluate. People are sexually aroused by sexually oriented

materials. Drive reduction is sought. Whether or not an increase in'

promiscuous behavior, a sensical interpretation of prurient consequences,
however, cannot be determined by the reported evidence. Those interested

in pornography are likely to be sexually active, but the role pornography ,
plays in promiscuous activity was not-looked at directly.

Possible effects on children were also not substantially inves-
tigated by the commission. Other research indicates that children can learn

novel behaviors from mass-media messages. Elsewhere it has been found that
people can be "innoculated" againti persuasive messages and that those not
innoculated are more susceptible." Given this and the aversion of some
sex offenders and high sex-guilt individuals to pornagraphic materials, lack
of exposure to sexually related material seems as important an issue ea per-.
mitted exposure. 'The 'cvmedssion strongly recommended that a massive sex-

'education program be launched47 Enactment of this recommendation in con-
junction with one previously cited seems the most reasonable approach to a
controversial area in view of empirical evidence and Supreme Court arguments
on pornography and obscenity.
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Saxbe v. Washington Post Company (94 Supreme Court 8811)." Hastings

Constitutional Law Quarterly, 29 (Summer, 1975), 829-58.

"Public School as Public Forum." Texas Law Review, 54 (December, 1975),

'90-1

,"Reconc g Red Lion and Tornillo (Miami Herald Publishing Company v.

Tornillo, 94 Supreme Court 2831): A Consistent TheorY-of Media

Regulati n." Stanford Law Review, 28 (February, 1976), 563-88.

egulation Commercial Speech: Commercial Access to the Newspapers."

land Law Review, 35 (1975), 115-33.

igious'.Rights of Public School Teachers." U.C.L.A. Law Review, 23

(April, 1976), 763-91.

' "Remarks of Associate Justice William O. Douglas." Rutgers Law Review,

28 (Winter, 1975), 616-24..
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"Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press." Press Censorship
Newsletter. rWashington, D.C.: Reporters Committee forTreedom
of the Press, All Issues.

"Reporter's Privilege--Guardian of the PeoPle's, Right to Know?" New
England Law Review, 11 (Spring, 1976), 405-62.

"Report of the Committee on Freedom ofAxpression at Yale."
Rights, 4 (Summer, 1975), 357-90.

"Restricting the Public Display of Offensive Materials: The Use and
Effectiveness-of Public and Private Nuisance Actions." University.
of San Francisco Law Review, 10 (Fall, 1975), 232-51.

"Right of the Press 'to Gather Information After Branzburg (Branzbufg v.
Hayes, 92 Supreme Court 2646) and Pell (Pell v. Procunier, 94
Supreme Court 2800)." University_ of Pennsylvania Law Review,
124 (November, 1975), 116-91.

Human

Roberson, Peggy, "What are these LEAA Regulations and Haw Did We Get
Into This Mess?" The Quill, 64:7 (July/August, 1976), 19-22.

Robarteon, D. W., "Defamation and the First Amendment: In Praise of
Gertz v. Robert Welch, Inc. (94 Supreme Court 2997)." Anderson,
D.A., "A. Response to Professor Robertson: The Issue is.Control
of Press Power." Texas Law Review, 54,(January, 1976), 199-284.

Rosenbaum, M.D., "Inviolability,of Privacy Belonging to a Citizen's
Politi-cal Loyalties." *stings Constitutional Law Quarterly, 3
(Winter, 1976), 99-139.

Rosenfeld, M., "Jurisprudence of Fairness: Freedom Through Regulation
in the Marketplace of Ideas." Fordham Law Review, 44 (April, 1976),
877-922.

Schember, D.M., "Textbook Censorship--The Validity of School Board Rules."
Administrative Law Review, 28 (Spring, 1976), 259-76.

Schmidt, Benno C. Jr., "A NeW, Wave of Gag Orders." Columbia Journalism
Review, XIV:4 (November/December, 1975), 33-34.

Schmidt, Richard M. Jr., "Sibling Rivalry, First and Sixth Amendments."
The Quill, 64:8 (September, 1976), 25-27.

SS

Schram, G. N., "First Amendment and the Educative Function of the Law."
American Journal of Jurisprudence, 20 (1975), 38-45.

"Second-Cla'as Postal Rates and the First Amendment." Rutgers Law Review,
28 (Winter, 1975), 693-706..

Seeger, C. M., "Free Speech and Political Contributions." Connecticut Bar
Journal, 50 (March, 1976), 33-41.

"Sequestration: A Possible Solution to the Free PressFair Trial Dilemma."
American University Law Review, 23 (Summer, 1974), 923-57.

"Sex, Texts, and the First Amendment."
(April, 1976), 173-95.

Silverstone, S., "Access to Government
Secrecy and Natural Justice."
Law Review, 10 (1976), 235-50.

Journal of Law & Education, 5

Information: Administrative
University of British Columbia
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Small, Williai, "Treated Like...Distant Cousins." The Quill, 64:8

(September, 1976), 30-32.

Smith, D. W., "Local Taxation of Cable Television Systems: The Consti-

tutional Problem." Catholic University Law Review, 24 (Summer,

1975), 755-76.

"Spence v. Washington (94 Supreme CoUrt 2727); Smith v. Goguen (94 Supreme'

H _Rie e, 6 (Fall/Winter, 1974/75), 535-50.
Court 1242): and Flag Desecration." Columbia

uman ghts Law Res

"State Tort Actions for Libel After Gertz v. Robert telch, Inc. (94

Supreme Court 2997): Is the Balance of Interest Leaning in Favor

of the News Media?" Ohio State Law Jounal, 36 (1975), 60-720.

Steele, W. W. Jr., "Impact of the New Penal Code on First Amendment

Freedoms." Texas Bar Journal, 38 (March, 1975), 245-6+.
1

Steinberg, M. I., "Ohio Open Meeting Statute as Applied to Public School

. Board Action: A Proposed Alternative." Ohio North Law Review, 3

(1975), 176-82.

Sterling, C.W., Financing of Campaigns: Equality Against Freedosk,

American Bar Association Journal, 62 (February, 1976), 197200.i-:

,

Stern, C., "Free Press/Fair Trial: The Role of the Neww.Media Developing

and Advancing Constitutional Processes." Oklahilha Law Review,'25.

(Spring, 1976), 349-60.

"Symposium on the 1974,Amendments to the Freedom of Information tict."

American University Law Review, 25 (Fall, 1975), 1-130.

"Symposium: 'Openness in Government--A New Era'." Federal Bar Journal,

34 (Fall, 1975), 279-366.

"Texas Harassment Statutc:is it Constitutional? Walker v. Dillard 4523

Federal Report Second 3)." South Texas Law Journal, 17 (1976),

283-300.

"Texas Open Records Act: Law Enforcement Agencies' Investightory Records."

Southwestern Law Journal, 29 (Spring-,1,1975), 431-53.
\

"United States v. Columbia Broadcasting Syseem, Inc. (497 F. 2d 102):

Courtroom Sketching and the Right to Fair Trial." New England

Law Review, 10 (Spring, 1975), 541-59.

"United States v. Nixon (94 Supreme Court 3090) and the Freedom of Infor-

mation Act: New Impetus for Agency Disclosure?" Emory Law Journal,

24 (Spring, 1975), 405-24.

Vaughn, R. G., "Freedom of Information Act and Vaughn v. Rosen (484 F. 2d

820): Some Personal Comments." American University Law Review,

23 (Summer, 1974), 865-79.

Wade:J. W., "Defamation, the First Amendment and the Torts Restatement."

Forum, 11 (Fall, 1975), 3-17. ,d

Wallington, P., "Injections and the 'Right to Demonstrate'." Cambridge

Law Journal, 35 (April, 1976), 82-111.

Watkins, John J., "The Status of\Confidential Privilege for Newsmen in Civil

Libel Actions." Journalism Quarterly, 52:3 (Autumn, 1975), 505-514.
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Weinberg, 'Steve, "FOI Foiled by a Friend." Columbia Journalism Review,
XIV:4 (November/December, 1975), 38.

Whitaker, M.', "Ruling Letters and Technical Advice: The Disclosure
Crossroads." Taxes, 53 (December, 1975), 712-18.

Wickham, D.Q., "Tennessee's Sunshine Law: A Need for Limited Shade and
Clearer Focus."Tennessee Law Review, 42 (Spring, 1975), 557-72.

Wilson, J. L., "Fairness Doctrine: Big Brother'in the Newsroom." American
Bar Association Journal, 61 (December, 1975), 1492-4.

Wright, L. H., "Inadequacies of Freedom of Information Act as Applied to
IRS Letter RUlIngs." Oklahoma Law Review, 28 (Fall, 1975), 701

Yarbrough, T. E., "Burger Court and Freedom of Expression." Washington_
& Lee Law Review, 33 (Winter, 1976), 37-90.

Zoll, D. A., "Curtailment of Advocacy." Western Ontario Law Review, 13
(1974), 81-96.

"Zoning--Equal Protection--Freedom of Expression7-Zoning.Ordinances
Prohibiting Clustering of Adult Movie Theaters, but not all Movie
.Tbaaters, are Violative of the Equal Protection Clause
Unless They are Shown to be Necessary to Effect a Compelling
Seate Interest." Georgia Law Review, 10 (Fall, 1975), 275-88.

"Zoning--First Amendment--Equal Protection--Zoning Ordinance Regulating
'Adult' Theatres and Bookstores Violates Equal Protection Because
the Legislativ2 Classification Impermisibly Discriminates on the
Basis of Content Distinctions." Texas Law Review, 54 (January,
1976), 422-32.

Books

Barbour, Alton, ed. Free Speech Yearbook 1975. Falls Church, Virginia:
Speech Communication Association, 1976.

Barrett, Marvin, ed. Moment:of Truth? New York, New York: Thomas Y.
Crowell Company, 1975.

Confrontation: A Free Press in a Free Society. (Volume )OX, Number 3,
New York Law Forum). New York: New York Law School, 57-59
Worth Street, 1975.

Dionisopoulos, P. Allan and Craig R. Ducat. The Right to Privacy.
St. Paul, Minn.: West Publishing Co., 1976.

Friendly, Fred W. The Good Guys, the Bad Guys and the First. Amendment.
. New York, New York: Random House, 1976.

Owen, Bruce M. Economics and Freedom of Expression: Media Structure
and the First Amendment. Cambridge, Mass.: Ballinger, 1975.

Padover, Saul K. ed. and trans. Karl Marx: On Freedom of the Pressj
and Censorship. New York, New York: McGraw-Rill Book Co., 1974.

Phelps, Guy. Film Censorship. London: Victor Gollancz , 1975.

Porter, William E. Assault on the Media: The Nixon Years. Ann Arbor,
Michigan: University of Michigan Press, 1975.



Practicing Law Institute. Communications Law: 1975. (Handbook 67)

New York, New York: PLI, 1975.

Simona,'Howard and Joseph A. Califano, Jr. The Media and the Law.
New York, New York: Praeger Publishers, 1976.

Court Decisions

Buckley v. Vales, 46 L. Ed. 2d 659, 96 S.Ct. 612 (197). Federal statutes

limiting and requiring reporting of political contributions, and
furnishing public funds for Presidential election expenses, held
constitutional. Statutes limiting political expenditures, and
governing appointment of Federal Election Commissioners, held un-
constitutional.

Department of Air Force v. Rose, 48 L.'Ed. 2d 11, 96 S.Ct. (1976).

ExeMPtion of sectia%552(b)(2) of Freedom of Information Act ruled
not applicable in response to request for case sumnaries of Air
Force Academy hearings as to violations of Honor and Ethics Codes,
with personal references or other identifying information deleted.
5 to 3 decision.

Elrod v. Burns, 49 L. Ed. 2d 547, 96 S. Ct. 2673 (1976). Discharge of

non-civil-service employees of county sheriff's office for non.-
affiliation with new sheriff's political party, held violative of
First Amendment rights. Sp 2 decision.

Greer v. Spock, 47 L. Ed.2d 505, 96 S. Ct. 1211 (1976). The First Amend-

ment does not guarantee that a place becami a "public forum" for
the distribution of literature or to' make political speeches even
though members of the public are permitted freely to visit the

place. Specifically applied to a Presidential candidate on a
military post. 6 to 3 decision.

Hudgens v. National Labor Relations Board, 47 L. Ed. 2d 196, 96 S., Ct. 1029

(1976). Striking warehouse employees do not have a First Amendment
right to enter thc shopOing center for the purpose of anverelping
their strike against their employer. 6 to 3 decision.

Hynes v. Mayor and council of Oradell, 48 L. Ed. 2d 243, 96 S.Ct. 1755

(1976). A municipal ordinance requiring advance written notice to
local police by "any person...desiring to canvass, solicit or call
from house to house for a recognized charitable cause, or...for a
Federal, State, County or Municipal political campaign or cause...
fbr identification only" held to be invalid because of vagueness.
A municipality may, however, enforce reasonable regulations
.regarding door-to-door soliciting and canvassing to protect its
citizens from crime and annoyance. 7 to 1 decision.

Kelly v. Johnson, 47 L. Ed. 2d 708, 96 S. Ct. 1440 (1976). A county

regulation limiting the length of county policemen's hait held not
violative any Constitutional right guaranteed respondent poliCeman.
Protection sought as a law enforcement employee, not as, an ordinary
citizen, is distinction of considerable significance since State has
wider latitude in imposing restrictive regulations on its employees
than citizenry at large. 6 to 2 decision.

McKinney v. Alibama, 47 L. Ed. 2d 387, 96 S.'Ct. 1189AiL976). The selling

of a publication previously held to be obscenWas not a criminal
offense unless the jury in the present case made its own determin-
ation that the publication was obscene.
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vNebraska Press Association v. Stuart, 49 L. Ed. 2d 683, 96 S. Ct. 2791
(1976). Order of state judge restraining news media from
reporting information as to pretrial events relating to murder
proceeding held to violate First Amendment. 9 to 0 decision.

Paul v. Davis, 47 L. Ed. 2d 405, 96 S.Ct. 1155 (1976). Person arrested
for shoplifting and whose.name and picture were included in a
police flyer of "active shoplifters" distributed to merchants,
the shoplifting charges having been dismissed, after distribution,
of the flyer, may not sustain an action for damages for allegeddr
defamation or invasion of privacy. 5 to 3 decision.

Roemer v. Board of Public Works of NOryland, 49 L.Ed. 2d 179, 96 S. Ct.
2337 (1976). Maryland statute providing for annual noncategorical
grants to p:./ate colleges with stipulation that funds not be
used for sectarian purposes held not violative of First Amendment's
establishment of religion clause since purpose of statute and grants
were to support private highr education generally. 5 to 4 decision.

Runyon v. McCrary, 49 L.Ed. 24 415, 96 S.Ct. 2586 (1976). Court upHeld
interpretation of 42 USCS section 1981 to prohibit private schools
from excluding qualified children solely because they are Negroes,
and, as so applied, does not violate the First Amendment freedom
of association, the Fifth Amendment right of due process, nor the
Constitutional right of privacy. 7 to 2 deciston.

Serbian Eastern Orthodox Diocese v. Milivojevich, 49 L.Ed. 2d 151, 96 S.Ct.
2372 (1976). State court's determination in this case was of
ecclesiastical matters and therefore violative of First and
Fourteenth Amendments. ResolLtion of ecclesiastical cognizance
and polity is for ecclesiastical'and not civil tribunals. 7 to 2

decision.

Time, Inc. v. Firestone, 47 L.Ed. 2d 154, S.Ct. 95, 1976). The

Constitution does not contain a blan et privileg for making
defamatory statements in connection Jith the reporting of judicial
proceedings. A rational interpretation ok an ambiguous document
does not necessarily insulate a publisher -for defamation. 5 to 3
decision.

Virginia State Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer Council,
48 L. Ed. 2d 346, 96 S.Ct. 1817 (1976). The advertisement of
prescription drug prices is protected under the First Amendment
notwithstanging its "commer,lial speech" character. Thus in some
circumstances speech of an entirely private and economic character
enjoys the protection of the First Amendment. 7 to 1 decision.

Young v. American Mini Theatres, Inc., 49 L. Ed. 24,310, 96.5.Ct. 2440
(1976). Detroit zoning ordinance restrictrbt location of adult
movie theaters held not to violate First Amendment rights. 5 to
4 decision.
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THE BASKETTE COLLECTION: A RESEARCH REPORT

Don Center
Univeuity

Historical research in free speech is often hampered by the lack of,

accessibility 'to'primarv materials. In addipon,the contents and location

".of collections of primary materials dealing with free speech are seldom

publicized. Hence, the efforts of rhetorical scholare pursuing such avenues%.44

of investigation are restricted and their research limited. Since primary

sources offer the choicest information to the scholar, the location:and des-

cription of free speech collections would be most valuable: It ia the pur-

pose of this report to examine the fargest free speedr collection in'the

United Statesthe Baskette Collection. 6

Ewing Baskette, a native of Clarksville, Tennessee,. studied law'%

and library science at Vanderbilt and Columbia UniversitTA. While practicing

law in Nashville, Tennessee, Baskette served as a volunteer defense counsel

in the Scottsboro, Alabana, case. During this period he diligently began te

collect materials on civil liberties and freedom of expression. He served as

librarian at the University of Xentucky, assistant law rarian at the

University of.North Carolina, and reference-librari he_Univetsity of

Georgia. In later years Ile served as librarian at ndree.Copege, Lebanon,

Illinois, and Mattoon High School,Iliinois.. HAQtas sistant cataloguer at

the Illinois State Library. at the time of his-"di' 1 in 1959. The Rare Book

Room of the University of Illinois acquired hi ettion in 1959 from his

widov
_..

The collection covets a wide variety of subjects under the broad

:category of freedom of expression: anarchy, censorship, civil liberties,

communism, constitutional rights, freedom of Speech and freedem of the presal,,

labor-union activities, religious freedam, and socioliam. Dating from the

sixteenth centu rt to 1959, the collection contains books, pamphlets, letteks,

catalogues, photo aphs, autographs, manuscripts, po -ere and broadsides, -

court briefs and tanscripts, and newspaper and magaz ne actiCles. ,FolloWing

the requirement "rare enough to be Auite lipable or interesting anopighto Jr

.be well out'of the ordinary,"1 Baskette Wilt a Collection of more than ten).

thopsand 1,tems. 'Included are-items that were banned or ordeied?hurmea, books

for which theit'authors werp persecuted, exiled, oeeven,ixecutedand'
mmmerous materials that are no longer extant.

.

Physically the collection is divided into two sections: catalog&W .,

and.uncatalogued. The latter contains three divisions: periodicals, cOurt

cases, and the vertical file. The catalogued section is arranged accot,diiig '

to the Library of Congress system and is shelved separately. Its two'

thousand items are indexed by author and title in the Rare BOok Room's'regnlar

nardcatalogue file as well as being indexed in a separate subject:file. .While

containing primarily books, it includesa few periodicals and pamphlets. The

periodical division of the uncatalogued section consista'of 151.Separater.

titles. Most of them relate to anarchism and Similar.subjects. The division

of court,cases contains trial tranadripts, haefi, apPeals, arguments, and

decisions relating to 467 various facets of Civil liberty.. The Vertical, file

.is Cle largest diyision.of the collectidn. It contains pamphlets, artiCles,

'and leaflets on a variety of topics, eah shelved.in an.individual packet.

.Separate alphabetical indexes are'aVsil le for/each.of the-three divisions

of the uncatalogued sections.2.
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)('

:The writer's aelecAfon:of interting items from each section
.( 44e Catalogued Section

Altdn2rials. terials are available concerning this 1838 episode

relati4 to the Alor,rvor, an abolitionist newspaper, e4Ated and pub-

lished by Elijah Lovejoy was killed while defending his printing

press at Altoe.

Bunyan, John. A copy of his 1672 pamphlet A Relation of the Lmprisonment of.
Mt. John Bunyan, for which the author was imprisoned because of his religious.

beliefs.

DeFoe, Daniel. An ori 2 edit of DeFoe's The Shortest Way With

Dissenters, a pamphle the author was pilloried.

Galileo. A copy of
he was condemned and perpetual house arrest.

ue on 'the.Great World_System, for which

Goodman, Christopher. A copy of the Original 1558 publication: How

Superior Powers Ought to be Obeyed: Queen Mary of England once sentenced a
maw to death for having a copy of this book in the possession.

ItTALIgui.DEcclesia, for which he was burned44, the stake.

Knowlton, Charles. Fruits-of Philosophy, a pineteenth-century essay resulting

in.an early obscenity trial.

Luther, Martin.. Early'copies of his treatises, which were ordered burned in
.15I9,and 1521.

O'Hare, Kate. A collection of 124 mimeographed letters to her husbang,
Frank, and her children entitled, Dear Sweethearts.

Paine, Thomas. A 1776 edition of his Common Sense and a 1792 edition of his

libel trial.

Rabelaii. The burnik4 and censored Garsantua.

Servetua, Michael. Two treatises on the Trinity were ordered burned.

Servatus was later bUrned at the stake.

Sinclair, Upten. A copy of his Oil.

ar

TyncillrHis translatiOn of the New Testament, which was burned in London.

Its. was burned,for heresy in 1536,

Vanini, Junius. Caesare. A 1615 work in Latin: an argyment for and against

the theology of his day. This publication resulted in a charge of atheism.

He.was burned'at the stake,presumably with all his books. Hoyever, four

known.copies are in the United States,,one of which is in.this collection.

William!, Roger. A rare facsimile coPy of his Bloody Tenet, which was burned

in England.

Wilkes, John. A documentt The, North Britan, no. 45, describing the proceedings
against Wilkes which resulted in the origin oi the Fourth Amendment to the

Conetitution prohibiting "general warraere."

..;

Zenger, JohnTiler. A 1734 eamphlet: The liew York:Weekiik2ournal, which

includes hie trial.
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This section con th4kb e case of Abner Kneeland,who W4S charged with

blasphemy i ston in 1834,122 items on labor and laboring classes, 45 entries

on liberty speech and.;of the press,' 11 items on immoral literature, 16 items

concerning vejoy and the Alton riots, 5 items on the sixteenth-eentury
Marprelate controvers9c Won utopias, 664en'anarchism and anarchistsA'and 21

on censorship. ;."4

I

Also included afr:liaterials on such topics'as free thought, folklore,

fascism, banned and c94emned books, agnosticism, reformation, conscientious
objectors, ethics, w1.teli9Oft, nUdism, strikes and labor, revolutions, perjury
cases, social problems,ahd the alien and sedition laws.- Other entries involve

Mikhail Bakunin, Whittaker Chambers, Joseph Mcgaithy, John Peter Aftgeld,

Emile Zola, Sacco ancyamietti, and Scott Nearrng.
,..

.44, Uncatalogued Pericalteals

.The Absolutist. entified as a journal "Devoted to the interests of those

with conscienniou ruples against any form of war service." Published by

Julius Eichel andle e AbsolutistqWar Objectors' Association of,Brooklyn,

cNew York. Scattered issues, 1943-46.

The Amerijan Civil' Liberties Union Annual Report. 1925/26 through 1958/59.

"I
The Anarth1st: 'A Revolutionary Review. Edited by Henry Seymour. Scattered

issues; 1885-87.

At the:Sign cif the Silver Horse. Containing reports and editorials concerning

the banning of books and the use of literature as protest. 1954-56.

Delphic Review: An Anarchist liktarly. 1949-50.

The Emancigetor and Journal of Publie,Morals. New York. Extras, August 6,

18343 and January 13, 11,35. TheNe represent the oldest items in thee division.

-An abolitionist publiation.

The Free Commune: A-.9uarter1y,Magazine of Libertarian Thoullt: Published

by the Leeds Feee dommunist Group.

Liberator. New York. Published byi Eastman. 1918-24.

Man: A Journal of Anarchist Ideals ahd Movement. San Frantisco. Scattered

issues, 1934-39.

Mother Enttt_Bullettn. Published by Emma Goldmantociation with the
Political Ptisoners' Defense League of America. 1917-18.

The New International: A Monthly Organ of Revolutionary Marxiiem. New York,

1938. tie
44, '

New York Society for the Suppression of Vice. Anneal lOports. (Later known

as the New York Society to Maintain Public Decency:Y'1V:78-92, 1894-97,-1901,12.

The Proletarian: A Journal of International Socialism. Scattered issues, 1919-30.

The Radical Review: A Pub1ica4on for the Thorough, FeaYless, and Impartial. ,

Scattered fssues, 1877-78.

The Redcap: 1900. Published by the International Revolutionists.

.The Torch: A Revolutionary Journal of Anarchist Thought. Scattlred issues,

1895-96.
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Uncatalogued Court Cases

A.C.L.U. 1953, A.C.L.U. v. the City of/Chicago, a prior-restraint case.

Caldwell, Erskine. 1949, Massachusetts v. Caldwell et al. concerning his
4 novels.

A
The Chicago Socialists. 1918, Victor Berger et al. v. the U.S.A.

Choolokian, Hamportzoon. 1948 Hamportzoon Choolokian v. The Mission of the
Immaculate Virgin.

Communist organizations. 1949, Soviet Friendship, Ind. v. U.S.. Attorney
General; 1950, National Council of America v. U.S. Attorney; 1950, Joint
Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee v. U.S. Attorney General. All three casee
involve the listing of the plaintiff as a communist organization,

CommUnist Party of America. 1955, Communist Party of America v. Subversive4
Activities Control Board.

The Freethinkers of America. A case agalfist Trinitypurch of New York City;
concerning the selling of a copy of a letter "of political advice by
George Washington, 8 June 1783." The letter wad-said to be a forgery.

James Joyce. 1934 case involving Hendon House and Joyce over his publication.

Ulysses.

Orego 1925, the State of Oregon v. The Sisters ofple Holy NoMe'of Jesus
and Ma involving compulsory education.

Pealer, Westbrook, The 1950 libel Fase against Pegler. 404

Dred Scott. The oldest case in this diviAon.is t éibred'Scoct
Man) v. John Sandford. Includes the original transcript of:th

e,
Other cases involving civil-liberties amendhents incl

(1919), Abrams (1919),'Gitlow (1923) Cantwell (194
Terminello (1949); Kunz (1951), Beauharnais (1951/
Bavnblatt (1958/59). Materials incluae4 in thaIde
tradscripts, briefs, amicus curiae briefil, lettereA
and participants, appeals, arguments, and decisinna.

Uncatalegued Verh tica
*,

A.C.L.U. This packet conains 134 items 1,40
Civil Liberties Union:includes-such topic vs's

freedom. Included are materiaes by the-lmer
a chronological survey of the important datOs:
of the Talmud, an 1897 copy of Byron''S supprea
the controvesuial picture "September Morn,". an
bboks.

4Y an
I.

tp

ralAmismcy.
Ing thellafisca

"Forbidden Fr,
zi list of

American Utopias. Materials on such communiilesras. rook.

Newark Christian.Community, the Freeland Colony4.01, Soc
Bishop Hill Colony,rthe Ruskin Co-operative Colob,'
included is-a list. al American utopias through '9 n a suppl
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Anarchism and Anarchiser: This, the largest packet, contains Items dating from

1870 to,.1959. Of special interest is a 42-item collection of anarchist

groadsides.

CatholiC Church--Controversial Materials. A large assortment of:,,,anti-Catholic

.views, including several pamphlets such as The Devil's Prayer Eindki Grimes of
' -

Priests, and Behind Convent Bars.

Censorship. 'Contains 300 items rt,senting numerous views and eventa.

,
Conscientious objectors. 72 items, including the handwritten notes of

Baekette made as he visited conicientious
objkctors imprisoned in 1918 Left

Riley,..Kansas.

Free Speech. Numerous,arkicles'and,pa
Wing a 1919 bibliography

published by the Free Spe,,q1 League of

4-
Haywood, William. A rare copy of Big Bill , Malyooed *lea in the case of the

bomb killing of Frank'Stuenberg, former gov'exiArTofIdaho.-
; 141,0i

Hill, Joe. This unique collection contains ll'i)amphlets and 7 song sheets of

I.W.W. songs such as "Casey Jones7-the Union Scak," apd "Dump the Bosses 'off

Your Back."

The Houndsditch Tragedies.
Complete account of-these murders and the historic

siege of foreign anarchists in London.

Hutchinson, Anne. An 1888 report of 1638 trial.

Ingersoll, Robert G. Rare photos, speeches, and tracts.

Mexican-American CivA0Rights. 12 items.

Paine, Thomas. Three nineteenth-Century pamphlets on Paine, one being an 1871

copy of an oration bpiirfrt C. Ingersoll:'"On the Life and Sertes of Thomas

Paine."

Political Crimes and Offenses. 22 items: letters and tracts written by indiv-

iduals while in prison and circulated by suCh groups as "The Children's. Crusade

to Free the Political Prisoners" (1919), "Political Prisoners' Defense and Relief

Committee" (1922), "Anarchist Red Cross Society" (1924), and "Amnesty League"

(1919).

Spanish Civil War. 278 items: numerous posters and broadsides and six cloth

banners.

Unamerican Activity Investigations. Material on the McCarthy era,)the McCarran

40\ HUAC hearings, and the Voorhis Blacklist Bill.
.

.

Other topics in this diNasio 1 witt anti...-coOmunist movements,

eivil,frights, anti-Semitism, politf toons,4Fhe Fabian 'Society, the

Haymarket riots, fascism, sabotSge, eednm ST spee,ch, the press and

relig.j.ern\ Also included are,items.' iah Warren and.Nev Harmony, odore .

`Albeit Schroeder, a copy of Esquire.banAbd from the mails,.and 35.14.fms

women's rights,dating from 18903to 1956. /
-

'
0

' . -

ES

1 Sexington Herald, January 4, 1942.
14!.-

2 queries concerning specific-holdings in this collection shomld be '

addressed to N. Frederick Nash, Rare Book Room,,University of Illinoie,1,Urbana,

Illinois, 61801.
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RANLIV4THEORY OF JUSTICE
ANt FREW OF EXPRESSION

. ROY V. LEEPER
Weal:mu:listen Calege

At the present time there is no coherent justification universally
accepted as a philosophical underpi6ning for the right of freedom of expression

as enunciated in the First Amendment. This lack is well expressed by Thomas

I. Emerson, who writes:

In recent years much uncertainty and controversy have marked:the
effort to formulate the legal doctrines'pertaining to freedom
of expression and to fix the role of legal institutions in main-
taining them. . . . There has been little effort to reappraise
legal doctrines and institutionarin light of the new situation.
And, even less consideration his been given to the extension of
legal theory to new problems posed by modern conditions.1

The accuracy of Emerson's position is made evident by turning to recent
Supreme Cou ,cases in the area. The justificaLons given in the cases have
not been itent, nor have they been addressed to first prijtiples; rather,
the decis have been rendered and justified on an ad hoc basii.

The problems Oosed by this approach are obvious: First, there is a

lack of predictive ability. Someyjuripts have made su0 an ability the basis
of their definition of the law.4-41Second, without such-4 philosophical justifi-
cation the pressures of the moment assume increasing importance. The result
can be a loss of the legitimizing principles provided by a Public Philosophy)
This loss is reflected by the number of recent 'attempts to provide such a
philosophical underpinning for freedom of expression. Besides Emerson, such
scholars as Meiklejohn, Bickel, Shapiro, and Abraham have addres d themselves
to various aspects of the problem.4, Several of their works are Ruite recent;
no 'consensus has yet emerged.

Another attempt is the one made by Rawls in A Theory of Justice. It

is partial because he provides only a framework for approaching the problem of
efttablishing guarantees for liberty; he does not attempt to specify all the
guarantees or the procedures necessary to ensure their effectiveness. In spite
of this incom leteness, however, the current outpouring of articles on Rawls's
book indicates at what he has to say about liberty is being taken yery
seriously by the ademic community.5

.

This paper it; divided into two sections. The first is an explication
'

and critique of those sections of A Theory of Justice addreised to the quest n
of liberty. The second section is an analysis of how Rawls's system, if in
effect, would hsve altered or buttressed several major casee in the
freedom of expression. Rawls, with his emphasis on correct, procedures
opposed co correct results,6 probably would find the second section toloe :
irrelevani. .But it seems to me 'that before, an alters on of the fundamenfal.-
princieles.of sOhiety can be seriously considered, iq is not asking toolatich
that Bush an alteration be'justified on the basis of sults. As Caws not
"what makes an argumint moral is never merely its form but always also the u
to which it is toi"ut and the practical .consequences of that use." Tho

.........-,-; results can be ascertained only by looking to specific situations iskinifl.'

'tb. 83 .
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how they would have been changed, if at all, by such an approach A brief

conclusion follows the two sections of the paper.

Explication and Critique

,

The basic sections of A Theory. of Justice appliCable to this paper

are chapter four: "Equal LibeTCY767and section 67: "Self-Respect. Excellence. 1

and Shame"; and section 82: "The Grounds for the Priority of Liberty."

Chapter two: "The principles of Justice"and chapter three: "The brlginal

Position" lay the groundwork for Rawls's theory. ..s.

The starting point of this analysis he fact that Rawls classifiesIWliberty as a "primary golpd." Primary goods defined as "things which it

is supposed a rational alin wants whatever else he wants" (p. 92). Examples

are "righeh and liberties, opportunities and powers, income and wealthl.

(p. 92). They are means to the "good." The "good," briefly put, "is ihe

satisfaction of rational desire" (p. 93). While people in the original

Position (people without privileges and under a limited veil of ignorance)

"do not know their conception of the good, they do know, I assume, that they

prefer more rather than less primary goods" (p. 93). Primary goods are used

'to pursue the good "as long as it does n t violate what justice demands"

(p. 93). Several comments need to be m4de at this point:

First, Rawls assumes that "whatever one's system of ends, primary

goods are necessary means" (p. 93), This is an obvious overstatement. Rawls

later backs off from it. For example,(p. 142) he writes that "it may turn,

out, once the veil of ignorance is removed, that some .ef them for religioui

or other reasons may not, in fact,.want more of these goods." Even in the

original positionhowever, the representative men have some kn,{3wledge of

the religious structure of the society that they will 400enterVig (see below),

so they know even at that point that t6ey may not necessarily want more

rather than fewer primary goods. The other side of this argument is that,

once the veil of ignorance is removed, people may find that their rational

satisfaction of desire may require more of the primary goods .than it is

possible to allot them. Rawls notes that if you require less, you can always
renounce the overage (p. 143). .What do you do if you requih more? When

the people who require fewer prheary goods relincinish them, are they divided

evenly, or are they turned over to people whose *life styles require mdre pri-

mary goods? Which system is fair? Another obyI,ous question is: How do you

relinquish a primary gad such as liberty? .Is the fund of liberty increased

such a relinckiatinent? If so, where 4es the overage go? How does one

ize sive of such4"good? In short, -Mere is a question as to the ability

e repyesentative4ren in the original position 11,achieve an effective '4

nObn.,of theba#ic primarA goods. The basialliyehological l'actoethat
nsuri.this choice of more rattier than fewer.gimdry goods is envy.
s rUles envy out of the original position'(p. 143). The reason he

out iii that envy may compel an,egalitarian position if the people

riginai position could enfoice their will p. 538). Egalitarianism,

may run into ince tive and production p lems (section 42: "Some

bout Economic Sys s"). Therefore, en has to be ruled out.

This dec ion, as well as leading to-the pfblem discussed.above, has been

qUietioned'Ila an arbitrary decision&
1

ut

of

distr
wouid
BLit Ra

rules
in the
in turn
Remarks

)
Finglly, there is a problem in cL iirgaifying liberty as a good or as a

means. The analogy with a good implies several First,. liberty

seems to become a static possession rather than a righ hat is affected only,

c, 8,9



in a state of procesa. Second, it implies that a quantitative value can be
placed on liberty. In fact, Rawls places an economic value on freedoA even
while seeming to deny that he is doing so. And, finally, the classification
of liberty as a means rather than as an end implies that liberty has no in-
trinsic worth. Just what does have the intrinsic worth that liberty is a
means to, is never made explicit. At times it seems to be any rationally
chosen way of life (p. 142); at other times it seems to be a way of life only
in keeping with the principles of justice (p. 454). In any event,-it is not
self-evident that a rationally chosen way of life has to be in accord with
Rawls's particular conception of justice. In short, he consigns liberty to a
subsidiary position ikhis overall framework. It is a means. This makes it .

easier to barter away/liberty than if it were conceived of as an end. When
this can be done, the possibility of leading diverse life styles is endangered.
This, of course, Rawls does not want. That is evident in his stress cl
different rational ends (e.g. sections 33 and 34). But while Rawls does not
want such a result', Allan Bloom writes that it is the logical extension of
his Oosition.9 If, indeed, the ends of man are many, liberty )velf must
become an end. As Isaiah Berlin writes:

lf, as I believe, the ends of man are many, and not all of them
are in principle compatible with each other, then the possibility
of conflict--and of tragedy--can never wholly be eliminated from
human life, either peisonal or social. The necessity of choosing
between absolute clalmS is then an inescapable characteristic of
the human condition. -This gives its value to fieedom as Acton 2

had conceived of it--as an end in itself, and not as a temporary
need. . . .10

At tha point, Radls:s theoretical position on libeirty should be
enunciated. The position is to be found in the "First Principle of Justice,"
the ."First Priority Rule," and the "General COnception.7 The find! statement
of these is found on pages 302-303:

First Principle--Each person ie to have an equal right to the
most extensive total system of equil basic liberties compatible
with a ei4ilar system of liberty fir all.

' - .,
I . . . iFirst Prlority Rule-- The prIdNiples, of justice are to be ranked

im,lexi order and thereforeVliberty can be restricted only
for-the ske.of liberty. There are two cases:
(4) 'a less extensive liberty mu strengthen the total

1101
system of liberty shared 1;

(6) a less than equal liberti st be acceptable to those 11
with the lesser berty. 40

..--t.v

General Conception-- XII primary socrel goodsliberty and oppor-
tunity, income and wealth, and the bases of self-respect--are to
be distributed ehually unless an unequal distribution of any or
all of theee goods is to the advantage of the least favored.

At this point, I want' to addiese only the 'General Conception" and 4114First
Principle." In the next subsection, I will discuss the itirst Priority Rule."

2
.

.-.

.
First, it ould be noted th4, the "Genital Conceptinlie upon which the

"First Principle" is baeed,rofers only td_thS equalization of liberty, no
,to its maximi,Zation.4 EverCin the "First Principle" the maiimization of
:'-amd the extent of...liberty aie bounded by this'equalization principle. As
will be noted belt, this leadstb4 semi-balancing position vis-a-vis the
place of liberty in Silty.

,

Aknond, Rawls's stateminAof the "First principle" has changed over
the courseof 4ime.12 It has,gone from "most extensive liberty"uto '"equal
basic liberties." This is an obvious narrowing pUifie-)cotie4p4.Of:Z1berty.
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Just how much this. concept ham been narrowed becomes clear when examtning

his list of basic librties:

The basic liberties of citizens Alv, roughly speaking, politi-

cal liberty (the right to vote and to be eligible for public

office) together with freedom of speech and assembly; libetty

of conscience and freedom of thought; freedom of the person

along with the right to hold (personal) property; and freedom

frodi arbitrary arrest and seizure an defined by the concept

of the rule of law (e.

Several problems arise here: Ftrst, does t40. mean that liberties that

are not included in this list can be limited withot' cern for equality? The

answer is not clear. Second, does it mean that lib r ep that are left off the

list are not to be ebnsidered prior to,Rawles second principle of justice,

which concerns economic distribution? Apparently so. Third, one must question

the arbitrariness of this 114, Rawls does not explicitly justify inclusion

of thls list as opposed\to another; he merely says: "By way of general comment,

these principles primarkly alply, as I have said, to the basic structure of

society. They are to govern the assignment of rights and.duties and to regulate

the distribution.of social and economic advanteges" (p. 61). Just how arbitrary

this judgment is.may be discovered by comparing Rawls's list with the'liberties

.
protected by the Bill of Rightsliberties that are also applicable to the

basic structare of society. In particular the Ninth Amendment goes well beyond

anything 1.11,'

Thitd, and most important, is the question of whether the representative

men in the original position would accept such a "First Principle." I suggest

that th y wen1 not, at least not on the ground that Rawls suggeAs. To make

my caRe I wonld like to nRe the example that Rawls-uses:equal liberty of

concie,hce. His analysis of this issue is to be found in Section 3. One facet

of lib rty of conscience is freedom of religion. Some religions pdisit a

heav and hell. Some also hold that acceptance or rejection of the Particular'

reli ion determines the outcome of going to one place rather than the other.

The fore, religious beliefs tend to be Very important to Some people. Rawls

note them fact on R. 207. The representative men in the original position do

not kni whether their religious preference is held by the majority or by the

minority in th society of which they will become a part (p. 206). The

question befor them is to decide haw to handle liberty of conscience. Rawls

argues that th would accept the "First Princi le" because:

Now it seems that equal liberty of conscience is the only principle
that the persons in the origiol poeition'can acknowledge. They

-cannot take chances with theePliberty by permittim* the dominant

religious or moral doctrine to persecute or toouppress others if

it wishes. ting (what.may be questioNd) that it is more

probabl an not oelp will turn out ..to helprig to the majority
(1fA jotity exists), io.gamble in this wa'i Iwo:Slid show that one

did dot take ones re.ligious or moral convictions se4ously, or

highly value the.11beiiy to examine one's beliefs (p. 207).

Does Aillow, because religious beliefs are strongly held, that therefore

the p in the original Repition would accept equal liberty for all? I

believe that the reverse holde. If an individual belieVes.that he has the

answer to the salvation of man, if he believes that men will be condemned tO

eternal hell if they do not accept his truth, would tie not opt foelimiting

freedom and take a chance on being in the majority? / think that he Would

,for the following çeason SA,

irst, Rawls itea that the people'in the original position "are not.

tTeW4hemselves as sEigle isolated individuals." RaEhet "they have ties with

w
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certain membera of thv next generation who will alaw make aimilar claima"

(p. 206). If Ho. then Is not the person with the strong religious beliefs
taking a chance 'that his deacendents will he corrupted by false doctrine? is

he not taking a chance that he and the present aociety will be damned? if

seems to me that such.an indIvidual wild take a chance on being in the majority.

If he 1.8 not, there 18 alwayH emigration.

Second, if religious views are strongly held and are sharOly different,
there will be a great amounl of strain on a society that holds the "First

Principle:" Rawls recognizea this problem in section 79: "The Idea of Sncial

Union" when he writes:

The essential thing is that there be a shared final end and accepted
ways of advancing it which allows for the public reogration of the
attainments of everyone. When this end is achieved, all find satis-
faction in the very same thing; and this fact together with th
complementarity of the goodof individuals affirms the tie of commu-
nity (p. 526).

If religion 1.8 of fundamental importance, and if religious views differ sharply,
will there be a shared final end? Probagly not. The only possible shared

final end in such a case is an agreement to disagree. Rawls does not demon-
strate that such an agreement is sufficient to hold society together. In

short, such a first principle would place a severe strata on social union.
Would the representative man, recognizing thts fact and taking his reitgion
seriously, opt for the "First Principle"? Or would he not rather take a chance
on being in the majority anti prefer to limit reliWious conscience in ways he
deems necessary?

My third argument on this point is an historical one. It appears that
religious toieration clic' not become acCipted, even on a limited basis, until
the efficacy of religion itself was called into queStion. The religious open

*society as we know jt (and as Rawls seems to postulate it) gained acceptance
the nineteenth century.13 By this time the hold of absolutist religious

ruths appears to have been weakened. Thus, such a "first Principle" seems
. historically feasible only if a people does not hold Strongly onto rbligious
principles. But if this is true. the-"FA,Tat-NrincIP14:', 090' 90t-f911WA-160
t e original position. If religious bel4efEll.ste Het:strongly held by'the

presentative men, tolerance might be extented. but (1) it probably..is not

essary to Ao so given the weakness of the beliefs, and (2) since-lithe repre-
s ntative men do not hold such belie* strongly, there is no sense their
aking a chance on extending such liberty of conscience to someone who might
hold strongly onto such beliefs. Such an action would only take a chance on
disrupting society. Thus, it does not., appear that the "First Principle" can
be justifted by the snalysis Rawls makest,

11
I would now Ake to- address the "First., Priority Rule." The crux of

this rule is that "litieity ean.Amp reattained.ably for the sake of liberty."
I hay" four suggestions to make with regard to this rule:

First, as Hari notes, Rawls cannot be entirely serious on this point.
For example, such a rule would eliminate libel and slander laws. Libel and
slander laws are limits on liberty but are not for the sake of liberty; they
are "for protection from harts or loss of amenities or other elements ofr-eal.
utility."14 If Rawls were entirely serious on this point, not only would such
laws go by the wayside, but aIso such laws as those on false advertising would
bedeliminated. 4111
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Second, Rawls backs off from this principle himself when he writes that:

Earlier I noted the intuitive Idea behind the prvecdencd-ol-

lificrtY (026). The supposition ts that if the persons in the
original position assume that their hasic liberties can he
effectively axerelsed, they will not exchange a lesser lifierty
tor an improvement in their economic well-being, at least not
once a certain level of wealth has been attained The

denial of eqnal liArty can he accepted only if it is necessary

to enhance the quality of civilization so that in due course
the equal freedoms can be enloyed by all (p. 542).

Therefore, there is an initial Haat of a haste economic condition and apparently
there can be a later limit on liberty if the economic condition sags below q

certain level- Several prohlems arise here: First, who decides the basic

economic level? It cannot be tile people in the original position, because

they do not h the knowledge necessary to make such a decision. If it is

not the people In this positiba, the people making the decision have Rome

knowledge of their position in society, and one is confronted with the problem

of privilege. This WAS the problem the hypothetical original position was
designed to avoid. Second, this is more obvious when the question is: When

has society dropped below the minimal level? Then the people vmking the

decision obviously know their position in society. Third, and most important,

it seems as if liberty to express oneself is of greatest importance when

society Is in a crisis. Serious thiAing and action with regard to the crisis

cannot take place If the dehate can he cut off because of the economic love!

produced hy the crisis.

Third, it should be preliminarily noted at this point that there is a
problem connected with limiting liberty even for the sake of liberty. Rawls*

writes that "liherty of conscience is to he limited only when there is a
reasonable expectation that not doing so will damage the public order the

, government sh nld maintain" (p. 213). This type of analysis tan (and has, as

will be noted elow) lead to suppression of political opponents, .the arresting

of political p testers, and the establishment of relocation camps(as in the
case Lof Japanese Americans in World War 11 .

Fourth, Ra>s recognizes prohlem'with the "First Prin ' and

with the "First Priority Rule" in regard to the worth of ,liherty or example,

everyone may have equal liberty of expression, hut is it really, equal if one
party does not have the funds necessary to pay for the expressitie but the other

party does? Rawls argues as follows:

Thus liberty and the worth of liberl, are distinguished as
follows: Liberty ls represented bylthe complete system of the
liberties of equal citizenship, while the worth of liherty to
persons and groups is proportional to their capacity to advante
their ends within the framework the system defines. Freedom as
equal liberty is the same for all; the question of compensating
for a lesser'than equal liberty dodt tot arise. But the worth

of liberty ls not the same for everyone. Some have greater
authori.ty and wealth, and therefore, greater means to achieve
their aims. ,The lesser worth of liberty is, however, compen-
sated for, since the capacity,of the less fortunate members of
society to achieve their aims woidd be even less were they ndt
to accept the existing inequalWes whenever the difference
principle is satisfied (p. 204).

This Argument is ambiguous, but it teems to go: ,(1) Equality of opportunity
to exercise liberty does-not mean an 'equal epi.lity to gain from that opportunity.
(2). Libertrcannot be made unequal to compensate for this inequality because
that would violate the First Principle. -(3). Rut it is of no real co4cern

441, 9:3



because Liberty is a meant.; to an end. (4) The "Difference PrInciple"--thar
social and etonomlc Inequalities are to he tut...fated if they raisc the basic
po4iti6n of the least adSantaged--equall.tes the worth ot liberty, because any
additibnal advantage the privileged gain from the unequal worth im compenHated
for by a gain by the (emit advantaged in society. I believe rhnt this nnalysla
1s unsatisfactory for several reasons: First, the argument seems to postaaate
that the worth of liberty can be quantified. If so, why Is there a priority
rule? If it can be quantified, then all that 1.8 necessary la an epen market
that Sets the price. Second, Raw1H argueH that "perhaps the most important
primary good is that of self-respect" (p. 440) Lt 1H debatable that thla is
a correct position. Maslow argues, for example, that the need of self-respect
arises at the fourth level of his hierarchy and that other primary needs have
to be substantially satisfied before this need assumeH primary importance.15
If Rawls is correct, however, it seems to me that self-respect is baHically a
function of other people.." kf so, liberty And the worSis+of liberty are of

+primary importance since It is,through expression and effectuating our plans
sof: action that other yeoplo,can evaluate us and our self-respect can be
..!'devekopati. in thelust society, then, should one be expected to trade off
s'yorth of liberty for the advantages he gains under the "Second (economic)
Pridcliple!"117 "This is not. necessarily to argue that Liberty should be unelsal,it itf.only. to argue that Rawls does not give a convincing argument for its not
being unequal.

At this point I would, like to move from a Hummary and critique of
Rawls's theoretical position nnd into the question of how specific instances
would be handled differently, if at alL, by a Raw1Hian analyHis. The next
section consists essentially of extensions of.the positions taken above. .It

shuuld be noted that what Rawls would say about the Hpecific cases discussed
belr ig not clear aH the analysis in A Theory_ of Justice is made basically
atrthe original position stage.

Application of the Rawlsian Analysia

In applying Rawls's analysis I have decided to examine three arens of
cases --two national-socurlty cases that illustrate the clear and present danger
rule: the Japanese-American relocation case and a speech-plus case. AS the
cases are used only for illustration, the.explication of them is brief and
does nut purport to represent the final word of the Supreme Court in the area.

In this subsection I would like to discuss two national seturity cases;
Schenekv.v. United States, 249 U.W. 41 (t919).and Dennis v. United States, 341
U.S. 492l., (1951). Briefly, Schenck idvolved an indictment based on the
Espionage Act of 19(7. The defendants were accused of distributing documents
designed "to obstruct the recruiting and enlistment service of the United
States" and of causing "insubordination, etc., in the military and naval
forces of the United States" (p. 49). Whether the documents distributed were
actually capable of--rnd in fact didproduce the alleged harm l8 beside the
point; what is to the pornt is that Justice Holmes wrote the opinion for a
unanimous Court that upheld the convictions. During the course of his
opinion Holmes enunCiated the clear-and-present-danger test. It ds:

The question in every cse'is whether the words used are
-in such circumstances ahd are of such a nature as to cre
clear and present danger t they will bring about the
stantive evels that Congress to prevent. .

If the act (speaking, or circula n a paper), its tendency
add the intent with which it is done, are the same, ye perceive
no groud for saying that success alone warrants making the act
a crite 'cp. 52).

This test was modified to some extent, with Holmesk-consent, by,Justice Brarbileis,
concurring in Whitney v. California, 274 U.W. 357 (1927). Brandeis wrote that
not only did the danger have to be clear and present but that it also had to
be serious (p. 370.-

,
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ie bnnis aio Involved the constitntionAllty of various provislop/

oi the Smith Act. Min act. directly or indirect ly, mad it a crime to

knowingly and willinllY '(1) "orgautite as the CotanunIst Oarty," and (2)

to "advocate and teach the deity and necessity ot
overthrowing and destroying

the Govrnment of the United States by forc and violence" (v. 494). 'Justice

Vinson. with thre lustices
joining him, wrote the opinion foi the Gout t. He

detailed the hintory cci the clear-and-present-dangurtost.
Thenilie pottitod

that societal survival was the ultimate goal: "Iniieed; this is Mle ultimate

value of any society, for It a socleLY cannot protect Its very structure frtzt" .0144;

armed Internal attack, it mutt follow that no subordinate value can be pro-,.

.tected" ',09) . Vinson seemed to disagree with Brandeln that the danger

had to be serioua: "Certainly gp attempt to overthrow the Government by

force, even though doomed from eh* "cline'. because of inadquate numbers or

power of the revolutionists. In a
sufficient evil for Congrenn to prevent"

(p. 509) . Vinson then offered tin modiffcatis, ol the clear-and-present:-

danger test:

Chief lodge Learned Hand, writing for the majority below, Inter-

preted th phrase aS follown: "En each case, (courts) must ask

whether the gravity of th 'evil,' discounted by its improbabil-

ity. luHtifiett such an invasion of free speech au 1H necemiary

to avoid the danger." LI1 F. 2d at 212. We adopt this statement

ot the rule (p. 5(0).

The implicatiowmf this modification is obvious: Any expression tlratrtdvocates

the uverthruw 00 the.goVernment can be suppressed. SurviVal of the government

is deemed the ultimate value:
destruction of the government is the gravest

possible evil. Therefore, util,sti the improbability of the overthrow Is

100 percent, the formula suggested by Vinson will result in a positive figure,

and the expression advocating the overthrow can be suppressed. As Shapiro

notes, this is simply "the remote bad tendency test dressed up hi' modern

style."18

The quesjaen now Is: Would Rawls's syntem allow or disallow such

lecisions? His gftwer seems to come in section 34: "Toleration and the

Common Interest" and ln section 35: "Toleration of the Intolerant." The "First

Priority Rule": "and therefore liiIrty can be restricted only for the sake

of liberty" suggests that Rawls approachen liberty an an absolutist. Yet

closer ahalysis indicytes that he comes out lit much the same place as Holines

and Brandeis.

Rawls begins with a conception of
limited government and views It

as the agent itf its citizens (p. 212). But then be writes:

Granti this, it now seems evident that, in limiting liberty

by Agf,d ce to the commori interest in public order and security,

the-larernment acts on a 16rinclp1e that would be chosen in the

original positisau, For in this position each recognizes that the

disruption of these conditions is a danger for the liberty of all.

this follows once the maintRnance of public order is understood

as a necessary condition for ever/one's achieving his ends whatever

they are. . . . (pp. 212-213).

Thus it is clear that Rawls, as do the above-mentioned justices, views

government Survival as of prime importance. This justification of government

survival even at the expense of individual liberty Oa not adequately developed.

What Rawls means by limiting liberty omly for,the dake of liberty is predicated

upon the belief that a strong government with the emwer to suppress free Speech

is necessary ifanyone is to enjo/ liberty. in Iaa,he uses language remin-

iscent of Brand is in Whitney:
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Furthermore. in holding that the consequences tor the
necerity of public order nhoold not be merely possible
or In certlin cases even probahle, but reanonably certain
or imminen there is again n8 implication ot a particular
philosophical theory (p. 213).

It deems as if Rawls accepts the Holmen/Brandein limitation on freC speech but
rejects the Vinson analysis. The threat has to he imminent, not Vint ponsible.

But what is the pra,tical implication of Chia position? The test
appears on its face to be a limit on governmental power: The government can
regulate liberty only when there io a clonL, present, and serious danger.
Yet Walter F. Berns notes that, given thp liintory of the test, "The clear,
and present danger teat actually becomen n rationale for avpiding the
impottible prohibitions of ,the First Amendment and ior convicting persona for
speech that the government has torbidden."I9 Thus the position that Rawls
arrives at, as is the ease with Holmes and Brandeis, is.not one of limitation
on governmental power but one of permission CO circurlenC the First Amendment
prohibitions.

Another practical problem that arisen is: Who in to decide when the
danger is sufficiently imminentilid serious that free expression can be
limited? Rawls argues that thi expectation must In; 'steed on evidenceand
ways of reasoning acceptable to all. . . . It represents an agreement to
limit liberty only by reference to a common knowledge and understanding of
the wor1d Adopting this standard-does'not infringe upon'anyone's equal
freedomh (p. 213). .;Several questions and objectionS arise here: Who makes
this decision as to Nays of reasoning" and "evidence acceptable to all"?
Do the representative filen, in the crriginal position have the necessary know-
ledge? But if they Axe out of the original position, what about the problems
with privilege? ThOlfact'that the cases went to the Supteme Court is a good
indication that the parties involved did not agree on the evidence and the
reasoning. .If Rawls's readers disagree about his mode of theoretical reason-. '

'ing"(and the articles on Rawls indicate that they do), how can he possibly
expect people in the real world, facing problems of freedom and survival, to

rue on "evidence and ways of reasoning.acceptable te all" or even on
,,-"ite procedures for collecting and analyzing the evidence?

One final comment Needa_Looll2(made before turning to the next area:
What would be theanalysis 0141- rd to an intolerant group that used
peaceful,fteans, ascopposed to violent means, to impose its intolerant vicifel
The question is not as strange as it seems. The Supreme Court faced
essentially this same question in Communist Party of Indiana v. Whitcomb,
414 U.S. 441 (1974). The case involved the efforts of the Communist Parq
to be placed on the Indiana ballot. Indiana refused because the party
would not submit a required loyalty oath regarding the advocacy of overthrow
of the government. For various reatiOns 00 Supreme,Court ordered that the
Communist Party be allowed a place on theballot. It may be assumed that
if the Communist Party gained power through the election process, its
leaders would make an effort to curb traditional freedoms.2° Would d
Rawlsian analysis reach,the same result as the Supreme Court? Apparently
not. ',Rawls argues as follows:

Suppose that, in some way or another, an Intolerant sect come
to exist within a well-ordered society accepting.the two
principles tof justice. How are the citizens .of,this society
to act in regard to it? Now certainly they should not' suppress
it simply' because the members of the intolerant sect could not
complain were they to do so. Rather, since a constitutiOn
ezista, all ;citizens have a natural duty to uphold it. We are)
not released\krom this duty whenever others are disposed to
act unjustly. A more stringent condition is required: Theri
must be soma considerable risks to our own legitimate'interests
1p. 220).
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It is only the liherty of fhe'intolerant which is to be limited,
ana this is done for the sake of equal liberty under 11 just
constitution pie principles of which the intolerant themselves
would acknowlkdge in the original position (p. 220).

Thus it appears that if there were a considerable chance that the Communist ,

Party would be elected, Rawls would keep them off the ballot. While no such
cOnsiderable chance existed in Indiana, the opinion of the Court did not
mention such a condition. An objecttnn to Rawls's position naturally arises
at this.Point: How free are a people if they are not free to peacefully
change to an authoritarian tom ot government! Wonid the representative men in

the original position really rule out any future poSsibility of changing to
an intolerant form of goVernment? Would they really place Ruch limitations
on the future generations for which they are responsible? Even Rawls suggests
that they would not when he argues that freedom (toleration of opposing views)
is only a means. If so, then an authoritarian form of government may be best .

suited to attaining the ends of a particular society.

The danger of abandoning an absolute prohibition in favor of a balanc-
ing test, even one that is as strictly drawn as the Holmes/Brandeis versilln
of the clear-and-preRent-danger test, is evidenced by KorematRu v. United
States, 323 U.S. 214 (1944), the Japanese-American relocation case. While it
does not pertain directly to the .subject of freedom of expression, believe
that it is reasonable to discuss it here. First, Berns discusses i in his
analysis of the clear-and-present-danger test.21 Second, it directl concerns
the subject of limiting liberty. Third, it is a good vehicle for exp ding
the analysis of Rawls's position vis-Z-vis the First Amendment and freedom of
expression.

In brief, Korematsu involved the relocation of people of Japanese
origin from the west-coast areas to inland areas during World War II. This
'relocation was based on a military order authorized by gxecutive Order No.
9066. When the relocation was challenged in the Supreme Court, it was upheld.
In the majority opinion by Justice Black we find this statement:

We cannot say that the war-making branches of the Government.did
noe have ground for believing that in a critical hour such
persons could not readily be isolated and separately dealt with,
and constituted a menace to the national defense And safety,
which demanded that prompt and adequate measures be taken to
guard,against it (p., 218).

In short,"given the critical nature pf the moment, the military was justified .

in taking the steps it did. Black held that it was not up to the Stipreme
Court, in hindsight, to change that decision (p. 224).

Yet, in.hindsight, the decision to,relocate people of Japanese origin
appears to have been wrong. For example, Edward S. Corwin,wrote: "Hindsight
makes it clear that there was no necessity for the Japanese measures.'
Certainly', chronology supports puch skepticism."22 What'caused such a mistake
to be made? justice Murphy, in a'stitring dissent in Korematsu, laid the -

blame on "racial and economic prejudices" (p. 239). Corwin laixl it on
"iper,eased 2res8ure from interested and/or hysterical gropprof west-coast
citizens."2-1 Both blamed public pressure. Would Raels permit the same
mistake to be made? .

\
There is some indication that Rawls distrusts and, therefore, would

discount public pressure. For example,,in section 68: "The Right and the
Good Contrasted" he writes:
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In justice As fairnesa, however; this problam.never arises:
The intense conv.iFtinns of the majority, if ther are- indeed
mere preferences without any foundation In the principles
of justice antecedently established. have no weight to hvgin
with. The satisfAction.of these feelings has no value thbt.'
can liek put In the scales against the claim of equal liberty
. . N gainst these principles neither the i ity of
feellng nor its being shared hy the majority ca or
anything, On the contract view, then, the grounds at liberty
are completely separate from existing preferancen (p. 450).

Thu.3 it appears that kiwis does not trust the pressures of the majority'and
would not reach the result-in Korematsu, at least not 11c-cau3e of such pressures.
(The discounting of intensities raises other problems, of course, but they are
beyond the scope of this paper.)

Without such popular pre'Ssure being taken into account, would Rawls
still reach the decision of the Court in Korematsu? In the foregoing state-'
ment, he suggests that to limit liberty one has to go back to the principles
established inrhe original position. The principles of the original position
pre reached on a risk-aversion strategy. There is some question whether the ,

representative men In the original position would really operate on this' basis.24
Assuming that they would, would Korematsu still result? When writing on
freedom of ennscience (see above), Rawls argues that men in the original
position, if they felt strongly about religion and were unsure whether they
would be in the majority or minority, would opt for the "First Principle,"
guaranteeing liberty. It seeme that here, where actual physical liberty is
at take, the men in the original position would not allow the possibility
that, they would he in the group subject to relocation.

But tBen the question arises as to how these men in the original
position can get-from the principles arrived at to a clear-and-present-danger
anarysis as,set out in my first subsection. Yet Rawls argues that they would
get there in spite of or because of the principles he sets out. In short, it
is not clear whether he would arrive at the Korematsu decision. He discounts
public prassure in favor of the impartiality of the original position; but
then he also allows the principles arrived at to give rise to repression if
there is a serjous and imminent danger and if evidence and ways of reasoning -

can be accepted by all. The door seems to be open for the mistake to be made
again..

I would now like to turn briefly to speech-plus cases.. These are
cases that involve action as well as expression in the communication attempt.
Apparently the judicial analysis of-such cases began in the labor-picketng
case of Thornhill v. Arybama, 310 U.S. 88 (1940). At the present time such
analysis is found in guerrilla-theater cases (e g. Schacht V. United States,
,398 U.S. 58 (1970)), demonsiration cases (e.g. inker v. Des Moines, 393 U.S. ,

503 (1969)), tc. The case would like to dis uss here is United States V. .
O'Brien, 391 U. . 367 (1968). This case involved a young man who protested
the Viet Nam War y burning h3 Selective'Service registration certificate.
This violated the Universal i4Uitary Training and Service Act. O'Brien's
defense was the F rst Amendment guarantee oI free speech. The appellate
court's rever of his conviction was vacated by the Supreme Court, and his
sentence reinstated. In the opinion for the majority of the Court, Chief
Justice Warren wrote:

We cannot accept the view thqi' an apparently limitless variety
of conduct cat be labeled "speech" whenever the person engaging
in the conduct in ends thereby to express an ideas However,
even on the ssui4tion that the alleged communicative element
in O'Brien's -con uct is sufficient to bring into play-the First
Amendment, it doe Vtot necessarily follow that the destruction
of a registration crtlficate is constitutionally protOtted
activity. The Court fin held that when "speech" and "nonspeech'
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elements are combined in the same course of conduct, a suffi-
ciently important governmental interest in regulating the
nonspeech element can justify incidental limitations on First
Amendment freedoms (p. 06),

The question is: Would Rawls reach the same result?

.

My argument here has to be very brief, because I believe Oat Rawls has
failed to provide an analysis suf4..1.4ent enoughto arrive at an answer. As

Toted. the "First Principle" allows fbr regulation of liberty only for the

sake of liberty. As also noted, one of the basic liberties is "fr edom of

e)

Speech and assembly." These basic liberties can be regulated when here is

imminent and serious danger to society. So the question appears t be, in a

particdlar case, whether there is such a danger. But do we really have to

reach this question? Note what Rawls has classified as a basic liberty:

"freedom of speech and assembly." Does the burning.of a registration certifi- .

cate even Aall under this heading? Rawls does not give us an answer. I

sufipect that he would reach the same decision as the Supreme Court: The

representative men in the original position would beliexe that society has
to betAefended, that a registration certification aids the accomplishment of.
that end, and that freedom of expression (if the.burning of a registration
certificate is expression).'can be regulated for this primary end. What I am
adding herd is that Raills's analysis is incomplete in that he fails to draw a
distinction between types of speech, The blade liberty he discusses is more

comp,ex than his argument recognizes. At times speech alone is not sufficient

for making a communication attempt effective. When it is not, and action is
added to thespeech, 'Apes the "First Principle" cease to protect it? This

.question is one that gMerson attempts to answer. His answer is based on a
'distinction between communication efforts that are primarily speech and those
that are primarily action. One is protected by the First Amendment; the other

is not.25 Rawls seems to have glossed over this distinction. Another distinc-
tion that should be noted here(and one that he also fails to discuss) is the
distinction between expression directed to a public good and one directed to a

private good. AS Meiklejohn notes, kbis distinction should make a difference
when regulation is being considered.4° In abort, the liberty of freedom of

expression is not a simple, undifferentiated liberty,as Rawls's.analysis
seems to suggest. .

Conclusion

In summary I do not believe that a Rawlsian analysis can be adequately
developed to support the type of absolutist position on freedom of expression
that, in the view of Justice Hugo Black and others, is set out in the First
Amendment. I believe that this is true for the folloWing reasons:

1. Rawls seems to ignore historical mistskes that should guide his
philosophy. In fact, he argues (p. 86) that substantive mistakes can be
jUstifiably made by correct procedures:that it is the procedure'that is
impo4ant, not the results. But if a procedure that will reeult in such
mistakes as Korematsu is adopted, perhaps that'procedure is not adequate.

2. Rawls seems to assume that government survival is gf supreme 'slue.
This assumption needs-a more adequate justification. If the survival of the
government is based on suppression of basic liberties, should the government
continue to survive74

3. I a not that the representative men in the original
thposition would adopt the "Fi t Principle." This, is not to say that e "First

m

Principle" should be adopted, only that Raw1Ca-a4nmEt for it seems uncon-.,
vincing. I would suggest tha 't Mi 's analys s,which Wls attempts to refute'

4 (pp. 209-211),is more likely to r in the adoption of the First Amendment
or even theFirst Principle." ,
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4. Rawls's conclapt of the basic liberty of freedom of speech suffers
from two basic oversimplifications: A. He fails to distinguish between
purposes of expression and provides no,method for ranking the purpoees. B. He

fails to distinguish between types of expression which have significantly-
different consequences for society.

5. The last and most basic objection / have to Rawls's f amework-is
that he classifies freedom of expression as a means and not as an dd. When
this is done, the door is open for balancing away that freedom if ot
means to the ends seem more adequate. If free expression is balanced out of
.existence, the possibility of an effective and nonviolent evolution 4f
society is, at best, limited.

ThieNis not to deny the importance of A Theory of Justice. Even
the writers of articles critical of the book concede its importance. Rawls
has stimulated discussiOn of the most important problems-fdting our society.
While the work may be deficient in some respects, it is still one of the
most important philosophical works of vur time.
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